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CLASSES
Your character’s class represents her field of expertise, whether
she’s a battle-hardened soldier or a technomancer bending the
laws of physics. Her class grants a number of abilities—these
could be the result of formal training, honed talent, or even a

ENVOY

SOLARIAN

The envoy uses her personal magnetism
and intelligence to help her allies and
baffle her enemies, often in the service of
negotiation or politics.

The solarian contemplates and gains power
from the life cycles of stars. His techniques
allow him to create a weapon or suit of
armor from a mote of stellar energy.

MECHANIC

SOLDIER

Adept at building and modifying machinery,
the mechanic has either an advanced
artificial intelligence or a cutting-edge robot
drone as his constant companion.

Thoroughly familiar with weapons of war,
the soldier is ready to wreak havoc when
force is called for, and specializes in a
particular fighting style.

MYSTIC

TECHNOMANCER

The mystic magically channels the energy
connecting all things, often through a focus
on the divine or intuitive understanding of
biological systems.

The technomancer understands the
connections between technology and
magic, and exploits them by bending reality
to suit her needs.

OPERATIVE
The operative has the skills to complete
almost any mission requiring stealth and
discretion, whether it be simple espionage
or messy wet work.
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direct connection to a god. It also determines statistics such as
her Hit Points, Stamina Points, weapon and armor proficiencies,
class skills and skill ranks per level, and base attack and saving
throw bonuses. The following are Starfinder’s core classes.

CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
Your class is the single most important factor in determining
your character’s abilities—the chassis on which everything
else is constructed. At the same time, however, each class
has the potential to spawn an infinite number of characters
depending on the choices you make, both rules-wise and in
terms of your personality and the story you want to tell. An
android mystic who acts as a priest of the machine god Triune
is going to feel and behave wildly differently in play than
a lashunta mystic who uses his psychic abilities as a mindreading private detective, despite the fact that they share the
same class.
The following sections describe Starfinder’s seven core
classes, with each entry containing all the information you need
to play a member of that class at any level. This introduction is
designed help to explain the format used in all class descriptions.

Overview
Each class entry begins by describing a stereotypical member of
the class and suggesting a number of ways your character might
use her abilities during an adventure. You aren’t restricted to
those actions or personality traits when you play a character of
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that class, and as noted above, it’s possible to create specialized
characters of the same class who are effective in very different
areas. But if you’re new to Starfinder and looking for help deciding
how to roleplay a character of a given class, start here.
Stamina Points: At 1st level and whenever you gain a
new level, you gain this number of Stamina Points + your
Constitution modifier (minimum 0 SP per level) (see page
22). If your Constitution modifier changes later, adjust your
Stamina Points for all your levels.
Hit Points: At 1st level and whenever you gain a new level,
you gain this number of Hit Points. These are added to the Hit
Points you gain from your race at 1st level.

Key Ability Score
This entry indicates which of the six ability scores is most
important for this class—that ability is your key ability score.
To be most effective, you should usually make your key ability
score your highest ability score. Unless otherwise noted,
the saving throw DC for foes to resist your class features (if
appropriate) is equal to 10 + half your class level + your key
ability score modifier. This entry also notes one or two other
ability scores that are important for this class but are not vital.
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Class Skills
This entry notes the number of skill ranks you gain at each
level; regardless of any penalties to this number, you always
gain at least 1 skill rank per level. This entry also lists your
class skills, which are those skills a member of your class is
usually particularly good at—if you put at least 1 rank in a class
skill, you gain a +3 bonus to skill checks with that skill.

Armor Proficiency
This entry lists the armor types with which you are proficient
(meaning you automatically know how to use them). See Armor
Proficiency in Chapter 8: Tactical Rules for more information
on how proficiency affects you.

Weapon Proficiency and Specialization
This entry lists the weapon types in which you are proficient.
See Weapon Proficiency in Chapter 8: Tactical Rules for more
information on how proficiency affects you. When you reach
3rd level in that class, you also gain Weapon Specialization (as
per the feat) in those weapons, which allows you to add your
class level to your damage rolls with those weapons (see Weapon
Specialization on page 163 for more information). Grenades,
missiles, and other consumable weapons never add specialization
damage, even when you’re using weapons like a cyberbow or
grenade launcher.

CLASS FEATURES
Each of your class features is detailed in the remainder of the
class description. If a class feature ever requires a calculation or
produces a numerical result that would include a fraction, always
round down unless otherwise stated. This follows the normal rule
for rounding (see page 243).
Class features may reference different types of levels, such as
character level, class level, and caster level (if you’re a spellcaster).
For a character with only one class, these are all the same thing.
If you decide to take multiple classes, when a class feature has an
effect or prerequisite based on your level, it always means your
level in that class, not your total character level (which is the
sum of all your different class levels). If a class feature or spell
mentions your caster level, that refers to your combined levels in
all spellcasting classes (though the number of spells you can cast
per day and the number you know at each level are still based on
just the level of the class granting them).
Class features usually fall into one of three categories:
extraordinary abilities, spell-like abilities, and supernatural
abilities. You may gain these abilities through one or more of a
variety of means, including advanced meditative techniques,
athletic training, biological stimulants, cutting-edge technological
devices, experimental cybernetic enhancements, mysterious
alien technology, or state-of-the-art biotech. The specific source
of these abilities is up to you, as a way to add flavor to your
character. Regardless of the source, these abilities are class
features and cannot be taken away from you, though they may
be suppressed or negated by other effects (see below).
Extraordinary Abilities (Ex): Extraordinary abilities are
nonmagical, despite the fact that they’re not something just
anyone can do, or even learn without extensive training.

Effects or areas that suppress or negate magic have no effect
on extraordinary abilities.
Spell-Like Abilities (Sp): Spell-like abilities are magical abilities
similar to spells. Spell-like abilities are subject to spell resistance
(see page 265) and do not function in areas where magic is
suppressed or negated. Spell-like abilities can be dispelled.
Supernatural Abilities (Su): Supernatural abilities are
magical but not spell-like. Supernatural abilities are not
subject to spell resistance, but they don’t function in areas
where magic is suppressed or negated. A supernatural ability’s
effect cannot be dispelled.
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CLASS TABLE
Each class description contains a table that summarizes the
various features of the class at each level.
Class Level: This is the class level at which your character
receives the benefits listed in the line.
Base Attack Bonus: This is the total base attack bonus at
that level, which is used to calculate your melee and ranged
attack bonuses.
Fort Save Bonus, Ref Save Bonus, Will Save Bonus: These
entries list your base save bonus for Fortitude, Reflex, and
Will saving throws at that level. You add your Constitution
modifier to Fortitude saves, your Dexterity modifier to Reflex
saves, and your Wisdom modifier to Will saves.
Class Features: This lists the class features gained at that
level, which are described in detail later in the class description.
Spells per Day: For a class that can cast spells, the table
lists the number of spells per day you can cast at each class
level (known as your “spell slots”). You may be able to cast
additional spells based on your key ability score, as indicated
in a separate table in the class entry. If an entry is marked
with a dash (—), you can’t cast spells of that level yet.
Other Entries: If the class grants different features that
depend on your level, they are listed here. For instance, the
solarian’s armor bonus and weapon damage by level can be
found under Solar Manifestation. These abilities are described
in detail later in the class description.
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CLASS BUILDS
Following the explanation of a class’s features are four
examples of ways to build the class. These are examples of
some of the choices you could make to create a specific kind
of character, designed to help you think about different ways
of playing the same class.
Theme: This is an appropriate theme for the class build.
Ability Scores: This entry notes which ability scores are
most important for the build.
Class Choices: Many classes offer multiple choices within
certain class features (such as envoy improvisations and
mechanic tricks). These entries list some appropriate choices
for the build, ordered by the earliest level at which you can
take each option.
Spells: Choices of spells that are particularly suited to the
build are listed by spell level.
Feats: Useful feats are listed alphabetically.
Skills: These are the skills that best complement the build.
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ENVOY

STAMINA POINTS

6 + Constitution modifier

You make your way in the universe with
a charming smile, quick wit, and keen
sense of self-preservation, and excel at
getting others to do what you want.
You might be a trickster, hustler, or
con artist, or you might serve as an
actor, ambassador, or businessperson,
paving the way for negotiation through
kind words or the occasional dirty trick. You
are often the group’s strategist, using
your quick wit and tactical acumen to
push your friends to greater heights.
You may also be skilled in diplomacy,
serving as the face for a starship
crew, talking your way into restricted
systems or gaining audiences with
local politicians or warlords.

KEY ABILITY SCORE
Your Charisma helps you succeed in many social situations
and makes a number of your improvisations more effective,
so Charisma is your key ability score. A high Dexterity score
can make you a better ranged combatant, while a high
Intelligence score improves all of your skills.

10983660
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CLASS SKILLS
SKILL RANKS PER LEVEL
8 + INTELLIGENCE MODIFIER
Acrobatics (Dex)
Athletics (Str)
Bluff (Cha)
Computers (Int)
Culture (Int)
Diplomacy (Cha)
Disguise (Cha)
Engineering (Int)

Intimidate (Cha)
Medicine (Int)
Perception (Wis)
Piloting (Dex)
Profession (Cha, Int, or Wis)
Sense Motive (Wis)
Sleight of Hand (Dex)
Stealth (Dex)

PROFICIENCIES
ARMOR PROFICIENCY
Light armor

WEAPON PROFICIENCY
Basic melee weapons, grenades, small arms
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TABLE 4–1: ENVOY
CLASS
LEVEL
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th
17th
18th
19th
20th

BASE
ATTACK
BONUS
+0
+1
+2
+3
+3
+4
+5
+6
+6
+7
+8
+9
+9
+10
+11
+12
+12
+13
+14
+15

FORT
SAVE
BONUS
+0
+0
+1
+1
+1
+2
+2
+2
+3
+3
+3
+4
+4
+4
+5
+5
+5
+6
+6
+6

REF
SAVE
BONUS
+2
+3
+3
+4
+4
+5
+5
+6
+6
+7
+7
+8
+8
+9
+9
+10
+10
+11
+11
+12

WILL
SAVE
BONUS
+2
+3
+3
+4
+4
+5
+5
+6
+6
+7
+7
+8
+8
+9
+9
+10
+10
+11
+11
+12

CLASS FEATURES
Envoy improvisation, expertise (1d6), skill expertise
Envoy improvisation
Expertise talent, weapon specialization
Envoy improvisation
Expertise (1d6+1), skill expertise
Envoy improvisation
Expertise talent
Envoy improvisation
Expertise (1d6+2), skill expertise
Envoy improvisation
Expertise talent
Envoy improvisation
Expertise (1d8+2), skill expertise
Envoy improvisation
Expertise talent
Envoy improvisation
Expertise (1d8+3), skill expertise
Envoy improvisation
Expertise talent
Envoy improvisation, expertise (1d8+4), true expertise
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ENVOY IMPROVISATION

1st Level

As you gain experience, you learn envoy improvisations—little
tricks that bolster allies, confound enemies, or change the ebb
and flow of battle using guile, inspiration, or luck. You learn your
first envoy improvisation at 1st level, and you learn an additional
improvisation at 2nd level and every 2 levels thereafter. The list of
envoy improvisations appears on page 62.
If an improvisation allows you to grant an effect to an ally, you
cannot grant yourself that effect unless the improvisation states
otherwise. If an envoy improvisation allows a saving throw to resist
its effects or requires an enemy to attempt a skill check, the DC is
equal to 10 + half your envoy level + your Charisma modifier.
Some envoy improvisations are language-dependent, mindaffecting, sense-dependent, or some combination of any or all of
these. These terms are defined on page 270.

EXPERTISE (EX)

1st Level

You are an expert at dealing with challenges that test your skills,
be the challenges social or otherwise. At 1st level, when attempting
a Sense Motive check, you can roll 1d6 (your expertise die) and
add the result of the roll to your check as an insight bonus. You
can use this and other expertise abilities as long as you have at
least 1 Resolve Point remaining. At 5th level, anytime you roll your
expertise die, you gain a +1 bonus to the result. At 9th, 17th, and
20th levels, this bonus increases by 1. At 13th level, you roll 1d8 as
your expertise die instead of 1d6.
Beginning at 9th level, you have even greater expertise with
skills to which you can add your expertise die that you have also
selected with the Skill Focus feat. For each such skill, once per day
when rolling your expertise die to add to that skill, you may roll the
expertise die twice and take the better of the two results.

SKILL EXPERTISE (EX)

1st Level

At 1st level and every 4 levels thereafter, you can use expertise
with one additional class skill. You must have at least 1 rank in
a skill to select it, and it must come from the following list: Bluff
(Cha), Computers (Int), Culture (Int), Diplomacy (Cha), Disguise
(Cha), Engineering (Int), Intimidate (Cha), and Medicine (Int).

EXPERTISE TALENT
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3rd Level

At 3rd level and every 4 levels thereafter, you choose an
expertise talent, which gives you an extra option when using a
skill with which you have expertise. The list of expertise talents
appears on pages 269–270.

WEAPON SPECIALIZATION (EX)

MAGIC AND
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PATHFINDER
LEGACY

3rd Level

You gain the Weapon Specialization feat as a bonus feat for
each weapon type with which this class grants you proficiency.

TRUE EXPERTISE (EX)

20th Level

You gain total mastery over one of your envoy improvisations
and can use it with but a thought. When you gain this ability,
choose one improvisation you know that has an effect when
you spend 1 Resolve Point.
As long as you have at least 1 Resolve Point remaining,
you can gain the improvisation’s effect without spending the
Resolve Point. This ability has no benefit if the improvisation
requires more than 1 Resolve Point.
In addition, when you roll your expertise die, you can add
2d8 rather than 1d8+4 to the result of your skill check. If, for
some reason, your bonus gained from expertise isn’t 1d8+4, you
can’t use this option.

ENVOY
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Mind-affecting improvisation
Sense-dependent improvisation

D

D

D

62

D

Inspiring Boost (Ex)
As a standard action, you can signal an ally within 30 feet
who has taken damage from any attack made by a significant
enemy (see page 242) at any point after your last turn ended.
That ally regains a number of Stamina Points (up to his
maximum) equal to twice your envoy level + your Charisma
modifier; at 15th level, this increases to three times your envoy
level + your Charisma modifier. Once an ally has benefited
from your inspiring boost, that ally can’t gain the benefits of
your inspiring boost again until he takes a 10-minute rest to
recover Stamina Points.
At 6th level, you can spend 1 Resolve Point to add your
envoy level to the number of Stamina Points regained.

D
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Look Alive (Ex)
When you spend a Resolve Point to regain Stamina Points
after a 10-minute rest, all allies who stay within 60 feet of you
throughout the rest gain a +2 morale bonus to Perception and
initiative checks for the next hour or until the next 10-minute
rest to recover Stamina Points, whichever comes first.

Don’t Quit (Ex)
As a standard action, you can signal a single ally within 60 feet.
That ally ignores one condition (see page 273) of your choice
until the start of your next turn, chosen from the following list:
confused, fascinated, fatigued, shaken, sickened, and staggered.
While your ally doesn’t suffer the effects of the condition
during that period, the condition is merely suppressed, not
removed, and its effects resume at the start of your next turn.
The condition can still be removed with spells, technology, and
other effects as normal.
At 6th level, add the following conditions to the list:
cowering, dazed, exhausted, frightened, nauseated, panicked,
paralyzed, and stunned.

Get ’Em (Ex)
As a move action, you can choose one enemy within 60 feet.
Until the start of your next turn, you and your allies gain a
+1 morale bonus to attack rolls made against that enemy. The
bonus persists even if the enemy moves beyond 60 feet or out
of line of sight or hearing.
At 6th level, you can spend 1 Resolve Point to grant this
bonus to attack rolls and damage rolls against all enemies who
are within 60 feet.

Dispiriting Taunt (Ex)
As a standard action, you can taunt an enemy within 60 feet.
Attempt an Intimidate check with the same DC as a check to
demoralize that enemy (though this isn’t a check to demoralize,
so you can’t use abilities that would apply to a demoralization
attempt, like the rattling presence expertise talent). If you fail,
that enemy is off-target (see page 276) until the end of your
next turn. If you succeed, that enemy is instead shaken (see
page 277) until the end of your next turn. This is an emotion
and fear effect.
At 6th level, you can spend 1 Resolve Point to treat a failed
Intimidate check for dispiriting taunt as if it were a success.

D

D

Clever Feint (Ex)
As a standard action, you can fake out an enemy within 60
feet, making that enemy open to your attacks. Attempt a
Bluff check with the same DC as a check to feint against
that enemy (though this isn’t a standard check to feint,
so Improved Feint and Greater Feint don’t apply). Even if
you fail, that enemy is flat-footed against your attacks (see
page 276) until the end of your next turn. If you succeed,
the enemy is also flat-footed against your allies’ attacks
until the end of your next turn. You can’t use clever feint
against a creature that lacks an Intelligence score.
At 6th level, you can spend 1 Resolve Point to treat a failed
Bluff check for clever feint as if it were a success.

Expanded Attunement (Ex)
You can use beneficial mind-affecting envoy improvisations
to aid allies who usually would not be able to gain benefits
from mind-affecting effects, such as constructs, robots, and
undead. If the improvisation grants a morale bonus, even
allies who can’t normally benefit from morale bonuses gain
that bonus.

ENVOY IMPROVISATIONS
You learn your first envoy improvisation at 1st level and an
additional improvisation at 2nd level and every 2 levels thereafter.
Many improvisations require you to have a minimum envoy
level, and they are organized accordingly. Some improvisations
have additional prerequisites, such as other improvisations.
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At 12th level, you can spend 1 Resolve Point to remove
the condition with this ability instead of suppressing it. You
can’t remove a condition with a permanent duration (see
page 271) in this way; if you attempt to do so, your attempt
fails but you don’t lose the Resolve Point.

Language-dependent improvisation

D

Not in the Face (Ex)
As a move action, you can choose one enemy within 60 feet.
That enemy must succeed at a Will save or take a –4 penalty to
all attacks it makes against you until the end of your next turn.
At 6th level, you can spend 1 Resolve Point to make the
enemy take the penalty with no saving throw allowed.

D

Universal Expression (Ex)
When using a language-dependent improvisation that
affects an enemy, you can use the improvisation against
that enemy even if the two of you do not share a language.
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When an ally within 60 feet must succeed at a Reflex
save to avoid a harmful effect, as a reaction before your
ally attempts the saving throw, you can grant the ally a +2
bonus to that saving throw.
At 6th level, you can spend 1 Resolve Point to have the
ally roll twice on the saving throw and take the better result.
Both of those rolls benefit from the +2 bonus provided by
this ability.

Stamina Points your ally recovers is reduced by your envoy
level. You must have the inspiring boost envoy improvisation
to choose this improvisation.
D

D

Clever Attack (Ex)
You can make an attack that throws your enemy off-balance.
As a standard action, you can make a single attack against
a target within 60 feet and gain the benefits of clever feint
(attempting a Bluff check against the target as normal).
Apply the effects of clever feint before resolving your attack.
You must have the clever feint envoy improvisation to choose
this improvisation.

D

Duck Under (Ex)

You must be at least 6th level to choose the following envoy
improvisations.
D

Focus (Ex)

Hurry (Ex)
As a standard action, you can grant a single move action
to an ally within 60 feet. The ally can use that move action
during her next turn to take a guarded step, move up to her
speed, or draw or sheathe a weapon. The ally can use her
extra move action in between her other actions, and she can
even use it before or after a full action. A character can use
no more than one extra action from hurry in a single round.

D

Quick Dispiriting Taunt (Ex)
You can use dispiriting taunt as a move action instead of a
standard action. You must have the dispiriting taunt envoy
improvisation to choose this improvisation.

D

Quick Inspiring Boost (Ex)
You can use inspiring boost as a move action instead of a
standard action, though when you do so, the number of

Draw Fire (Ex)
As a standard action, you can spend 1 Resolve Point to make all
enemies within 100 feet take a –4 penalty to all ranged attacks
they make that don’t target you until the end of your next turn.
This penalty remains even if you and an enemy move more
than 100 feet away from each other, and enemies that weren’t
within 100 feet when you used draw fire don’t take the penalty
if they later come within range.

As a standard action, you can encourage a single ally within 60
feet to focus on the danger at hand. If that ally is flat-footed
or off-target, you end that condition. If circumstances would
cause the ally to immediately become flat-footed or off-target
again, you instead suppress that condition for 1 round.
D

Clever Improvisations (Ex)
The first time you would spend Resolve Points on one of your
envoy improvisations, reduce the cost by 1 Resolve Point
(minimum 0). This ability refreshes whenever you take a
10-minute rest to recover Stamina Points and after an 8-hour
rest to recover Resolve Points, reducing the Resolve Point cost
of your next envoy improvisation after the rest.

D

D
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6th Level

You can duck under a foe’s melee attack, causing it to
overextend and move into a position more favorable to you.
You must take the total defense action (see page 247) to use
this ability. If, before the start of your next turn, a foe misses
you with a melee attack, as a reaction you can attempt a
reposition combat maneuver with a +8 bonus to your attack
roll against that foe.
D

Watch Out (Ex)
As a reaction, when an enemy makes a ranged attack against
an ally within 60 feet of you, you can warn that ally of the
danger. You must spend your reaction when the enemy
declares the attack but before it makes the attack roll. Your
ally can spend a reaction to gain a +4 to AC against the
triggering attack. Once the triggering attack is resolved, the
ally falls prone.
At 8th level, you can spend 1 Resolve Point to prevent your
ally from falling prone after the attack.

You must be at least 4th level to choose the following envoy
improvisations.
D

Long-Range Improvisation (Ex)
Double the range of your improvisations with ranges of at
least 30 feet.

4th Level
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Watch Your Step (Ex)
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Heads Up (Ex)
When you succeed at a Perception check, as a reaction, you
can signal a single ally within 60 feet. That ally can act as
if he had also succeeded at the Perception check with the
same result.

D

Improved Get ’Em (Ex)
Your morale bonus from get ’em increases to +2. As a
standard action, you can make a single attack against a
target within 60 feet. You and your allies within 60 feet gain
the benefits of get ’em against that target (applying these
effects before making the attack roll). As with get ’em, you
can spend 1 Resolve Point to grant the benefits against all
enemies within 60 feet. You must have the get ’em envoy
improvisation to choose this improvisation.
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Desperate Defense (Ex)
As a move action, you can cause one ally adjacent to you to
not be considered helpless (see page 276) for the purpose
of actions that can be used only against helpless creatures
(such as a coup de grace). This effect ends if the creature
ceases to be adjacent to you or at the beginning of your next
turn, whichever comes first.

D

D

You gain an expertise talent at 3rd level and every 4 levels
thereafter. With the exception of additional skill expertise,
these talents require you to have expertise in the skills they
affect, as indicated in parentheses after the talent’s name.
D

D

Hidden Agenda (Ex)

Improved Hurry (Ex)

D

You can use the hurry envoy improvisation as a move action
instead of a standard action. You must have the hurry envoy
improvisation to choose this improvisation.
At 12th level, you can use hurry as a standard action and
spend 1 Resolve Point to grant a standard action instead of a
move action.
D

D
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Cautious Expertise (Ex; see below)
Choose a skill you have selected with the skill expertise class
feature. When you take 20 (see page 133) with this skill, you
can roll your expertise die twice and take the better result.
You can choose this talent up to three times, choosing a
different skill selected with the skill expertise class feature
each time.

D

Convincing Liar (Ex; Bluff)
When you attempt a Bluff check, you can choose not to roll
your expertise die until later. After you determine what the
check’s result would be, you can choose to either roll your
expertise die and add the result to the total or forgo the
expertise die and reroll the check (see page 243). At 9th
level, you can spend 1 Resolve Point to reroll the check and
add the result of your expertise die.

Sustained Determination (Ex)
As a move action, you can spend 2 Resolve Points to grant
an ally within 60 feet 1 Resolve Point that he can spend
to empower one of his abilities, even if he has spent all of
his own Resolve Points. The ally must spend the Resolve
Point before the start of your next turn; if he does not
do so, he loses the Resolve Point and you still lose the
Resolve Points you spent. You can’t grant the same ally
the benefits of this ability again until both you and your
ally have recovered your Resolve Points after an 8-hour
rest or its equivalent.

Analyst (Ex; Sense Motive)
You have been taught to carefully consider your own
assumptions, making it much less likely you assign false
motives to other creatures. When using Sense Motive to
detect deception or discern a secret message, as long as your
expertise die roll result is not a 1, you don’t think a truthful
statement contains deceptions or infer false information from
a secret message even if you fail your check by 5 or more.

Situational Awareness (Ex)
If you ready an action, once before the trigger you
selected occurs, you can spend 1 Resolve Point to change
both the trigger and the action you have ready. You must
ready an action that takes the same kind of action as your
originally readied action, or you must ready a lesser action.
(For example, if you readied a standard action, you could
switch to another standard action, a move action, or a swift
action, and if you readied a move action, you could switch
to another move action or a swift action.)

Altered Bearing (Ex; Disguise)
You can quickly adjust your posture, your stride, your
demeanor, and the way your clothes and gear fit, causing
casual observers to fail to recognize your true appearance.
When you attempt a Disguise check to alter minor details
of your appearance, you can forgo your expertise die to
attempt the check as a move action. You don’t reduce the
DC by 5 for attempting to alter only minor details, and if
an observer succeeds at an opposed Perception check that
pierces your disguise, he also realizes your true race and
what features you have disguised. You can’t use this ability
for more complex disguises.

You’re an expert at veiling your true thoughts and goals.
Whenever a creature attempts a Sense Motive check to
detect a deception of yours, the creature must roll twice
and take the worse of the two results. When you attempt a
saving throw against an effect or ability that would read your
thoughts or reveal your motives, you can roll twice and take
the better of the two results.
D

Additional Skill Expertise (Ex)
Choose another skill in which you have at least 1 rank
from the list of skills you can choose with the expertise
class feature; you can use expertise with that skill. You can
choose this talent up to three times, choosing a different
skill each time.

Expert Attack (Ex)
As a move action, you can spend 2 Resolve Points to add your
bonus from expertise to your next attack roll before the end of
your turn.

10983664

10983664

EXPERTISE TALENTS

8th Level

You must be at least 8th level to choose the following envoy
improvisations.

D

Cultural Savant (Ex; Culture)
As long as you have enough time, you can take 20 on Culture
checks to recall knowledge, even if you don’t have access to a
computer terminal or other means of research.
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D

When you attempt an initial Disguise check, you can forgo
rolling your expertise die. Instead, the first time a creature
would pierce your disguise with a Perception check, treat its
result as if it had rolled a natural 1 on its Perception check.
This benefit applies only once per disguise. At 9th level, this
ability also applies against the second creature who pierces
your disguise.
D

is equal to the highest DC to demoralize any one of the foes.
If you are successful, the targets gain the shaken condition
(see page 277) for 1 round (even if your result exceeded
the DC by 5 or more). Once you use this ability against a
creature, it is immune to this talent for 24 hours.
D

D

Engineering Adept (Ex; Engineering)

Expert Forger (Ex; Computers)

D

You have a database of electronic seals and predesigned
templates that allow you forge an official document in
a matter of moments. When you attempt a Computers
check to create a forgery, as long as you have access to a
computer, you can forgo your expertise die to attempt the
check as a full action (rather than the normal required time
of 1d4 minutes).

Fast Hack (Ex; Computers)
When you attempt a Computers check to hack into a
computer system, you can forgo rolling your expertise die
to instead halve the time it takes to make the attempt (to a
minimum of 1 round). At 9th level, if you successfully hack
the system, you can also negate a single countermeasure
protecting that computer system. You cannot use this talent
to negate a countermeasure from the same computer again
for 24 hours.

D

D

D

D

Keen Observer (Ex; Sense Motive)

Menacing Gaze (Ex; Intimidate)
When you attempt an Intimidate check to demoralize foes,
you can forgo your expertise die to attempt to briefly
demoralize a small group as a full action. You attempt an
Intimidate check against foes within 60 feet, no two of
which can be more than 20 feet apart. The DC of this check

Student of Technology (Ex; Engineering)
As long as you have the time to do so, you can take 20 (see
page 133) on Engineering checks to identify creatures and
technology, even if you do not have access to a computer
terminal or other means of research. If the creature or
technology was created by a group or individual you are
familiar with (normally including any major corporation or
military), on a successful check you also identify what group
created the object identified.

Inspired Medic (Ex; Medicine)

Whenever you interact with a creature under a mental effect
for at least 1 minute, the GM attempts an automatic secret
Sense Motive check for you without your expertise die. On a
success, you learn about the mental effect. If you specifically
request a Sense Motive check to sense mental effects, you
can attempt a Sense Motive check as normal, including your
expertise die, in addition to this automatic check.

Slick Customer (Ex; Diplomacy)
When you attempt a Diplomacy check, you can choose not
to roll your expertise die until later. After you determine
what the check’s result would be, you can choose to either
roll your expertise die and add it to the total or forgo the
expertise die and reroll the check (see page 243). At 9th
level, you can spend 1 Resolve Point to both reroll the check
and add the result of your expertise die.

When you attempt a Medicine check, you can choose not
to roll your expertise die until later. After you determine
what the check’s result would be, you can choose to either
roll your expertise die and add it to the total or forgo the
expertise die and reroll the check (see page 243). At 9th
level, you can spend 1 Resolve Point to both reroll the check
and add the result of your expertise die.
D

Skilled Linguist (Ex; Culture)
You can speak and read a number of bonus languages equal
to your ranks in Culture. Additionally, when you attempt
a Culture check to decipher writing, you can forgo your
expertise die to attempt the check as a full action (rather
than the normal 1 minute) per approximately 250 words of
writing or fewer.

D
D

Rattling Presence (Ex; Intimidate)
When you attempt an Intimidate check to demoralize
an opponent, you can forgo rolling your expertise die to
automatically increase the duration of the shaken condition
by 1 round on a successful check. At 9th level, you instead
increase the duration by 2 rounds on a success when using
this talent.

When you attempt an Engineering check to disable or repair
a device, you can forgo rolling your expertise die to instead
halve the time it takes to make the attempt.

10983665
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Cunning Disguise (Ex; Disguise)
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Surgeon (Ex; Medicine)
You can use Medicine to treat deadly wounds on a patient
once each day in addition to the normal allowances for the
medical equipment you are using. Because performing this
level of advanced medicine is difficult and time consuming,
the DC for this additional treatment increases by 5 and the
skill check takes 1 hour.

D

Well Informed (Ex; Diplomacy)
You keep yourself as up to date as possible about the events
and major figures of any region you are in. Once you have
been in a settlement or region for at least 24 hours, when
you attempt a Diplomacy check to gather information, you
can forgo your expertise die to attempt the check as a swift
action (rather than the normal 1d4 hours).
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AMBASSADOR

THEME: XENOSEEKER

66

MILITARY OFFICER
THEME: ACE PILOT

You represent a particular government in diplomatic matters, even
occasionally making contact with new forms of life.

You’re an expert at commanding troops and getting the most out of
your forces on the bridge of a ship and on the battlefield.

ABILITY SCORES

ABILITY SCORES

Charisma gives you more Resolve Points and strengthens your social
skills, and Strength makes you hit harder with your melee weapon.

Dexterity is your most important ability score because you need it to
hit with ranged attacks, while Charisma gives you more Resolve Points.

ENVOY IMPROVISATIONS

ENVOY IMPROVISATIONS

Dispiriting taunt (1st)		
Universal expression (1st)

Get ‘em (1st)			
Look alive (1st)		

Quick dispiriting taunt (4th)
Draw fire (6th)

Quick dispiriting taunt (4th)
Improved get ‘em (6th)

EXPERTISE TALENTS

EXPERTISE TALENTS

Cultural savant		

Keen observer		

Rattling presence

Rattling presence

FEATS

FEATS

Weapon Focus (advanced melee weapons)
Weapon Proficiency (advanced melee weapons)
Weapon Specialization (advanced melee weapons)

Longarm Proficiency
Weapon Focus (longarms)		
Weapon Specialization (longarms)

SKILLS

SKILLS

Bluff				Intimidate 		
Culture			Sense Motive
Diplomacy

Acrobatics 			Piloting
Athletics			Sense Motive
Intimidate
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4

NEGOTIATOR
THEME: ICON

SCOUNDREL

THEME: OUTLAW

You have a head for business and know how to get the best deal in
any situation.

Though you are a criminal who usually looks out only for yourself,
you can be counted on to help your friends in a pinch.

ABILITY SCORES

ABILITY SCORES

Charisma gives you more Resolve Points and strengthens your
social skills, and Intelligence lets you know more about those with
whom you are dealing.

Charisma gives you more Resolve Points and strengthens your social
skills, and Dexterity helps you stay alive.

ENVOY IMPROVISATIONS

Clever feint (1st)		
Watch your step (1st)		

Not in the face (1st) 		
Hurry (4th)			

Clever improvisations (6th)
Improved hurry (8th)

EXPERTISE TALENTS
Cultural savant		

Slick customer

FEATS
Improved Initiative		
Skill Focus (Culture)

Skill Focus (Diplomacy)
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ENVOY IMPROVISATIONS
Clever attack (4th)
Watch out (4th)

EXPERTISE TALENTS
Convincing liar		

Cunning disguise

FEATS
Improved Feint		
Greater Feint

Skill Focus (Bluff)

SKILLS

SKILLS
Bluff 				
Profession (Arbiter)
Culture			Sense Motive
Diplomacy

Bluff 				
Sleight of Hand
Culture			Stealth
Disguise
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MECHANIC

6 + Constitution modifier

6 HP

You are a master of machines,
from advanced supercomputers
to simple magnetic engines.
Understanding how these devices
work gives you insight into the
world around you, allowing you to make
the most of your gear, circumvent
hardened defenses, and even take over
remote systems. Your programming skill
also gives you the ability to create a powerful
ally, in the form of either an implanted artificial
intelligence or a robotic drone, which can assist
you with a variety of tasks. If there’s a computer
or machine that needs to be fixed, bypassed, or
destroyed, you’re the first on the scene. Whether
you’re a skilled scientist, a starship engineer, or a
battlefield technician, you’re no stranger to combat—but
you find it much more reasonable
to have your AI or drone do the
fighting for you.

KEY ABILITY SCORE
10983668

10983668

STAMINA POINTS

You rely on your Intelligence for your knowledge, skills,
and technical know-how, so Intelligence is your key ability
score. A high Dexterity score makes your ranged attacks
more accurate, should you engage in combat.

1291695

CLASS SKILLS
SKILL RANKS PER LEVEL
4 + INTELLIGENCE MODIFIER
Athletics (Str)
Computers (Int)
Engineering (Int)
Medicine (Int)

Perception (Wis)
Physical Science (Int)
Piloting (Dex)
Profession (Cha, Int, or Wis)

PROFICIENCIES
ARMOR PROFICIENCY
Light armor

WEAPON PROFICIENCY
Basic melee weapons, grenades, small arms
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TABLE 4–2: MECHANIC
CLASS
LEVEL
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th
17th
18th
19th
20th

BASE
ATTACK
BONUS
+0
+1
+2
+3
+3
+4
+5
+6
+6
+7
+8
+9
+9
+10
+11
+12
+12
+13
+14
+15

FORT
SAVE
BONUS
+2
+3
+3
+4
+4
+5
+5
+6
+6
+7
+7
+8
+8
+9
+9
+10
+10
+11
+11
+12

REF
SAVE
BONUS
+2
+3
+3
+4
+4
+5
+5
+6
+6
+7
+7
+8
+8
+9
+9
+10
+10
+11
+11
+12

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (EX)

WILL
SAVE
BONUS
+0
+0
+1
+1
+1
+2
+2
+2
+3
+3
+3
+4
+4
+4
+5
+5
+5
+6
+6
+6

CLASS FEATURES
Artificial intelligence, bypass +1, custom rig
Mechanic trick
Overload, weapon specialization
Mechanic trick
Bypass +2, remote hack
Mechanic trick
Expert rig, miracle worker 1/day
Mechanic trick
Bypass +3, override
Mechanic trick
Coordinated assault +1, miracle worker 2/day
Mechanic trick
Advanced rig, bypass +4
Mechanic trick
Miracle worker 3/day
Mechanic trick
Bypass +5, control net, coordinated assault +2
Mechanic trick
Ghost in the machine, miracle worker 4/day, superior rig
Bypass +6, mechanic trick, tech master

1st Level

You construct an artificial intelligence (or AI), a sophisticated
program of self-motivated code that you can access for help in a
variety of endeavors. This AI is the product of your own genius,
far more advanced and complicated than any available for sale
to consumers (though it falls short of being truly self-aware),
and only you know the secrets of its creation and operation.
Your AI can take one of two forms: a drone or an exocortex.
You must pick one of these forms upon taking your first level of
mechanic, and once this choice is made, it cannot be changed.

Drone
You begin play with a powerful robotic drone to house your
AI. You build and control this drone, which accompanies you
on your adventures and is capable of combat, espionage, and
other specialized tasks. As you gain levels, your drone advances
in sophistication and gain additional abilities. While the value
of your drone is immense, only you, with your extensive
knowledge of its quirks and security measures, can ever hope
to operate or repair it. Drones are detailed in Drones beginning
on page 74.

Exocortex
You begin play with an exocortex, an artificial processor that
interacts with and augments your biological brain’s cognitive
functions, which can aid you in a variety of tasks, from combat
to digital infiltration. Your exocortex is implanted within your
physical body or brain, similar to a piece of cybernetic hardware,
allowing your AI to access your mind and feed you information.
As you gain levels, your exocortex advances in sophistication
and processing power—see Exocortex on page 79. Only you can
access or interact with your exocortex.

BYPASS (EX)

1st Level

You are skilled at getting inside computer systems and
electronic devices. At 1st level, you gain a +1 insight bonus to
Computers and Engineering skill checks. At 5th level, every 4
levels thereafter, and at 20th level, this bonus increases by 1.

CUSTOM RIG (EX)

1st Level

You have created a customized toolkit you can use to hack
systems and items. Your custom rig can be configured to take
up an upgrade slot on your armor or can be installed as a
cybernetic augmentation system in your brain (though it can
be combined with a datajack for the same price as installing a
datajack normally), your eyes, or an arm. For more information
on augmentations, see Chapter 7: Equipment. Alternatively, you
can configure it to be a handheld device, meaning that you must
retrieve it and hold it to use it effectively. While using this rig,
you always count as having the appropriate tool or basic kit for
any Computers or Engineering skill check you attempt. Some
mechanic tricks (see page 71) and drone mods (see page 77)
require the use of a custom rig. In addition, you can use your
custom rig as a Mk I comm unit (see Chapter 7: Equipment).
Finally, if you have a drone, you can use your custom rig to
communicate over an encrypted channel with your drone to issue
commands to its AI or directly control it at a range of 2,500 feet.
If your custom rig is damaged, destroyed, lost, or stolen,
you can kitbash a new one from any engineering kit,
hacking kit, or other technological toolkit, reconfiguring the
materials into a new custom rig with 1 hour of work. You
can have only one custom rig at a time. If you create a new
custom rig, your old one functions as a normal toolkit of
whatever type you made it from and can no longer be used
with your mechanic tricks.

MECHANIC
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MECHANIC TRICK

As you gain experience, you learn tricks that allow you to
perform wonders of engineering, aid in electronic infiltrations,
and optimize gear. While some of these are things you learn,
others are small cybernetic enhancements you make to yourself
(none of which have a price or count against your augmentation
limits). Some tricks require the use of a custom rig or other gear.
You learn your first mechanic trick at 2nd level, and you learn
an additional mechanic trick at 4th level and every 2 levels
thereafter. If a mechanic trick allows an opponent a saving
throw to resist its effects, the DC is equal to 10 + half your
mechanic level + your Intelligence modifier. If a mechanic trick
requires an opponent to attempt a skill check, the DC is equal to
10 + 1-1/2 × your class level + your Intelligence modifier.
Unless otherwise specified, you can’t learn mechanic tricks
more than once. The list of mechanic tricks appears on page 71.

OVERLOAD (EX)

3rd Level

As a standard action, you can cause a short in an electronic device,
including most ranged energy weapons, melee weapons with the
powered special property, or a single armor upgrade. This makes
the device nonfunctional for 1 round. Overload doesn’t cause a
locked door, safe, or other device to open, but it prevents anyone
from opening it for 1 round. You must be adjacent to the device to
use this ability. If you have a drone, you can instead use this ability
on an electronic device adjacent to your drone. If you have an
exocortex with the wireless hack ability, you can instead use this
ability on any electronic device within range of your exocortex’s
wireless hack. If you use overload on an item or armor upgrade
in someone’s possession, the owner can attempt a Reflex saving
throw to negate the effect (DC = 10 + half your mechanic level
+ your Intelligence modifier). Overload doesn’t affect androids,
cybernetics, drones, powered armor, robots, or creatures with the
technological subtype (all of which have shielding against this
sort of attack), or items larger than Medium. Once a device has
been successfully overloaded, a residual static charge prevents
that device from being overloaded again for 1 minute.

10983670
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2nd Level

WEAPON SPECIALIZATION (EX)

3rd Level

You gain the Weapon Specialization feat as a bonus feat for
each weapon type this class grants you proficiency with.

REMOTE HACK (EX)

5th Level

You can use your custom rig to attempt Computers and
Engineering skill checks at a range of 20 feet. At 7th level
and every 2 levels thereafter, this range increases by 10 feet.
A target of this ability (or a creature attending or observing
your target) can attempt a Perception or Sense Motive check
(DC = 10 + 1-1/2 × your mechanic level + your Intelligence
modifier) to determine that you are the origin of this activity.

EXPERT RIG (EX)

7th Level

Your custom rig has improved. Whenever you use your custom
rig to successfully hack into a computer, you can also disable
one countermeasure installed in the system (except firewalls).
In addition, your custom rig can now be used as any engineering
or hacking specialty kit of item level 6th or lower, and it has

70

the features of a computer with a tier equal to half your level
with the artificial personality, hardened, or security I upgrade
module. It also has an audio/video recorder. You can add extra
modules or countermeasures to your custom rig at the normal
prices. See page 213 for more information on computers.
You can also use your custom rig to communicate over an
encrypted channel with your ship, allowing you to access your
ship’s downloaded data sets and transponder (see page 430) at
a range of 5 miles. If you have a drone, you can issue commands
to or directly control your drone at the same range.

MIRACLE WORKER (EX)

7th Level

As a move action, you can repair damage to a starship’s systems
or modify a suit of armor or weapon to function more efficiently.
To use this ability, you must be able to handle the item affected
without impediment. You can use this ability once per day at
7th level, plus one additional time per day for every 4 mechanic
levels you have beyond 7th. The exact effect of this ability
depends on the object or system you are modifying.
D Armor: You grant a +2 enhancement bonus to a suit of armor’s
EAC and KAC for 1 minute.
D Weapon: You grant a +2 enhancement bonus to a weapon’s
attack and damage rolls for 1 minute.
D Damaged Ship: You restore a number of Hull Points equal
to the starship's base frame HP increment. If this raises the
ship’s HP over a multiple of its Critical Threshold, you can
repair critical damage to one system per multiple, reducing its
severity by one step. For example, if your starship’s Critical
Threshold is 8 and you restore 10 HP, reducing the damage
to the hull from 17 HP to 7 HP, you could restore one system
from wrecked to glitching. Using this ability during starship
combat is your action for the turn, and you can do it only
during the engineering phase. See page 292 for more on ship
construction and page 320 for more on damage to ships.

OVERRIDE (EX)

1291697

9th Level

Your overload class feature now affects androids, drones,
robots, and creatures with the technological subtype, which
must succeed at a Will saving throw (DC = 10 + half your
mechanic level + your Intelligence modifier) or be dazed for 1
round. If the target fails its saving throw by 10 or more, it is not
dazed and you can dictate its actions for 1 round, though these
actions can’t be obviously self-destructive. Once a creature has
attempted a saving throw against this attack (regardless of the
result), it is immune to this attack for 24 hours.

COORDINATED ASSAULT (EX)

11th Level

If you have a drone, whenever both you and your drone
make attacks against the same target, you each receive a +1
circumstance bonus to your attack rolls. If you have an exocortex
instead, whenever you and your exocortex are both attempting
to hack a system, you each receive a +1 circumstance bonus to
the checks to gain access. In either case, these bonuses increase
to +2 at 17th level.

ADVANCED RIG (EX)

13th Level

Your custom rig’s computer functions gain a bonus firewall
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countermeasure (see page 217). This firewall has no additional
cost, does not count against the maximum number of
countermeasures your custom rig can have, and can block off
a module or group of modules already protected by a firewall.
In addition, you can use your custom rig to communicate over
an encrypted channel with your ship, allowing you to access
the ship’s sensors, control its security systems, and prepare its
engines for takeoff (as well as use the encrypted communications
functions of your expert rig) at a range of 50 miles. If you have a
drone, you can issue commands to or directly control your drone
over an encrypted channel at the same range.

CONTROL NET (EX)

17th Level

You are capable of operating multiple AIs, one in a drone and one
in an exocortex. You must divide up your mechanic level between
these different AIs, and each gains abilities based on the number
of levels you assign to it. Every time you gain a level in mechanic,
you can change the distribution of levels between these AIs using
your custom rig after 24 hours of uninterrupted work. While each
AI can act independently to the limits of its ability, you can control
them as normal (although you can directly control only one AI
at a time). If the number of levels assigned to your exocortex is
less than your mechanic level, your exocortex grants a smaller
increase to your base attack bonus when using combat tracking
(see page 79), as noted in the table below. You gain additional
exocortex abilities, such as wireless hack and multitasking, based
upon the level you assign to it as normal.

LEVELS ASSIGNED

INCREASE TO BASE
ATTACK BONUS

1–4
5–8
9–12
13–16
17–20

+1
+2
+3
+4
+5

Additionally, you can use your custom rig to communicate over
an encrypted channel with your ship at a range encompassing
a planet and its close orbit, allowing you to remotely pilot your
starship from point to point on the same planet or to and from
orbit (as well as use the encrypted communications functions
of your expert and advanced rig at the same range). If you have
a drone, you can issue commands to or directly control your
drone over an encrypted channel at the same range.

TECH MASTER (EX)

You are a master of technology. You can spend 1 Resolve Point
to craft any technological weapon, armor, or item at a rate of
1 minute per item level or spend 1 Resolve Point to convert
any existing technological armor or weapon into another suit
of armor or another weapon of equal or lesser value at a rate
of 1 minute per item level. This uses the normal crafting rules
presented on page 235, but the item being converted counts as
its full value in crafting components. You cannot convert a onehanded weapon into a two-handed weapon. When converting
an item into a cheaper item, any excess value is lost and cannot
be reclaimed by converting the item back.

MECHANIC TRICKS
You learn your first mechanic trick at 2nd level and an additional
trick every 2 levels thereafter. Mechanic tricks all require you
to meet a minimum mechanic level, and they are organized
accordingly. Some mechanic tricks require you to satisfy other
prerequisites, such as having other tricks.
2nd Level

You must be 2nd level or higher to choose these mechanic tricks.

19th Level

When using your override class feature to affect an android,
drone, robot, or creature with the technological subtype, a target
that fails its saving throw by any amount is not dazed, and you
can instead dictate its actions for the next round. These actions
can’t be obviously self-destructive. Once a creature has attempted
a saving throw against this attack (regardless of the result), it is
immune to this attack for 24 hours unless you spend 1 Resolve
Point. You can continue to spend Resolve Points in this manner
each round to make the creature susceptible to override again.

SUPERIOR RIG (EX)
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GAME
MASTERING

You can hack a computer within 30 feet of a foe to distract
that foe, such as with a sudden noise or an image. You must be
able to access the computer (whether it is your own computer
or you are within range to access one manually or via remote
hack). This functions as a feint action except that it uses your
Computers skill instead of Bluff, so you can apply the benefits
of Improved Feint and Greater Feint if you have them.

PATHFINDER
LEGACY

Energy Shield (Ex)
D

19th Level

Your custom rig’s computer functions now gain bonus lockout
and wipe countermeasures. You can use your custom rig
normally even when its lockout is active (you have special
authorization no one else can access under any circumstances),
and while any wiped data cannot be recovered by anyone else
(as if the data module were destroyed), you can automatically
recover it with 8 hours of work. These countermeasures have no
additional cost and do not count against the maximum number
of countermeasures your custom rig can have.

OVERVIEW

SETTING

Distracting Hack (Ex)
D

GHOST IN THE MACHINE (EX)

20th Level

4

As a standard action, you can use your custom rig to activate
an energy shield around yourself. This shield provides
you with a number of temporary Hit Points equal to your
Intelligence modifier plus your mechanic level. The shield
remains active for 1 minute per mechanic level or until all of
its temporary Hit Points are depleted, whichever comes first.
Once used, you cannot use this ability again until you spend 1
Resolve Point to regain Stamina Points after a 10-minute rest;
your shield automatically shuts off during this period of rest.

Hack Directory (Ex)
D

Whenever you attempt to hack a system and fail the check,
you immediately become aware of any countermeasures that
were activated due to your failure. You can then select one
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Neural Shunt (Ex)
D

Once per day, as a reaction when you fail a saving throw
against a mind-affecting effect, you can shunt that effect into
your exocortex instead. When you do so, you are not affected
by the mind-affecting effect, but for the normal duration
of that effect, you lose the Skill Focus feat granted by your
exocortex’s memory module and cannot use any of the
exocortex’s abilities in any way (including any proficiencies
and mods it grants you). When a mind-affecting effect is
shunted into the exocortex, spells such as dispel magic or
break enchantment can be cast on you to end the effect as
if you were affected by it. Once the duration of the mindaffecting effect has ended, your exocortex resumes its normal
functions. You must have an exocortex to learn this trick.

Portable Power (Ex)
D

D

Your visual data processor allows you to see better in
conditions of poor lighting, granting you low-light vision and
darkvision to a range of 60 feet. You must have the visual
data processor mechanic trick to learn this trick.

Overcharge (Ex)
D

As a standard action, you can use your custom rig to
overcharge and attack with a ranged energy weapon or
a melee weapon with the powered special property (see
page 181) that you’re holding. If you hit, you deal 1d6
additional damage of the same type the weapon normally
deals. This attack uses three times as many charges from
the battery or power cell as normal and can’t be used if
the weapon doesn’t have enough charges. This trick has
no effect on a weapon without a battery or power cell. You
can instead use this ability as a move action on a touched
powered weapon that is unattended or attended by an ally to
grant the same effect to that weapon’s next attack before the
beginning of your next turn.

D

Quick Repair (Ex)
D

72

When you attempt to repair an item, you can do so in half the
time normally required (to a minimum of a full action).

Repair Drone (Ex)
D

1291699

When you spend 10 minutes to repair your drone, you repair
25% of its maximum Hit Points instead of 10%. You must have
a drone to learn this trick.

Visual Data Processor (Ex)
D

You notice even the smallest shifts in movement, temperature,
and vibration, gaining the insight bonus from your bypass
class feature to Perception skill checks.

8th Level

You must be 8th level or higher to choose these mechanic tricks.

You have augmented the performance of your AI for maximum
response timing. You gain a +2 insight bonus to initiative
checks, and either you (if you have an exocortex) or your drone
(if you have a drone) gains a +2 insight bonus to Reflex saves.

D

Overload Weapon (Ex)
D

When you attempt to patch a system on a starship, you
reduce the number of actions required to do so by one. This
does not reduce the time needed to patch a glitching system,
but you can patch two systems with one action.

Boost Shield (Ex)

Overclocking (Ex)
D

You can use your custom rig to supply limited power for up to
1 minute to a computer or starship system that lacks power.
If this system is part of a much larger network, this trick
does not supply power to the entire network, just to a limited
point of access (typically a terminal), which might greatly
limit functionality. Once you have used portable power on a
system, you cannot do so again on that system for 24 hours.

Quick Patch (Ex)

Nightvision Processor (Ex)

10983672

10983672

weapon, it explodes as a grenade would instead, centered on
the user, and the user doesn’t receive a Reflex save to negate
the grenade’s effect (if any). Once you’ve primed a weapon
to explode in this way, it’s difficult to reverse the effect,
requiring 8 hours of work and a successful Engineering check
(DC = 15 + your Engineering bonus); failing the check by 5 or
more detonates the weapon. Once detonated, the weapon is
destroyed, just like a grenade.

of these countermeasures and attempt another Computers
check (with the same DC as the original). If you succeed at
this second check, you can prevent that countermeasure from
activating, as if you had not attempted to access the system at
all. Any other countermeasures have their normal effect.

As a full action or as a move action by spending 1 Resolve
Point, you can cause a powered weapon (either a ranged
energy weapon or a melee weapon with the powered special
property) in your possession to explode. You can use the
weapon as if it were a grenade of the weapon’s item level
or lower dealing the weapon’s normal damage type, except
the weapon has a range increment of only 10 feet unless
it is a thrown weapon. If someone tries to attack with the

Your energy shield grants you a number of temporary Hit
Points equal to your Intelligence modifier + double your
mechanic level. In addition, if you have already used your
shield, you can spend 1 Resolve Point to use it again without
having to regain Stamina Points first. This replenishes your
shield’s temporary Hit Points to full. You must have the
energy shield mechanic trick to learn this trick.

Drone Meld (Ex)
D

As a full action while in contact with your drone, you can
reconfigure it into a mechanical drone suit (or a backpack-like
apparatus, for the Tiny hover drone) that you can wear. While
in this form, the drone can’t take any actions or use any of
its abilities, but you gain either the drone’s flight system
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mods if you have a hover drone, reactive camouflage (and
an invisibility field if your drone has it) if you have a stealth
drone, or reductive plating if you have a combat drone. You
can end the meld and return the drone to its normal form as
a full action. Though it normally acts on your turn just after
you, the drone can take no actions on that turn other than
transforming back.

D

When you are within 10 feet of a trapped or malfunctioning
machine or computer, you receive a free Computers,
Engineering, or Perception check (as decided by the GM) to
notice the trap or defect, whether or not you are actively
looking. In addition, due to your intimate knowledge of your
ship, you receive one of these checks whenever you board your
ship to notice if anything is wrong with the ship’s systems.

Ghost Intrusion (Ex)
D

Whenever you use the Computers skill to access a system
and you fail to overcome its defenses by 4 or less, you do
not trigger any countermeasures and there is no log of your
attempt. If you fail by 5 or more, any countermeasures take
effect against you as normal.

Your custom rig can project holographic images as a standard
action as often as you like, as per 2nd-level holographic image
except it can create speech and has a range of only 120 feet.

Extra Mod (Ex)
D

The additional damage of the overcharge mechanic trick
increases to 2d6. You must have the overcharge mechanic
trick to learn this trick.

Invisibility Bypass Processor (Ex)
D

D

D

RACES

CLASSES

As a move action, you can use your custom rig’s holographic
projector to project a holographic image in a direct overlay
over an invisible creature within 120 feet, and your custom
rig’s computer moves the image to follow the invisible creature,
effectively negating the creature’s invisibility as long as it
remains within 120 feet of you. If it moves beyond that range,
it breaks the effect until you use this ability again. You must
have the holographic projector, invisibility bypass processor,
and visual data processor mechanic tricks to learn this trick.

FEATS

EQUIPMENT

TACTICAL
RULES

STARSHIPS

MAGIC AND
SPELLS
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Mod Tinkerer (Ex)
D

Your visual data processor now allows you to see invisible
creatures as per see invisibility. You must have the visual data
processor mechanic trick to learn this trick.

Resistant Energy (Ex)

Choose an additional energy type from resistant energy. You
gain resistance 15 against both this and your original energy
type. You must have the energy shield and resistant energy
mechanic tricks to learn this trick.

Invisibility-Hampering Projector (Ex)

Improved Overcharge (Ex)
D

If you have a drone, your drone gains an additional basic
mod. If you have an exocortex, you gain an additional basic
mod. It can’t be a basic mod taken a second time as an
advanced mod. You can rebuild this extra mod when you gain
a mechanic level as with any other mod, but you can’t rebuild
this mod to convert it into the advanced version of the mod.

Improved Resistant Energy (Ex)

Hyperclocking (Ex)
You further improve the response time of your AI. If you have
a drone, your drone gains a +1 insight bonus to AC. In addition,
if your drone is subjected to an attack that normally allows a
Reflex save for half damage, it takes no damage if it succeeds
at its saving throw. If you have an exocortex, you gain a +1
insight bonus to AC. In addition, whenever you fail a Reflex
saving throw, you can spend 1 Resolve Point to reroll the
saving throw (see page 243) and take the higher result. You
must have the overclocking mechanic trick to learn this trick.

CHARACTER
CREATION

14th Level

D

D

OVERVIEW

SKILLS

Holographic Projector (Ex)
D

You’re always crafting rudimentary bots in your spare time, and
can use them to scout. It takes you 10 minutes and 1 Resolve Point
to create a scoutbot. A scoutbot is a Small technological construct,
its EAC and KAC are equal to 10 + your mechanic level, and it has
1 Hit Point per mechanic level you have (and no Stamina Points).
It has a land speed of 30 feet, and you can control its movements
with your custom rig as a move action. It has a camera that
streams visual and auditory data back to your rig. The scoutbot
uses your saving throw bonuses if necessary. It is untrained in all
skills and has a +0 bonus in all of them, though you can use your
own Perception skill when examining the feed from its stream.
Once created, the scoutbot lasts for 1 minute per mechanic level
you have before falling apart unless otherwise destroyed.

You must be 14th level or higher to choose these mechanic tricks.
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Scoutbot (Ex)

Engineer’s Eye (Ex)
D

4

You can spend 24 hours of uninterrupted work to exchange all
your drone or exocortex mods at any time, even if you haven’t
gained a level. Any other drone features (such as its chassis or
bonus feats) can still be exchanged only when you gain a level.

Saboteur (Ex)

Even when your energy shield is inactive, the ambient energy
protects you from a particular type of energy attack. Choose
acid, cold, electricity, fire, or sonic. You gain resistance 5
against that energy type. You must have the energy shield
mechanic trick to learn this trick.

D

Whenever you use the Engineering skill to sabotage or
disable a device, you can roll twice and take the better result.
In addition, if you have the appropriate tools (including your
custom rig), performing these tasks takes half the normal
amount of time, to a minimum of 1 move action.
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Superior Overcharge (Ex)
D

Ultraclocking (Ex)
D

If you have a drone, you can grant the effects of haste to
your drone for 1 minute as a move action. If you have an
exocortex, you can gain the effects of haste for 1 minute as
a move action. Once you or your drone has used this ability,
you cannot use it again until you spend 1 Resolve Point to
regain Stamina Points from a 10-minute rest. You must have
the overclocking and hyperclocking mechanic tricks to learn
this trick.

DRONES
If you choose the drone option for your artificial intelligence,
you begin play with a robotic drone that you design. See Building
Your Drone below for instructions on creating your drone.
All drones have a neutral alignment and the same senses as
an ordinary human. A drone is considered a construct with the
technological subtype for the purposes of spells and effects
targeting it. Your drone speaks all of the languages that you do.
Your drone is proficient in your choice of small arms or basic
melee weapons, and it gains specialization in that weapon type
once you reach 3rd level.
Like most constructs, a drone cannot recover from damage on
its own. If a drone is reduced to 0 Hit Points, it becomes inactive
until it is restored to 1 Hit Point or more. If a drone takes damage
from a single attack equal to or greater than its maximum Hit
Points while it has 0 current HP, the drone is destroyed.
If your drone is ever destroyed or lost, you retain its mind and
all its subroutines in your custom rig and can replace its body
for free using your custom rig after 24 hours of uninterrupted
work. You can take a single 8-hour rest during each 24 hours
spent working, but any other interruption greater than a
moment of conversation requires you to add 12 hours to the
time required to rebuild your drone. In addition, every time you
gain a mechanic level, you can rebuild your drone from scratch
with the same amount of work, allowing you to change any or
all of the choices you made for your drone (including ability
scores, chassis, feats, mods, and skills).
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The additional damage of the overcharge mechanic trick
increases to 4d6. You must have the overcharge and
improved overcharge mechanic tricks to learn this trick. You
can select this trick multiple times. Each time you do after
the first, increase the damage by 1d6 (to a maximum of 7d6 if
you select it all four times).

BUILDING YOUR DRONE
Building a drone is a multistep process. First, choose the drone’s
chassis, which along with your mechanic level determines its
base statistics. Next, choose your drone’s special abilities and
feats. Finally, select your drone’s modifications (“mods”), which
grant your drone additional abilities and allow you to fully
customize it.
Other than those aspects determined by your drone’s chassis
and mods, the exact details of your drone’s appearance and
personality are up to you.

74

Drone Chassis
Each drone has one of three chassis types that determines its
size, starting statistics, and initial mods, as well as the drone’s
overall look and theme. These chassis types are combat,
hover, and stealth, and they are presented on page 75. Each is
organized as follows, using the terms below.
D Size: This is the base size of your drone. Regardless of the
mods you give your drone, its size does not change.
D Speed: This shows the drone’s land speed and its speeds for
any additional movement types.
D AC: This is the base Energy Armor Class (EAC) and Kinetic
Armor Class (KAC) for this chassis. Add the bonus to its AC
from Table 4–3 and your drone’s Dexterity modifier to these
numbers to determine the drone’s EAC and KAC.
D Good Save: This type of saving throw is your drone’s best
saving throw. This saving throw uses the Good Save bonus
progression on Table 4–3.
D Poor Saves: These types of saving throws are your drone’s
worst saving throws. These saving throws use the Poor Save
bonus progression on Table 4–3.
D Ability Scores: This shows the drone’s base ability scores.
Drones have no Constitution score. Any DCs or other statistics
that rely on a Constitution score treat a drone as having a
Constitution score of 10 (no bonus or penalty). Drones can’t
use items that grant additional ability score increases.
D Ability Increases: These are the drone’s ability scores that
increase as you gain levels, as determined by the Ability
Increase progression on Table 4–3.
D Bonus Skill Unit: Some chassis come programmed with
knowledge of a skill that is a part of the chassis itself. This
skill is a class skill for your drone, and it gains a number of
ranks in that skill equal to your mechanic level. Your drone
can use this skill while not under your direct control. This
skill is in addition to the skill gained via the drone’s skill unit
ability (see page 76). You can’t change this skill unit when
you gain levels or when you rebuild your drone unless you
choose a new chassis. If a chassis does not have a bonus skill
unit entry, it gains no bonus skill units.
D Initial Mods: Each chassis comes with initial drone mods
that are a part of the chassis itself. These are in addition
to the mods a drone gains by level. You can’t change these
mods when you gain levels or rebuild your drone unless you
choose a new chassis. The list of mods appears on page 77.

1291701

Drone Base Statistics
Your drone’s abilities are determined by your mechanic level
(or the level you assign to it through your control net ability)
and the mods you select for your drone. Table 4–3 on page 76
determines many of the base statistics for your drone. These
base statistics modify the starting statistics determined by the
drone’s chassis. The terms used in Table 4–3 are as follows.
D Class Level: This is equal to your mechanic level. If you
have the control net class feature and assign fewer levels
to your drone than you have, the drone’s base statistics are
determined by the level you assign to it.
D Hit Points: This is the drone’s maximum number of Hit Points.
For the purposes of spells and other effects that rely on Hit
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D
D

D

D

D

D

D

Dice or level, your drone’s equivalent Hit Dice or level is
equal to your mechanic level (or the level you have assigned
to it with the control net class feature). Drones do not have
Stamina Points.
Base Attack Bonus: This is the drone’s base attack bonus.
Armor Class: Add the listed bonus and the drone’s
Dexterity modifier to base Armor Class values listed for
its chassis to determine the drone’s total EAC and KAC.
Your drone cannot wear armor of any kind, and you cannot
increase your drone’s AC further without selecting the
appropriate mods.
Good Save Bonus, Poor Save Bonus: These are the drone’s
base saving throw bonuses. Each chassis type designates
which saving throw uses the good save value and which ones
use the poor save value.
Ability Increase: Increase two of your drone’s ability scores,
as designated by its chassis, by this amount.
Feats: This is the drone’s total number of feats. You can
select a drone’s feats from those listed in Drone Feats on
page 76. A drone cannot select a feat that requires a base
attack bonus of +1 until it gains its second feat at 3rd level.
Mods: This is the number of custom modifications you can
add to your drone.
Special: Your drone gains these abilities when you reach (or
assign via control net) the appropriate level, as noted on the
table. These abilities are described in the section below.

Drone Special Abilities
Your drone gains the following abilities at the levels indicated.

Basic Mods

1st Level

You can choose any of the mods on the basic mod list whenever
your drone gains a new mod. Unless otherwise specified, you
cannot install a single mod more than once. The list of basic
mods appears starting on page 77.

Limited AI (Ex)

1st Level

Each round on your turn, after you have acted, your drone can
take either a move action or a standard action to attack (your
drone doesn’t make a separate initiative roll). You must be able
to issue simple commands to your drone, but you don’t have
to spend actions to issue these commands. To receive these
commands, your drone must be able to see or hear you or be
within range of your custom rig. If you become unconscious or
otherwise unresponsive, or if your drone is ever out of range,
your drone cannot take any actions until you are again able to
command it or it is once more within range.

Master Control (Ex)

1st Level

As a move action, you can directly control your drone. This
allows the drone to take both a move action and any standard
action this turn (one from your control, and one from its limited
AI). If you also take a swift action, your drone can take a swift
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DRONE CHASSIS
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MASTERING

COMBAT DRONE

HOVER DRONE

STEALTH DRONE

Bigger than other chassis options, the
combat drone moves along the ground
and is outfitted with wheels, tracks,
legs, or a similar form of propulsion.
This drone is designed specifically for
battle. It has an armored body and
multiple weapon mounts, allowing it to
pack a variety of armaments.

The smallest of the chassis options,
the hover drone is made from a
lightweight frame equipped with
miniature hoverjets, rotors, turbofans,
or a similar form of aerial propulsion
(small legs or wheels provide
propulsion on land). This drone can fly
at a good pace and avoid obstacles,
but it is not very stealthy.

Sleek and covered in a light-absorbing
alloy, the stealth drone prowls along
the ground on multiple small legs,
silenced wheels, an air cushion, or
some similar form of propulsion.
This drone specializes in stealth and
infiltration and can vanish almost
entirely from sight as long as it
remains perfectly still.

Starting Statistics

Starting Statistics

Size Tiny
Speed 30 feet, fly 30 feet (average)
AC EAC 11, KAC 11
Good Save Reflex
Poor Saves Fortitude, Will
Ability Scores Str 6, Dex 16, Con —,
Int 6, Wis 8, Cha 6
Ability Increases Dexterity, Wisdom
Bonus Skill Unit Acrobatics
Initial Mods flight system (×2, included
in its speed), weapon mount

Size Small
Speed 40 feet, climb 20 feet
AC EAC 10, KAC 12
Good Save Reflex
Poor Saves Fortitude, Will
Ability Scores Str 12, Dex 14, Con —,
Int 6, Wis 10, Cha 6
Ability Increases Dexterity, Wisdom
Bonus Skill Unit Stealth
Initial Mods climbing claws, reactive
camouflage, weapon mount

Starting Statistics
Size Medium
Speed 30 feet
AC EAC 10, KAC 13
Good Save Fortitude
Poor Saves Reflex, Will
Ability Scores Str 14, Dex 12, Con —,
Int 6, Wis 10, Cha 6
Ability Increases Strength, Dexterity
Initial Mods reductive plating,
weapon mount or melee weapon
arm (up to 2 in any combination),
weapon proficiency
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TABLE 4–3: DRONE BASE STATISTICS
HIT
POINTS

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th
17th
18th
19th
20th

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
190
210
230

BASE ATTACK ARMOR GOOD SAVE POOR SAVE ABILITY
BONUS
CLASS
BONUS
BONUS INCREASE FEATS MODS SPECIAL ABILITIES
+1
+2
+3
+3
+4
+5
+6
+6
+7
+8
+9
+9
+10
+11
+12
+12
+13
+14
+15
+15

+0
+1
+2
+3
+4
+5
+6
+7
+8
+9
+9
+10
+11
+12
+13
+14
+15
+16
+17
+18

+2
+3
+3
+3
+4
+4
+5
+5
+5
+6
+6
+6
+7
+7
+8
+8
+8
+9
+9
+9

+0
+0
+1
+1
+1
+1
+2
+2
+2
+2
+3
+3
+3
+3
+4
+4
+4
+4
+5
+5

action as well, or it can combine its actions into a full action.
Your drone must be able to see or hear you, or be within range
of your custom rig, for you to directly control your drone.

Skill Unit (Ex)

1st Level

Choose one of the following skills: Acrobatics, Athletics,
Computers, Engineering, Perception, or Stealth. This is a class
skill for your drone, and it gains a number of ranks in the
chosen skill equal to your class level. Your drone can use this
skill when not under your direct control. You can change your
drone’s skill unit whenever you rebuild your drone from scratch.
Additionally, whenever you are directly controlling your drone,
it can use any of your skill ranks if you wish, assuming it has the
appropriate tools to do so (a drone without manipulator arms
cannot use Engineering to disable a device, for example).
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CLASS
LEVEL

Expert AI (Ex)

7th Level

Your drone’s AI has grown more sophisticated, giving it a more
robust combat routine when not under your direct control.
Each round on your turn, the drone can take a move action,
take a standard action to attack, or make a full attack (this
last option allows it to shoot more than once if it has the
necessary weapons to do so). The drone takes a –6 penalty
to full attacks made without your direct control instead of the
normal –4 penalty. Like limited AI, you must still be conscious
and within range.

Upgraded Power Core (Ex)

10th Level

Your drone gains a pool of Resolve Points equal to 1 per 2 levels
it has (minimum 1). Your drone can spend 1 Resolve Point to
make a full attack without requiring your direct control and at
only the normal –4 penalty for a full attack instead of the –6
penalty. Your drone regains Resolve Points after a full 8-hour
rest as normal.
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+1
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—
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1
1
2
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4
4
5
5
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6
6
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1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8
9
9
10
10

Advanced Mods

Basic mods, limited AI, master control, skill unit
—
—
—
—
—
Expert AI
—
—
Upgraded power core
Advanced mods
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
True AI
11th Level

You can choose from any of the mods on the advanced mod list
whenever your drone gains a new mod (in addition to those from
the basic mod list). Your drone must always have at least 5 mods
from the basic list before you can add any advanced mods, even
if you rebuild your drone after it gains this ability. The list of
advanced mods appears on pages 78–79.

True AI (Ex)

1291703

20th Level

Your drone’s AI can act with complete autonomy. Each round on
your turn, your drone can take a full suite of actions (either a full
action or else a move action, a standard action, and a swift action)
without requiring your direct control, and it makes full attacks
without your direct control with the normal –4 penalty. You don’t
need to issue commands to your drone for it to take actions. You
must still directly control the drone for it to use your skill ranks.

DRONE FEATS
When choosing feats for your drone, you can choose from the
following: Blind-Fight, Cleave, Deadly Aim, Far Shot, Great
Cleave, Great Fortitude, Improved Combat Maneuver, Improved
Critical, Iron Will, Jet Dash, Kip Up, Lightning Reflexes, Lunge,
Mobility, Multi-Weapon Fighting, Nimble Moves, Opening Volley,
Penetrating Attack, Shot on the Run, Skill Focus, Skill Synergy,
Slippery Shooter, Spring Attack, Strike Back, Suppressive Fire,
Versatile Focus, Versatile Specialization, Weapon Focus, and
Weapon Specialization.
At 10th level, when the drone has an upgraded power core,
you can also choose Extra Resolve, Improved Great Fortitude,
Improved Iron Will, and Improved Lightning Reflexes. GMs can
expand this list to include feats from other sources.

DRONE MODS
As you gain levels, your drone gains custom modifications,
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gear, and programming that give it additional capabilities and
options. Any level-based abilities for your drone’s mods use
your full mechanic level, regardless of whether you’re using
control net to assign fewer levels to your drone.
Your drone gains its first custom modification at 1st level and
an additional mod every 2 levels thereafter. Mods are grouped
into two categories, basic and advanced. You can choose basic
mods at any level, but you must be 11th level (or have assigned
at least 11 levels to your drone) to select advanced mods. Some
mods require your drone to have other custom mods installed
before they can function. Unless otherwise noted, each mod can
be selected only once.

Basic Mods

D

D

Your drone gains an armor upgrade slot for an armor upgrade
(see page 204). If you do not already have an armor upgrade to
install, you must purchase one separately. You can install the
armor upgrade only if your drone has enough open upgrade
slots to meet the upgrade’s requirements. You can select this
mod up to four times, each time adding an additional slot.

D

Your drone has a camera that you can see through using
your custom rig as long as your drone is within range. The
camera has ordinary sight, and is capable of seeing whatever
an ordinary human could see. The camera can also record up
to 1 hour of footage, which can be downloaded and viewed
using your custom rig.

Cargo Rack (Ex)
D

Your drone is outfitted with cargo space. The drone’s Strength
score counts as 4 higher for the purpose of how determining
much bulk it can carry, but all of this extra bulk must be stored
gear and cargo, not mounted weapons, armor mods, or the like.
This does not affect the drone’s actual Strength score in any
way, merely how much it can carry. Due to its size, a drone
might still be unable to carry awkward or unwieldy items.

D

D

D

D

Your drone gains low-light vision, darkvision to 60 feet, and a
+2 insight bonus to Perception skill checks. If your drone has
the camera mod, the camera gains these senses as well.

FEATS

Your drone is equipped with powerful miniature jets. It can
use these jets to jump up to 30 feet as a move action (either
vertically, horizontally, or in any combination that does not
exceed 30 feet). If applied to a hover drone, these jets instead
allow your drone to increase its fly speed by 30 feet for 1
round. Once used, these jets must cool down for 1 minute
before they can be used again.

EQUIPMENT

TACTICAL
RULES

STARSHIPS

Your drone is equipped with two robotic arms with simple
hands. They can perform most functions that your arms can
perform (such as opening doors, typing on a keypad, wielding
a weapon, or attempting skill checks that require manual
dexterity), but attacks made with them take a –4 penalty.

Your drone is equipped with a robotic arm to which you can
affix a one-handed melee weapon, allowing your drone to
wield that weapon and attack with it. This weapon cannot
be disarmed. Wielding a two-handed melee weapon requires
two melee weapon arms. If you do not already have a weapon
to equip, you must purchase it separately. Swapping out a
weapon in a melee weapon arm requires use of your custom
rig and 1 hour of work. You can select this mod multiple
times, each time adding an additional melee weapon arm to
the drone.

MAGIC AND
SPELLS
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Extra Ammo (Ex)
One of your drone’s weapon mounts can hold two additional
batteries, magazines, or other type of ammunition in addition

Your drone gains resistance to an energy type of your choice—
acid, cold, electricity, fire, or sonic—equal to your mechanic
level, to a maximum of 10. You can select this mod multiple
times. Its effects do not stack; each time you select this mod, it
must apply to a different energy type from the list above.

Riding Saddle (Ex)
D

D

SKILLS

Resistance (Ex)

Your drone gains a +2 bonus to its AC. At 11th level, you can
choose this mod a second time as an advanced mod.

Enhanced Senses (Ex)
D

Your drone is equipped with miniature marine jet engines,
granting it a swim speed equal to half its land speed. This mod
can be applied to only combat drones and stealth drones.

Melee Weapon Arm (Ex)

Your drone gains a climb speed equal to half its land speed.
This mod can be applied to only combat and stealth drones.

Enhanced Armor (Ex)

RACES

Manipulator Arms (Ex)

Climbing Claws (Ex)
D

CHARACTER
CREATION

CLASSES

Jump Jets (Ex)

Camera (Ex)
D

Your drone’s AI is secured against outside influence. Any
attempt to hack your drone takes a –4 penalty, and your
drone receives a +4 insight bonus to saving throws against
spells or effects that attempt to take control of the drone or
otherwise dictate its actions.

Hydrojets (Ex)
D

Armor Slot (Ex)

OVERVIEW

Hardened AI (Ex)

You can choose these mods at any level.

10983677

10983677

to its usual weapon and ammunition capacity. Your drone
must have the weapon mount mod before selecting this mod.
You can select this mod more than once, up to the number of
weapon mounts the drone has.

4

Your drone is equipped with a seat and programming to carry
a rider as a combat-trained mount. If you ride your drone, it
must be at least your size or larger. To carry another rider, the
drone must be at least one size larger than the rider. You can
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direct your drone mount in battle without attempting
Survival checks.

D

Skill Subroutines (Ex)
D

Choose another skill from the skill unit list. This is a class
skill for your drone, which gains a number of ranks in that
skill equal to your mechanic level. Your drone also increases
its Intelligence score by 2. At 11th level, you can choose this
mod a second time as an advanced mod. If you do, choose
an additional skill to become a class skill for your drone (this
skill doesn’t have to be on the skill unit list). Your drone gains
ranks in the skill equal to your mechanic level. Your drone also
increases its Intelligence score again by 2.

Smuggler’s Compartment (Ex)
D

Your drone has a secret compartment that can hold a single
item of light bulk or smaller. A successful Perception check
(DC = 15 + your mechanic level) is needed to notice or find the
compartment. Accessing this compartment is a move action.

D

Echolocators (Ex)
D

D

78

Your drone gains an energy shield that provides it with a
number of temporary Hit Points equal to your mechanic level.
This shield remains active until all of its temporary Hit Points
are depleted. The drone can replenish the shield’s Hit Points
to full by spending 1 Resolve Point when you rest to regain
Stamina Points. You can select this mod a second time to
double the energy shield’s temporary Hit Points.

Excavator (Ex)
D

Your drone gains a burrow speed equal to half its land speed. It
can use this speed to move through clay, dirt, earth, and sand.
It does not leave a hole behind, nor is its passage marked on
the surface.

1291705

Flight System (Ex)

Weapon Mount (Ex)
D

Your drone uses basic echolocation to notice unseen foes. The
drone gains the blindsense (sound) ability (see page 262).

Energy Shield (Ex)

Your drone’s land speed increases by 10 feet.

Select one technological item from Chapter 7: Equipment of
no more than light bulk and an item level no higher than your
mechanic level. Your drone is equipped with a robotic arm with
that item attached and the proper programming to use the
item, although it cannot use a tool that requires skill checks
unless it also has ranks in the relevant skill (or you have ranks
in the relevant skill and the drone is under your direct control).

11th Level

You must be 11th level or higher to choose these mods.

Tool Arm (Ex)
D

Your drone gains one of the following feats as a bonus feat (it
must meet all the prerequisites of the chosen feat): Advanced
Melee Weapon Proficiency, Basic Melee Weapon Proficiency,
Heavy Weapon Proficiency, Longarm Proficiency, Small Arm
Proficiency, or Special Weapon Proficiency. You can select
this mod multiple times; each time, your drone gains another
of the available proficiency feats as a bonus feat.

Advanced Mods

Speed (Ex)

10983678

10983678

Weapon Proficiency (Ex)

You can affix a small arm or another one-handed ranged
weapon on your drone, allowing it to wield that weapon and
attack with it. This weapon cannot be disarmed. Mounting
a longarm, a heavy weapon, or another two-handed ranged
weapon requires two weapon mounts. A weapon mount can
hold up to two batteries, two magazines, or two of another
type of ammunition for the affixed weapon, provided this
ammunition is of light bulk or less. Multiple weapon mounts
used to affix a single two-handed weapon count as a single
weapon mount for the purpose of how much ammunition it
can hold. The drone reloads these batteries or magazines
automatically, which takes the usual amount of time for the
weapon. Spent batteries or magazines are stored within the
drone. You can replace all of a weapon mount’s batteries or
magazines as a move action. You must purchase separately
or already have the weapon and ammunition for use with a
weapon mount. You can replace the weapon with any other
weapon that meets the criteria for your mount (for example,
if you have two weapon mounts, you could replace a longarm
with a heavy weapon). Swapping out a weapon in a weapon
mount requires use of your custom rig and 1 hour of work.
You can select this mod multiple times, each time adding an
additional weapon mount to the drone.

D

Your drone gains a fly speed equal to half its land speed
with average maneuverability for up to 10 minutes per day.
This duration need not be continuous, but it must be used in
1-minute increments. You can select this mod a second time;
in this case, the drone’s fly speed increases to its full land
speed, and there is no limit on the amount of time it can fly.

Greater Resistance (Ex)
D

Choose one type of energy for which your drone already has the
resistance mod. Increase your drone’s resistance to that energy
type by 5. You can select this mod multiple times. Its effects do
not stack. Each time you select this mod, it applies to a different
energy type for which your drone has the resistance mod.

Invisibility Field (Ex)
D

Once per day as a standard action, your drone can turn invisible
for 10 minutes, as per the invisibility spell. If it makes an attack
during this time, the invisibility ends. Your drone can spend
2 Resolve Points to use this ability again on the same day. Your
drone must have the reactive camouflage mod to select this.

Medical Subroutine (Ex)
D

Your drone is equipped with first aid capabilities. If you are
reduced to 0 Hit Points, your drone can attempt to administer
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emergency medical treatment to you, even despite you being
unconscious. On subsequent rounds on your turn, your drone
takes as many move actions as necessary to return to your
side, followed by a standard action to administer first aid.
Once it has done so, you can spend 2 Resolve Points to
recover a number of Hit Points equal to your mechanic level.
Your drone cannot use this mod on anyone but you nor use
it if you are dead or have fewer than 2 RP remaining. You
can’t benefit from this treatment more than once every 24
hours. Your drone must have the manipulator arms and skill
subroutines (with the Medicine skill) mods to select this mod.

Reactive Camouflage (Ex)
D

Your drone is equipped with a thin coating that can change
color to match the drone’s surroundings. Whenever your drone
stays stationary for 1 round, it gains a +10 bonus to Stealth
checks (this bonus doesn’t stack with the invisibility spell or
similar effects). If your drone takes any action, it loses this
bonus until it once again spends 1 round remaining still.

Reductive Plating (Ex)
D

Your drone gains damage reduction 1/—. This increases to
DR 2/— at 7th level and increases by 1 again at 13th level and
every 3 levels thereafter.

Shock Wave (Ex)
D

Whenever your drone is reduced to fewer than 10 HP, it
immediately shuts down and unleashes a shock wave
of electricity as a reaction (even if it is deactivated or
destroyed by the attack). This deals 1d6 electricity damage
per level to every creature within 10 feet (except the
drone). An affected creature can attempt a Reflex save to
take half damage (DC = 10 + half your mechanic level + your
Intelligence modifier).

recall knowledge (see page 143). In addition, your exocortex
grants you the Skill Focus feat as a bonus feat. You can’t use
your exocortex’s memory module while combat tracking is
activated. Every time you gain a mechanic level, you can rebuild
your exocortex’s memory module, replacing the exocortex’s
bonus Skill Focus feat with Skill Focus in a different skill.

Wireless Hack (Ex)

5th Level

Instead of combat tracking, your exocortex can access another
computer system within 20 feet, allowing it to attempt a
Computers check against that computer each round, using
your skill bonus. This counts as a standard action for the
purpose of the Computers skill. You must remain within 20
feet of the computer system for the entire time your exocortex
is interacting with the computer. If the task requires multiple
actions (or even rounds) to accomplish, you can spend your
actions to work in concert with your exocortex, counting both
your action and the exocortex’s effective standard action
toward the total time required. If you don’t have the remote
hack class feature, you must be adjacent to the computer to
attempt your checks.

Exocortex Mods (Ex)

7th Level

Your exocortex allows you to apply any one of the following
drone mods to yourself as if you were a drone with that
mod installed: armor slot, cargo rack, climbing claws,
enhanced senses, hydrojets, jump jets, resistance, smuggler’s
compartment, speed, or weapon proficiency (gaining proficiency
in advanced melee or heavy weapons). At 11th level, you can
apply an additional mod, and your options expand to include
echolocators, excavator, flight system, greater resistance,
invisibility field, and reactive camouflage. At 14th and 17th
levels, you can apply an additional mod. Each time you gain a
level, you can switch any of your mods for different mods, but
you must always choose at least one mod from the 7th-level list.

EXOCORTEX

Twin Tracking (Ex)

Your exocortex grants you all of the following abilities as you
advance in level.

You can designate two targets for your exocortex to track,
increasing your base attack bonus against each. You can
designate both targets with a single move action, but you must
be able to see them both at that time.

Combat Tracking (Ex)

1st Level

Your exocortex provides you with enhanced combat ability,
granting you proficiency with heavy armor and longarms. At
3rd level, you gain weapon specialization in longarms just
as if your class granted proficiency. As a move action during
combat, you can designate a foe for your exocortex to track.
As long as that target is in sight, the exocortex feeds you
telemetry, vulnerabilities, and combat tactics, allowing you to
make attacks against that target as if your base attack bonus
from your mechanic levels were equal to your mechanic level.
Designating another target causes you to immediately lose this
bonus against the previous target.

Memory Module (Ex)

1st Level

You can use your exocortex’s memory module to enhance
your own knowledge. Once per day, as a reaction while not
in combat, you can reroll a failed skill check (see page 243) to

Multitasking (Ex)

10th Level

4
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15th Level

You can designate three targets for your exocortex to track
(and designate them all as a single move action). In addition, the
range of your exocortex’s wireless hack increases to 40 feet.
Your exocortex can also engage in combat tracking and hack a
nearby computer at the same time, but the computer counts as
one of the exocortex’s designated targets (allowing you to track
only two targets at the same time while wirelessly hacking the
computer). Lastly, you can access your exocortex’s memory
module in combat, even while it is engaged in combat tracking.

Quad Tracking (Ex)

20th Level

Your exocortex can track four targets simultaneously, and
hacking a nearby computer doesn’t count against that limit.
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COMBAT TECHNICIAN
THEME: MERCENARY

No target is too large or armored for you and your drone to take down.

ABILITY SCORES
Dexterity is your most important ability score because you need it to
hit, and Intelligence enhances your skills and pool of Resolve Points.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Combat drone

MECHANIC TRICKS
Energy shield (2nd)		
Boost shield (8th) 		

Resistant energy (8th)
Improved resistant energy (14th)

DRONE MODS
Extra ammo (1st) 		

Energy shield (11th)

FEATS
Weapon Focus (longarms)
Weapon Proficiency (longarms)

80

Weapon Specialization (longarms)

ENHANCED COMMANDO
THEME: BOUNTY HUNTER

You have augmented your body and mind to turn yourself into a
fighting machine.

ABILITY SCORES
Dexterity is your most important ability score because you need it to
hit, and Intelligence gives you more Resolve Points.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Exocortex

MECHANIC TRICKS
Overcharge (2nd) 		
Overclocking (2nd)		
Hyperclocking (8th) 		

Improved overcharge (8th)
Superior overcharge (14th)
Ultraclocking (14th)

FEATS
Improved Initiative		
Toughness
Weapon Focus (longarms)

SKILLS

SKILLS

Computers			Perception
Engineering			Piloting
Medicine

Athletics
Engineering
Perception
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4

SABOTEUR

THEME: OUTLAW

You use stealth and technical skills to take down unjust institutions.

ABILITY SCORES
Intelligence is your most important ability score because it enhances
your skills and ability DCs; Dexterity increases your AC.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Stealth drone

MECHANIC TRICKS
Hack directory (2nd) 		
Ghost intrusion (8th)

Saboteur (14th)

Invisibility field (11th)

FEATS
Skill Focus (Computers)		
Skill Focus (Engineering)

THEME: SPACEFARER

You know your starship like no one else and seem able to push the
vessel beyond its limits.

ABILITY SCORES
Intelligence is important because it increases your pool of Resolve
Points and enhances your skills; Dexterity allows you to be more
effective in combat.

Skill Synergy (Sleight of Hand
and Stealth)

GAME
MASTERING

SETTING
PATHFINDER
LEGACY

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Exocortex

MECHANIC TRICKS
Quick patch (2nd)		
Quick repair (2nd)		

DRONE MODS
Camera (1st)			

STARSHIP ENGINEER

1291708

Engineer’s eye (8th)
Mod tinkerer (14th)

FEATS
Grenade Proficiency		
Technomantic Dabbler
Weapon Focus (longarms)

SKILLS

SKILLS

Computers			
Physical Science

Computers			Physical Science
Engineering 			Piloting
Perception
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MYSTIC

6 + Constitution modifier

6 HP

You understand that what most
people call magic is simply
an expression of the innate
connection between all things,
and you intuitively tap into this
unseen power to create strange
effects. You may conceptualize the
source of your magic as divine grace,
a manipulation of fundamental
energy, or an unlocking of psychic
potential, but always with the
knowledge that you are a conduit
channeling forces greater than yourself.
Though you may study, you understand
that spellcasting—like all existence—is
messy and intuitive, and you specialize in
biology and mental systems too complex
to be perfectly understood by science.
You sense the intangible and exploit your
bonds with others, whether to bolster
them or bend them to your will.

KEY ABILITY SCORE
10983682

10983682

STAMINA POINTS

Your Wisdom determines your spellcasting ability, the saving
throw DCs of your spells, and the number of bonus spells you
can cast per day, so Wisdom is your key ability score. A high
Charisma score can also help you in social situations.

1291709

CLASS SKILLS
SKILL RANKS PER LEVEL
6 + INTELLIGENCE MODIFIER
Bluff (Cha)
Culture (Int)
Diplomacy (Cha)
Disguise (Cha)
Intimidate (Cha)
Life Science (Int)

Medicine (Int)
Mysticism (Wis)
Perception (Wis)
Profession (Cha, Int, or Wis)
Sense Motive (Wis)
Survival (Wis)

PROFICIENCIES
ARMOR PROFICIENCY
Light armor

WEAPON PROFICIENCY
Basic melee weapons and small arms
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4

TABLE 4–4: MYSTIC
		
CLASS
LEVEL
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th
17th
18th
19th
20th

BASE
FORT
REF
WILL
ATTACK SAVE SAVE SAVE
SPELLS PER DAY (BY SPELL LEVEL)
BONUS BONUS BONUS BONUS CLASS FEATURES
1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH
+0
+0
+0
+2 Connection, connection power, connection spell, healing touch 2
—
—
—
—
—
+1
+0
+0
+3 Channel skill +1, mindlink
2
—
—
—
—
—
+2
+1
+1
+3 Connection power, weapon specialization
3
—
—
—
—
—
+3
+1
+1
+4 Connection spell
3
2
—
—
—
—
+3
+1
+1
+4 Channel skill +2
4
2
—
—
—
—
+4
+2
+2
+5 Connection power
4
3
—
—
—
—
+5
+2
+2
+5 Connection spell
4
3
2
—
—
—
+6
+2
+2
+6 Channel skill +3
4
4
2
—
—
—
+6
+3
+3
+6 Connection power
5
4
3
—
—
—
+7
+3
+3
+7 Connection spell
5
4
3
2
—
—
+8
+3
+3
+7 Channel skill +4, telepathic bond
5
4
4
2
—
—
+9
+4
+4
+8 Connection power
5
5
4
3
—
—
+9
+4
+4
+8 Connection spell
5
5
4
3
2
—
+10
+4
+4
+9 Channel skill +5
5
5
4
4
2
—
+11
+5
+5
+9 Connection power
5
5
5
4
3
—
+12
+5
+5
+10 Connection spell
5
5
5
4
3
2
+12
+5
+5
+10 Channel skill +6
5
5
5
4
4
2
+13
+6
+6
+11 Connection power
5
5
5
5
4
3
+14
+6
+6
+11 Transcendence
5
5
5
5
5
4
+15
+6
+6
+12 Channel skill +7, enlightenment
5
5
5
5
5
5
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SPELLS
You cast spells drawn from the mystic spell list (see page 336).
To learn or cast a spell, you must have a Wisdom score equal
to at least 10 + the spell’s level. The Difficulty Class for a
saving throw against your spell is 10 + the spell’s level + your
Wisdom modifier.
You can cast only a certain number of spells of each spell
level per day. Your number of spells per day is given on Table
4–4: Mystic. In addition, you receive bonus spells per day if you
have a Wisdom modifier of +1 or higher, as shown on Table 4–5:
Mystic Bonus Spells—note that you only receive these bonus
spells once you can cast spells of that level normally. You can
also cast 0-level spells. These spells are cast like any other spell,
but there is no limit to how many 0-level spells you can cast
each day.
Your selection of spells is limited. You begin play knowing four
0-level spells and two 1st-level spells of your choice. At each new
mystic level, you learn one or more new spells, as indicated on
Table 4–6: Mystic Spells Known. Unlike spells per day, the number
of spells you know isn’t affected by your Wisdom modifier.
Every time you gain a level, you can swap out one spell you
already know and learn a single new spell of the same level in its
place. In effect, you lose the old spell in exchange for the new one.
You must choose whether or not to swap the spell at the same
time you gain new spells known for the level.
You can cast any mystic spell you know at any time, assuming
you have not yet used up your allotment of spells per day for the
spell’s level. You can also cast a spell using a higher-level spell
slot. For instance, if you want to cast a 1st-level spell but have
used up all your 1st-level spells for the day, you can use a spell
from a 2nd-level slot instead if you have one.

You can also decipher magical inscriptions that would
otherwise be unintelligible or, as a full action, identify any spells
encoded in a spell gem as a full action. This does not normally
invoke the magic contained within, although it may do so in the
case of a cursed or trapped spell gem.

CONNECTION

1st Level

You have a mysterious connection with some force that grants
you magical powers. The exact nature of your connection can
vary widely, and even mystics who share the same connection
may interpret it differently. You must pick one connection upon
taking your first level of mystic—once made, this choice can’t be
changed. Connections you can choose from begin on page 85.
Many mystics serve as priests of various gods, and while
you can theoretically choose any type of connection with any
entity or concept, deities rarely grant connections that don’t fit
within their ethos (for example, Weydan, the god of freedom, is
unlikely to look kindly on overlords). As such, each connection
lists the deities and philosophies commonly associated with it.

Connection Power
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1st Level

At 1st level, 3rd level, and every 3 levels thereafter, you gain a
connection power unique to your connection. If a connection
power allows a saving throw to resist its effects, the DC is equal
to 10 + half your mystic level + your Wisdom modifier. If the
power requires an enemy to attempt a skill check, the DC is
equal to 10 + 1-1/2 × your mystic level + your Wisdom modifier.

Connection Spell

1st Level

Your connection grants you additional spells known, one for each
level of mystic spell you can cast, starting at 1st level and at any
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TABLE 4–5: MYSTIC BONUS SPELLS
WIS SCORE
1–11
12–13
14–15
16–17
18–19
20–21
22–23
24–25
26–27
28–29
30–31

BONUS SPELLS PER DAY (BY SPELL LEVEL)
1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH
—
—
—
—
—
—
1
—
—
—
—
—
1
1
—
—
—
—
1
1
1
—
—
—
1
1
1
1
—
—
2
1
1
1
1
—
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
1
1
3
2
2
2
2
1
3
3
2
2
2
2

CLASS
LEVEL
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th
17th
18th
19th
20th

0
4
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

SPELLS KNOWN (BY SPELL LEVEL)
1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH
2
—
—
—
—
3
—
—
—
—
4
—
—
—
—
4
2
—
—
—
4
3
—
—
—
4
4
—
—
—
5
4
2
—
—
5
4
3
—
—
5
4
4
—
—
5
5
4
2
—
6
5
4
3
—
6
5
4
4
—
6
5
5
4
2
6
6
5
4
3
6
6
5
4
4
6
6
5
5
4
6
6
6
5
4
6
6
6
5
4
6
6
6
5
5
6
6
6
6
5

6TH
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
2
3
4
4
5

You draw strange feelings, instincts, knowledge, and urges
from your connection, augmenting your prowess in certain
tasks. Each connection has two skills associated with it. You
gain a +1 insight bonus to skill checks with your connection’s
associated skills. This bonus increases by 1 at 5th level and
every 3 levels thereafter.

MINDLINK (SP)

2nd Level

You can form a mental link with creatures you touch,
communicating information rapidly through it. You can use
mindlink at will as a spell-like ability, though only once per
day on any given individual.

WEAPON SPECIALIZATION (EX)

3rd Level

TELEPATHIC BOND (SP)

11th Level

As a standard action, you can form a telepathic link with up
to six other willing creatures, allowing you to communicate
telepathically at great distances. This functions as telepathic
bond, except the duration is permanent. You can have only one
telepathic bond active in this way at any given time; creating a
new telepathic bond immediately ends the previous one.

TRANSCENDENCE (SP)

19th Level

level when you normally gain access to a new spell level. These
spells are in addition to the spells known listed on Table 4–6:
Mystic Spells Known. These spells can’t be exchanged for different
spells at higher levels (except in specific cases; see below). The
spell level of each spell is listed in your connection’s entry.
If your connection lists a single variable-level spell (see
page 330) for all spell levels at the start of its spells entry, you
gain that variable-level spell when you first get your connection
spell for each level. The next time you gain a connection spell,
add the next higher level of the variable-level spell to your list
of spells known. You immediately lose the lower-level version of
that variable-level spell and replace it with the listed connection
spell for that lower level.

You are close to becoming one with your connection. You can cast
each of your connection spells once per day without consuming
a spell slot. In addition, you learn how to temporarily transcend
your physical form. Once per day, you can spend 1 Resolve Point
to project your consciousness outside of your physical body in
the form of an intangible psychic image of yourself. This counts
as a 6th-level illusion effect and lasts for a number of rounds
equal to your mystic level. While your consciousness is projected,
your physical body is considered blind, deaf, and helpless, but
you can return to your body as a swift action. You control your
psychic image as though it was your own body, and your senses
perceive only what the image can see and hear. You move with
a fly speed of 60 feet and perfect maneuverability. You can pass
through solid objects as though you were incorporeal, but you
can’t go farther into a solid object than your space (5 feet for a
Medium creature). You can’t directly affect physical objects. Your
projected consciousness is immune to most attacks or effects,
whether or not they affect incorporeal creatures, but mindaffecting effects have their full effect on you.
You can cast any mystic spell or spell-like ability with a range
of touch or greater from your projected consciousness. The spells
affect other targets normally. You can’t cast any spells on your
projected consciousness except for illusion spells. You need not
maintain line of effect to your projected consciousness, but if you
cross into another plane, even momentarily (including via Drift
travel), your mind immediately returns to your physical body.

HEALING TOUCH (SU)

ENLIGHTENMENT (SU)

1st Level

Once per day, you can spend 10 minutes to magically heal an
ally up to 5 Hit Points per mystic level.
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2nd Level

You gain Weapon Specialization as a bonus feat for each weapon
type this class grants you proficiency with.

TABLE 4–6: MYSTIC SPELLS KNOWN
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0
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

CHANNEL SKILL (SU)

1291711

20th Level

You achieve enlightenment, becoming a living incarnation
of your connection. You no longer age, nor do you die of old
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CORE RULEBOOK
age. Once per day as a move action, you can enter a state of
total communion with your connection that lasts for 1 minute.
During this time, you gain a +4 insight bonus to attack rolls,
saving throws, and skill checks, and you gain 20 temporary
Resolve Points that you can use only on connection powers.
Any unspent temporary Resolve Points disappear at the end of
this minute. In addition, once per week, you can cast miracle as
a spell-like ability.

ally can send a memory of up to 1 minute to as many others
in the bond as they choose. Sending a relevant memory
counts as a successful aid another attempt for a skill check,
even if you wouldn’t otherwise be able to use aid another (to
a limit of one such memory per skill check).

Memory Palace (Su)
D

CONNECTIONS
The following represent the most common mystic connections.
See page 83 for more information on the connection class feature.

Akashic
You’re linked to the collective knowledge of every sentient
species that ever lived that’s held in the Akashic Record, an
Astral library of perfect psychic records of every moment
in history. You might be an ancient lorekeeper, an inquisitive
student of the occult, an intuitive consulting detective, or a
secret-hoarding spy.
D Associated Deities: Eloritu, Nyarlathotep, Pharasma, Talavet,
Triune, Weydan, Yaraesa
D Associated Skills: Culture and Mysticism
D Spells:
1st—identify, 2nd—augury, 3rd—tongues, 4th—
divination, 5th—contact other plane, 6th—vision

Akashic Knowledge (Ex)
D

1st Level

You gain the channel skill ability at 1st level (instead of 2nd
level). Each day when you recover your spell slots, you can
tap into the Akashic Record, enabling you to choose one
Profession skill and add that to your list of associated skills
for the channel skill class feature.

Access Akashic Record (Su)
D

You can access the Akashic Record to augment your skills.
You can spend 1 Resolve Point to attempt a skill check as if
you had ranks in that skill equal to your mystic level.

Peer into the Future (Su)
D

You assemble an extradimensional library to house mental
constructs representing your accumulated knowledge.
This memory palace has a single shimmering entrance.
You can access your memory palace once per day; when
you do, the entrance appears within close range. If any
creatures or objects that were not part of the memory
palace when it was created remain inside it, the entrance
remains where it first appeared. Only those you designate
can enter the memory palace, and the entrance closes and
becomes invisible behind you when you enter. Anyone
inside can open the entrance and exit the memory palace
at will. The only way to enter and exit the memory palace
is via the entrance; even plane shift and similar magic do
not access it.
You can create any floor plan you desire for your memory
palace, up to a number of 10-foot cubes equal to your mystic
level. Inside, the atmosphere is clean, fresh, and warm;
outside conditions don’t affect the memory palace, nor do
conditions inside it pass beyond. There is no furniture other
than bookcases, computers, and a few desks and sofas. A
number of unseen servants (as per the spell of the same
name) equal to half your mystic level serve as librarians. The
library keeps the same layout each time you access it, though
you can alter its appearance each time you gain a level or
by spending 15 minutes concentrating—you don’t need to be
inside it to alter it.
When you gain this ability, choose one skill that can
be used with the recall knowledge task. Consulting your
memory palace gives anyone who studies within—including
you—a +4 enhancement bonus to skill checks to recall
knowledge of that type, and creatures inside the memory
palace can attempt checks of that type untrained. At 16th
level, and at each level thereafter, choose another skill that
can be used with the recall knowledge task to which your
memory palace’s skill bonus applies.

Glean Spell (Su)
D
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18th Level

Once per day, you can delve into the Akashic Record to cast a
spell from either the mystic or technomancer spell list as if it
were on your list of spells known. The spell consumes a spell
slot 1 level higher than the level of the spell.

9th Level

You can use mind probe as a spell-like ability a number of
times per day equal to your mystic level, lasting for 1 round.
A creature that successfully saves against your mind probe
is immune to further uses of this ability for 24 hours.

Telepathic Memories (Su)
D

6th Level

Once per day, you can spend 10 minutes in uninterrupted
meditation to receive visions of possible futures. At any point
over the next 24 hours, you can declare that you are using the
benefit of this ability before rolling one initiative check, saving
throw, or skill check. You gain a +4 insight bonus to that check.
At 11th level, you can use this ability twice per day, though you
can’t use it again until after you’ve used your first bonus.

Mind Probe (Sp)
D

3rd Level

15th Level

4

12th Level

You can share memories at will with allies linked by your
telepathic bond class feature. As a full action, you or a linked

Empath
Your connection helps you sense emotions and notice details
others can’t. You might be a diplomat, an investigator, a mindreading bodyguard, a ship’s psychologist, or a psychic con artist.
D Associated Deities: Abadar, Hylax, Iomedae, Sarenrae, Talavet,
Triune (Casandalee)
D Associated Skills: Perception and Sense Motive
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D

Empathy (Su)
D

D

Healer

As a full action, you can attempt a Sense Motive check to
read the emotions of a particular creature (DC = 20 or 10 +
its Bluff modifier, whichever is higher). If you succeed, you
learn its general disposition and attitude toward creatures
within 30 feet of it, and you gain a +2 circumstance bonus
to Bluff, Diplomacy, Intimidate, and Sense Motive checks
against that creature for 1 hour. Whether you succeed or
fail, after opening your mind to read emotions, you take a
–2 penalty to saving throws against mind-affecting effects
for 1 minute.
3rd Level

You can use your mindlink ability on the same creature as
many times per day as you wish, and the communication
can be both ways, though the maximum of 10 minutes of
communication per round still applies.

Emotionsense (Su)
D

remaining, you can spend 1 Resolve Point to use this ability on
yourself, even without being able to take any actions.

1st Level

Greater Mindlink (Su)

10983686

10983686

Spells: 1st—detect thoughts, 2nd—zone of truth, 3rd—
clairaudience/clairvoyance, 4th—mind probe, 5th—telepathy,
6th—true seeing

Your connection channels the life force of all things—as well
as its counterpart, death. You’re an expert healer, but not
necessarily a selfless one. You might be a traveling doctor, a
haunted medium, a military medic, or a tyrannical necromancer.
D Associated Deities:
Desna, Hylax, Iomedae, Pharasma,
Sarenrae, Talavet, Urgathoa, Weydan
D Associated Skills: Medicine and Mysticism
D Spells: 1st—6th mystic cure; replaced by 1st
—lesser remove
condition, 2nd—remove condition, 3rd—remove affliction, 4th—
restoration, 5th—greater remove condition

Healing Channel (Su)
D

6th Level

You can detect and locate creatures within 60 feet that have
emotions, as if you had blindsense (emotion); see page 262.
A creature can keep its emotions calm to avoid detection by
this ability by succeeding at a Bluff check with a DC equal
to 10 + your Sense Motive modifier, but a creature under the
influence of an emotion effect cannot try to avoid detection.
Creatures under the effects of nondetection or similar
effects automatically avoid detection by this ability. Unless
otherwise stated, constructs and creatures with Intelligence
scores of 2 or lower don’t have emotions and can’t be sensed
this way.

D

9th Level

You can use discern lies as a spell-like ability a number of
times per day equal to your mystic level, each time targeting
a single creature. This effect lasts 1 round. Once a creature
successfully saves against this ability, it becomes immune to
further uses of this ability for 24 hours.

Greater Emotionsense (Su)
D

Your emotionsense is far more discerning, as if you had
blindsight (emotion); see page 262.

Retrocognition (Sp)
D

15th Level

You can use retrocognition as a spell-like ability at will. When
doing so, you take a –2 penalty to saving throws against
mind-affecting effects for as long as you concentrate on
retrocognition and an equal amount of time afterward. You
can spend 1 Resolve Point to negate this penalty.

Empathic Mastery (Sp)
D
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12th Level

18th Level

You can spend 1 Resolve Point to use psychic surgery as a
spell-like ability. If you are incapacitated by an effect that
psychic surgery could remove and have at least 1 Resolve Point

3rd Level

At the start of each turn, you can choose an ally within
30 feet who has taken Hit Point damage and transfer her
wounds to yourself, dealing an amount of damage up to your
mystic level to your Hit Points (bypassing any Stamina Points
you may have) and healing the ally’s Hit Points an equal
amount. This doesn’t require any action on your part. You
can’t prevent or reduce the damage you take from lifelink.

Healer’s Bond (Sp)
D

Discern Lies (Sp)

You can heal yourself and your allies. You can spend 1
Resolve Point to channel this energy. Healing yourself with
channeled energy is a move action, healing an ally you touch
is a standard action, and healing all allies within 30 feet is a
full action. This energy restores 2d8 Hit Points and increases
by 2d8 at 3rd level and every 3 levels thereafter.

Lifelink (Su)
D

1291713

6th Level

As a standard action, you can form a bond with up to three
allies, allowing you to constantly sense their condition as
per the status spell. This bond lasts until dispelled or until
you create a new healer’s bond, which immediately ends
the previous one. At 11th level, when you gain the telepathic
bond class feature, you also gain the effects of status on all
creatures linked by your telepathic bond.

Steal Life (Su)
D

1st Level

9th Level

As a standard action, you can spend 1 Resolve Point to steal
part of a creature’s life force and transfer it to yourself or
others. You must touch the target (requiring a successful
melee attack against its EAC), which deals 1d6 damage for
every 2 mystic levels you have (maximum 10d6). Choose
an ally within 30 feet; that ally recovers an amount of Hit
Points equal to the damage dealt (to a maximum of the foe’s
remaining Hit Points). Alternatively, you can heal yourself
instead, but you restore only a number of Hit Points equal to
half the damage dealt. If this heals the recipient (you or your
ally) up to maximum Hit Points, any excess persists for 1 hour
as temporary Hit Points. If your attack misses, you don’t lose
the Resolve Point.
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Channel Bond (Su)
D

When you use healing channel as a standard action, you can
heal an ally linked by your telepathic bond class feature as if
you were touching that ally, as long as the ally is within 120
feet. When you use healing channel as a full action, it heals
all allies linked by your telepathic bond class feature within
120 feet (as well as all other allies within 30 feet).

Channel Life (Su)
D

Mental Anguish (Su)
D

15th Level

If you use healing channel on a creature that has died
within 1 round, you can bring it back to life as per a 5thlevel mystic cure spell.

Deny Death (Su)
D

save to reduce the duration to just 1 round. A creature can be
affected only by one sow doubt effect. If you use this ability
on the same creature again, the new effect replaces the old
effect. This is a mind-affecting effect.

12th Level

18th Level

You are immune to death effects and negative levels. If you
would normally die from damage, as long as you have at least
1 Resolve Point remaining, you can immediately spend all of
your remaining Resolve Points to instead stay alive. If your
Hit Points would have been reduced to 0, you now have 1
Hit Point instead. Once you use this ability, you can’t regain
Resolve Points again until you rest for 8 hours, even if you
have another means to do so.

D

Mindbreaker
You use your raw will and understanding of the mind’s structure
to crush and demoralize your enemies. You might be a special
ops assassin, a psychic interrogator, or a righteous military
crusader breaking the enemy’s spirit on the battlefield.
D Associated Deities: Besmara, Damoritosh, The Devourer,
Iomedae, Urgathoa, Zon-Kuthon
D Associated Skills: Bluff and Intimidate
D Spells: 1st—6th mind thrust; replaced by 1st—lesser confusion,
2nd—inflict pain, 3rd—synaptic pulse, 4th—confusion, 5th—
feeblemind

Share Pain (Su)
D

Whenever a foe deals damage to you, you can spend 1
Resolve Point as a reaction to shift some of the pain back
onto that foe. Unless the foe succeeds at a Will save, reduce
the damage you take from the attack by your mystic level
(to a maximum of the attack’s damage), and the foe takes an
equal amount of damage. This is a mind-affecting pain effect.

Backlash (Su)
D

3rd Level

Whenever a foe succeeds at a Will save against one of your
spells and completely negates the effect, that foe takes 1
nonlethal damage for each mystic level you have. This is a
mind-affecting pain effect.

Sow Doubt (Su)
D

1st Level

6th Level

As a standard action, you can spend 1 Resolve Point to create
uncertainty in the mind of a foe within 30 feet. You choose
whether the target becomes flat-footed, becomes off-target,
takes a –2 penalty to saving throws, or takes a –2 penalty to
skill checks. The effect lasts for a number of rounds equal to
half your mystic level, unless the target succeeds at a Will

As a standard action, you can tweak the pain centers
in the brain of a foe within 60 feet, causing it to suffer
intense agony. The target must succeed at a Will save or be
nauseated for 1 round. Regardless of the save, the creature
becomes immune to this ability for 24 hours. This is a mindaffecting pain effect.

15th Level

As a standard action, you can mold the subconscious fear of a
foe within 60 feet into a psychic image of the most disturbing
creature imaginable to the target. Only the target can see
the mindkiller, and if the target succeeds at a Will save to
recognize the image as unreal, the mindkiller has no effect.
If the target fails this Will save, the mindkiller touches the
target, which must then succeed at a Fortitude save or die
from fear. On a successful Fortitude save, the target instead
takes 3d6 damage. Once a creature succeeds at either save
against this ability, it becomes immune to this ability for
24 hours. This is a mind-affecting fear effect.

Explode Head (Su)
D
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12th Level

Whenever you or an ally linked by your telepathic bond
class feature scores a critical hit against a foe, you can
spend 1 Resolve Point as a reaction to confuse that foe. The
foe must succeed at a Will save or become confused for 1
round. Whether or not it succeeds at this save, the target
is affected by your sow doubt ability for 1 round. This is a
mind-affecting effect.

Mindkiller (Su)

OVERVIEW

9th Level

Mindbreaking Link (Su)
D

4

18th Level

You can spend 1 Resolve Point as a standard action to
psychically assault the brain of a foe within 60 feet, causing
incredible pressure to build in its head. If the target has 20
Hit Points or fewer, its head explodes, instantly killing the
target and spreading debris in a 10-foot radius. Each creature
in the area must succeed at a Reflex saving throw or take
2d6 slashing damage from the flying debris. A target with
more than 20 Hit Points takes 1d6 damage per mystic level
you have (maximum 20d6), but can attempt a Fortitude save
to take only half damage. If this damage would reduce the
target to 0 HP, the target’s head explodes as described above.
This ability works only on a creature that has a head and
would die from the loss of a head.
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Overlord
You realize that not all connections are symmetrical, and seek
to be the dominant force in any situation. You aren’t necessarily
evil; perhaps you consider yourself a benevolent philosophermonarch who takes control for the good of your charges. You
might also be a cult leader, a criminal mastermind, or a hypnotist.
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D

Associated Deities: Abadar, Besmara, Damoritosh, Lao Shu Po,
Zon-Kuthon
Associated Skills: Diplomacy and Intimidate
Spells: 1st—command, 2nd—hold person, 3rd—suggestion,
4th—confusion, 5th—dominate person, 6th—mass suggestion

Inexplicable Commands (Su)
D

When one of your mind-affecting charm or compulsion spells
or spell-like abilities ends, the target loses all memory that
it was magically controlled or influenced. That creature still
remembers the actions it took, but may be confused by them.

Forced Amity (Sp)
D

1st Level

brilliant astronomer, a daredevil starpilot, a Drift explorer, a
prophetic astrologer, or a would-be transhuman godling.
D Associated Deities: Desna, The Devourer, Ibra, Nyarlathotep,
Sarenrae, Triune
D Associated Skills: Perception and Piloting
D Spells: 1st—shooting stars (as magic missile), 2nd—darkvision,
3rd—irradiate, 4th—remove radioactivity, 5th—telekinesis,
6th—control gravity

Walk the Void (Su)
D

3rd Level

You can spend 1 Resolve Point as a standard action to shunt
positive emotions and thoughts through your connection,
forcing a humanoid creature to become friendly to you for a
time. This functions as charm person.

D

D

6th Level

Even creatures that resist your dominance can’t shake the
lingering echoes of your mind. When a creature succeeds at
a saving throw against one of your mind-affecting charm or
compulsion spells or spell-like abilities and negates the effect,
it takes a –1 penalty to AC, attack rolls, and skill checks until
the beginning of your next turn. This is a mind-affecting effect.

Greater Forced Amity (Sp)

9th Level

Your forced amity ability functions as charm monster.

10983688

10983688

Jealous Overlord (Su)
D

12th Level

When an ally linked by your telepathic bond class feature is
subject to mind-affecting effect that issues commands, as a
reaction you can issue a countermand allowing the linked ally
to act normally. When you do, attempt an opposed Charisma
check against the originator of the mind-affecting effect; if
you succeed, your ally can act normally.

Forceful Commands (Su)
D

When you use a mind-affecting charm or compulsion spell
or spell-like ability against a target benefiting from an active
spell that protects against your attack, you automatically
become aware of the presence of such defenses, and can
spend 1 Resolve Point as part of casting the spell to attempt
a caster level check to dispel the highest-level such spell, as
if you had cast dispel magic.

Absolute Control (Su)
D

15th Level

Star Shaman
Your connection channels the energy of the cosmos, its celestial
bodies, and the dark voids between them. You might be a
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D

6th Level

9th Level

While in starlight form, you gain the ability to fly as per the
flight spell (spell level 3rd or lower).

Starry Bond (Su)
D

12th Level

You can share the good fortune of your stargazer class feature
with your allies. Whenever an ally linked by your telepathic
bond class feature fails an ability check, attack roll, saving
throw, or skill check, you can spend 1 Resolve Point as a reaction
to enable your ally to reroll the failed check (see page 243). This
ability otherwise functions as the stargazer class feature.

Meteor Shower (Su)
D

1291715

You can study the stars to gain a bit of good luck. Twice per
day, if you are outdoors and can see the stars, you can reroll
a failed ability check, attack roll, saving throw, or skill check
(see page 243).

Starflight (Su)
D

3rd Level

You can transform yourself into blazing starlight as a
standard action. Your body sheds normal light in a 30-foot
radius, and you gain the benefits of concealment (20% miss
chance). At 7th level, a creature that ends its turn adjacent
to your starlight form must succeed at a Fortitude save or
be blinded for 1 round. You can maintain your starlight form
for a number of minutes per day equal to your mystic level;
this duration does not need to be continuous, but it must
be used in 1-minute increments. You can forgo the ability's
concealment and blinding aspects to instead simply shed
light, though this still counts against the ability’s duration
for the day.

Stargazer (Su)

18th Level

When you issue a command to a dominated creature that
would force it to act against its nature, you can spend
1 Resolve Point to deny it a new saving throw against your
domination. The dominated creature still won’t carry out an
obviously self-destructive order.

You are immune to the harmful environmental effects of
outer space and vacuum. You also gain a fly speed of 20 feet
while in space. In addition, whenever you can see the stars,
you can determine your precise location. Finally, add Piloting
to your list of class skills.

Starlight Form (Su)
D

Echoes of Obedience (Su)

1st Level

15th Level

You can spend 1 Resolve Point as a full action to call down a
rain of meteorites in a 10-foot-radius vertical cylinder, 40 feet
high, at a range of up to 250 feet. The meteorites deal 12d6
damage to every creature in the area (Reflex half). Half the
damage is bludgeoning damage; the other half is fire damage.
If you are outdoors and can see stars, the meteorites instead
deal 12d10 damage.
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Interplanetary Teleport (Sp)
D

Reactive Resistance (Su)

You channel the energy inherent in the ecosystems around you,
taking inspiration from the endless cycles of the natural world.
You might be a corporate biotech researcher, a hermitic shaman
of the Green Faith, or one of the legendary Xenowardens.
D Associated Deities: Green Faith (philosophy), Oras
D Associated Skills: Life Science and Survival
D Spells: 1st—life bubble, 2nd—fog cloud, 3rd—entropic grasp,
4th—reincarnate, 5th—commune with nature, 6th—terraform

Speak with Animals (Su)

D

D

D

You can spend 1 Resolve Point as a standard action to cause
an area within 100 feet to sprout writhing vines in a 20-footradius spread. The target surface must be solid but does not
need to be capable of sustaining plants normally. The vines
have a reach of 5 feet and attempt to wrap around creatures
in the area of effect or those that enter the area; such a
creature must succeed at a Reflex save or gain the entangled
condition. Creatures that successfully save can move as
normal, but those that remain in the area must attempt a new
save at the end of your turn each round. Creatures moving
into the area must attempt a save immediately; failure ends
their movement and they become entangled. An entangled
creature can break free as a move action with a successful
Acrobatics check or DC 15 Strength check. The vines last for
a number of rounds equal to your mystic level, and the entire
area is difficult terrain while the effect lasts. At 11th level,
the vines can reach 10 feet and sprout thorns that deal 1d6
piercing damage each round to creatures in the area.
6th Level

As a standard action, you can modify your body. Choose one of
the following to gain the noted benefit: elongated legs (increase
your land speed by 10 feet), fins and webbed digits (granting
you a swim speed equal to half your land speed), suckers on
wrists and feet (granting you a climb speed equal to half your
land speed), or vertical-slit pupils (granting you darkvision 60
feet). This ability lasts for a number of minutes per day equal to
your mystic level; this duration doesn’t need to be continuous,
but it must be used in 1-minute increments. Your base form
and size are largely unchanged, but some of your body parts
are altered. Armor and gear you are wearing adjusts to your

15th Level

Once per day as a full action, you can enter any living plant
equal to your size or larger and exit from another plant of the
same kind in the same solar system, regardless of the distance
separating the two. The destination plant does not need to
be familiar to you. If you are uncertain of the location of a
particular kind of destination plant, you merely designate
direction and distance and this ability moves you as close
as possible to the desired location. If a particular destination
plant is desired but the plant is not living, this ability fails
and you are ejected from the entry plant. You cannot travel
through plant creatures. You can bring along objects as long
as their bulk doesn’t exceed your Strength score. You can
also bring up to five willing Medium or smaller creatures
(each carrying no more bulk than their Strength scores) with
you, provided they are linked to you with joined hands.

Guided Rebirth (Su)
D

12th Level

As a standard action, you can spend 1 Resolve Point to grant
allies linked by your telepathic bond class feature resistance
5 to the same energy type that you can resist through your
reactive resistance class feature for 1 minute. You can’t use
this ability if your reactive resistance class feature has not
yet been activated for the day.

Plant Transport (Su)

OVERVIEW

CHARACTER
CREATION

9th Level

The first time each day you would take energy damage, you
immediately gain resistance 10 to that energy type for the
remainder of the day. (If you are damaged by more than one
energy type simultaneously, choose which type you resist.)

Share Resistance (Su)

3rd Level

Animal Adaptation (Su)
D

D

1st Level

You can communicate with any creature of the animal type,
though this doesn’t make it friendly. If an animal is friendly
toward you, it may do you favors. This ability allows you to
use Intimidate to bully animals, and you can use any other
language-dependent effect against animals.

Grasping Vines (Su)
10983689

10983689

At 18th level, once per day, you can spend 1 Resolve Point as a
full action to use interplanetary teleport as a spell-like ability. If
you have been to a location in another star system before, you
can spend 2 Resolve Points to use interplanetary teleport to
travel there, even though it exceeds the spell’s normal range.

Xenodruid

D

new shape for the duration of this ability. You can have only
one of these adaptations active at a time; choosing a new
adaptation is a standard action and the new choice replaces
the old. At 12th level, the climb and swim speeds granted
by your adaptation are equal to your land speed, and you
add wings (granting you a fly speed of 30 feet with average
maneuverability) to the list of possible adaptations.

18th Level

4
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18th Level

As long as you have at least 1 Resolve Point remaining, you
can spend all your remaining Resolve Points as a full action to
surround yourself with an organic cocoon. While enclosed in
the cocoon, you are considered helpless. Eight hours later, you
emerge having changed your type to animal, humanoid (of any
subtype), or your original type, gaining superficial physical
characteristics as appropriate. This change does not alter your
ability scores, Hit Points, Stamina Points, saving throws, skill
points, class skills, or proficiencies. Each time you make this
transformation, you are cleansed of all poisons and diseases,
are restored to full Hit Points and Stamina Points, and heal
all ability damage. You must select a type other than your
current type every time you make the transformation. You
can use this ability once per day. Once you use this ability, you
can’t regain Resolve Points until you rest for 8 hours, even if
you have another means to do so.
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CRUSADER CHAPLAIN
THEME: MERCENARY

THEME: PRIEST

Your divine power keeps you and your fellow crusaders fighting for the
glory of your god.

You are highly attuned to the emotional states of others, and you
often help them work through their troubles.

ABILITY SCORES

ABILITY SCORES

Wisdom is important because it enhances your spells and abilities
and allows you to heal more, but you want to keep your Dexterity or
Strength equal or higher, depending on your weapon.

Wisdom is your most important ability score because it enhances
your spells, abilities, and skills. A high Dexterity helps you stay out
of harm’s way.

CONNECTION:

CONNECTION:

HEALER

EMPATH

SPELLS

SPELLS
1st—reflecting armor		
4th—death ward
2nd—shield other		 5th—mass mystic cure
3rd—haste			6th—psychic surgery

1st—share language		
4th—discern lies
2nd—status			
5th—modify memory
3rd—suggestion		 6th—subjective reality

FEATS

FEATS

Advanced Melee Weapon
Proficiency or Longarm Proficiency
Extra Resolve
Harm Undead

Heavy Armor Proficiency
Weapon Specialization (advanced
melee weapons or longarms)

SKILLS
Intimidate			Mysticism
Medicine

90

EMPATH

Combat Casting		
Skill Focus (Sense Motive)

Spell Focus

SKILLS
Mysticism
Perception
Sense Motive

CLASSES
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4

STAR SHAMAN

THEME: SPACEFARER

XENODRUID

THEME: XENOSEEKER

You feel most at home bathed in starlight, traveling throughout the
galaxy for your own mysterious purposes.

You take inspiration from all life, no matter how strange or alien, and
see it as sacred.

ABILITY SCORES

ABILITY SCORES

Wisdom is your highest ability score because it enhances your spells
and abilities, and Constitution enhances your staying power.

Wisdom is your most important ability score because it enhances your
spells and abilities, while Dexterity increases your Armor Class and
allows you to take certain feats.

CONNECTION:

STAR SHAMAN

SPELLS
1st—wisp ally		
2nd—hurl forcedisk		
3rd—dispel magic		

4th—cosmic eddy
5th—call cosmos
6th—gravitational singularity

SPELLS

Spell Focus
Toughness

FEATS

FEATS
Great Fortitude 		
Improved Great Fortitude

SKILLS
Mysticism
Perception
Piloting

CONNECTION:
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XENODRUID

1st—share language		
4th—cosmic eddy
2nd—spider climb		
5th—telepathy
3rd—tongues		6th—enshrining refuge

Enhanced Resistance		
Nimble Moves

Spell Focus

SKILLS
Life Science
Mysticism
Survival
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OPERATIVE

6 + Constitution modifier

6 HP

You’re a shadow. You move swiftly,
strike suddenly, and always have an
escape plan. You’re a consummate
professional, and you always get the
job done, whether it’s scouting enemy
lines, hunting down criminals, stealing and
smuggling items, or assassinating key figures.
As an operative, you're skilled in a wide
variety of disciplines and specialties, and
use speed, mobility, and your quick wits
rather than relying on heavy weapons. You
excel at the art of surprise, whether it’s
sniping targets from cover or striking while
their backs are turned. Your cause may
be righteous, but you have no problem
fighting dirty—achieving your objective is
all that matters.

KEY ABILITY SCORE
Your Dexterity helps you to infiltrate, get into position,
escape danger, and make decisive shots with your weapon,
so Dexterity is your key ability score. High Intelligence
boosts your skills, and Charisma aids in your interactions
with other characters.

10983692

10983692

STAMINA POINTS

1291719

CLASS SKILLS
SKILL RANKS PER LEVEL
8 + INTELLIGENCE MODIFIER
Acrobatics (Dex)
Athletics (Str)
Bluff (Cha)
Computers (Int)
Culture (Int)
Disguise (Cha)
Engineering (Int)
Intimidate (Cha)

Medicine (Int)
Perception (Wis)
Piloting (Dex)
Profession (Cha, Int, or Wis)
Sense Motive (Wis)
Sleight of Hand (Dex)
Stealth (Dex)
Survival (Wis)

PROFICIENCIES
ARMOR PROFICIENCY
Light armor

WEAPON PROFICIENCY
Basic melee weapons, small arms, sniper weapons

92
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4

TABLE 4–7: OPERATIVE
CLASS
LEVEL
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th
17th
18th
19th
20th

BASE
ATTACK
BONUS
+0
+1
+2
+3
+3
+4
+5
+6
+6
+7
+8
+9
+9
+10
+11
+12
+12
+13
+14
+15

FORT
SAVE
BONUS
+0
+0
+1
+1
+1
+2
+2
+2
+3
+3
+3
+4
+4
+4
+5
+5
+5
+6
+6
+6

REF
SAVE
BONUS
+2
+3
+3
+4
+4
+5
+5
+6
+6
+7
+7
+8
+8
+9
+9
+10
+10
+11
+11
+12

OPERATIVE’S EDGE (EX)

WILL
SAVE
BONUS
+2
+3
+3
+4
+4
+5
+5
+6
+6
+7
+7
+8
+8
+9
+9
+10
+10
+11
+11
+12

CLASS FEATURES
Operative’s edge +1, specialization, trick attack +1d4
Evasion, operative exploit
Operative’s edge +2, quick movement (+10 ft.), trick attack +1d8, weapon specialization
Debilitating trick, operative exploit
Specialization exploit, trick attack +3d8
Operative exploit
Operative’s edge +3, specialization skill mastery, trick attack +4d8, uncanny agility
Operative exploit, triple attack
Quick movement (+20 ft.), trick attack +5d8
Operative exploit
Operative’s edge +4, specialization power, trick attack +6d8
Operative exploit
Quad attack, trick attack +7d8
Operative exploit
Operative’s edge +5, quick movement (+30 ft.), trick attack +8d8
Operative exploit
Double debilitation, trick attack +9d8
Operative exploit
Operative’s edge +6, trick attack +10d8
Operative exploit, supreme operative

1st Level

Your diverse training as an operative grants you a +1 insight
bonus to initiative checks and to skill checks. This bonus
increases by 1 at 3rd level and every 4 levels thereafter.

SPECIALIZATION

1st Level

Your specialization represents your primary area of expertise.
Pick one specialization upon taking your 1st level of the operative
class. Once made, this choice cannot be changed. Descriptions of
the specializations appear on page 94. Your specialization grants
you the Skill Focus feat (see page 161) in your specialization’s
associated skills, and you gain a free skill rank in each of those
skills at each operative level (this does not allow you to exceed
the maximum number of skill ranks in a single skill).

her guard. As a full action, you can move up to your speed. Whether
or not you moved, you can then make an attack with a melee
weapon with the operative special property or with any small
arm. Just before making your attack, attempt a Bluff, Intimidate, or
Stealth check (or a check associated with your specialization; see
page 94) with a DC equal to 20 + your target’s CR. If you succeed
at the check, you deal 1d4 additional damage and the target is
flat-footed. This damage increases to 1d8 at 3rd level, to 3d8 at
5th level, and by an additional 1d8 every 2 levels thereafter. You
can’t use this ability with a weapon that has the unwieldy special
property or that requires a full action to make a single attack.

EVASION (EX)

You gain your specialization’s listed exploit as a bonus operative
exploit, even if you don’t meet the prerequisites.

Specialization Skill Mastery

OPERATIVE EXPLOIT

5th Level

7th Level

You become so confident in certain skills that you can use them
reliably even under adverse conditions. When attempting a skill
check with a skill in which you have the Skill Focus feat, you can
take 10 even if stress or distractions would normally prevent
you from doing so.

You gain a special power depending on the specialization you
chose at 1st level.

TRICK ATTACK (EX)

QUICK MOVEMENT (EX)

11th Level

1st Level

You can trick or startle a foe and then attack when she drops
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2nd Level

As you gain experience, you learn special tricks called operative
exploits. You learn your first operative exploit at 2nd level, and
you learn an additional exploit every 2 levels thereafter. If an
operative exploit allows a saving throw to resist its effects, the DC
is equal to 10 + half your operative level + your Dexterity modifier.
If it requires an enemy to attempt a skill check, the DC is equal to
10 + 1-1/2 × your operative level + your Dexterity modifier. The list
of operative exploits appears on page 95. You cannot learn the
same exploit more than once unless it specially says otherwise.

Specialization Power

CHARACTER
CREATION

2nd Level

If you succeed at a Reflex save against an effect that normally
has a partial effect on a successful save, you instead suffer
no effect. You gain this benefit only when unencumbered and
wearing light armor or no armor, and you lose the benefit when
you are helpless or otherwise unable to move.

Specialization Exploit

OVERVIEW

3rd Level

As long as you are unencumbered and wearing light armor or no
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armor, your land speed increases by 10 feet. At 9th level, your
land speed instead increases by 20 feet, and at 15th level, your
land speed instead increases by 30 feet.

WEAPON SPECIALIZATION (EX)
DEBILITATING TRICK (EX)

4th Level

When you hit an enemy with a trick attack, you can make the
creature flat-footed or off-target until the beginning of your
next turn. You might learn exploits that grant you additional
options for your debilitating trick, but you can select only one
option each time you hit with a trick attack.

UNCANNY AGILITY (EX)

7th Level

You are immune to the flat-footed condition, and your opponent
doesn’t gain any bonuses to attack rolls against you from flanking
you or attacking you when you’re prone. Furthermore, covering
fire and harrying fire don’t provide any advantage against you.

TRIPLE ATTACK (EX)

8th Level

When making a full attack using only melee weapons with the
operative special property or small arms, you can make up to
three attacks instead of two.

QUAD ATTACK (EX)

13th Level

When making a full attack using only melee weapons with the
operative special property or small arms, you can make up to
four attacks instead of two.

10983694

10983694

3rd Level

You gain the Weapon Specialization feat as a bonus feat for each
weapon type with which this class grants you proficiency.

DOUBLE DEBILITATION (EX)

17th Level

When you hit an enemy with a trick attack, you can apply two
of the effects from your debilitating trick.

SUPREME OPERATIVE (EX)

20th Level

Whenever you attempt a skill check with your specialization’s
associated skills, you can roll twice and take the higher result. Once
per day as a move action, you can temporarily trade out one of your
operative exploits for another operative exploit requiring the same
level or lower. This trade lasts 24 hours. If the exploit you trade
away is a prerequisite for any of your other abilities, you lose all
abilities that require it as a prerequisite for the duration.

OPERATIVE SPECIALIZATIONS
The following are some common operative specializations.

Daredevil
You specialize in missions requiring courage and athleticism.
D Associated Skills: Acrobatics and Athletics. You can attempt
an Acrobatics check to make a trick attack.
D Specialization Exploit: Versatile movement.
D Terrain Attack (Ex): At 11th level, when you and a foe are both
balancing, climbing, flying, or swimming, you automatically
succeed at any Bluff check required to make a trick attack
against that foe.

94

Detective
Your ability to read people and make deductions helps you
ferret out the truth in any situation.
D Associated Skills: Culture and Sense Motive. You can attempt
a Sense Motive check with a +4 bonus to make a trick attack
by reading your foe.
D Specialization Exploit: Glimpse the truth.
D Detective’s Insight (Ex): At 11th level, your incredible insights
help you move investigations forward where mundane
inquiries fail. Once per day, you can spend 1 Resolve Point
and take 10 minutes pondering a mystery or quandary to gain
an enigmatic insight as if you had cast divination (though the
result is often presented as a cryptic clue).

Explorer
You’re an expert in scouting out dangerous locations using your
knowledge and survival skills.
D Associated Skills: Culture and Survival. You can attempt a
Survival check with a +4 bonus to make a trick attack by using
your surroundings to your advantage.
D Specialization Exploit: Ever vigilant.
D Into the Unknown (Ex): At 11th level, you gain a +4 bonus to
Culture and Survival checks. While you’re outside both the
Pact Worlds and your home star system (if different), you
gain a +2 bonus to initiative checks. At the GM’s discretion, in
games centered around a different star system than the Pact
Worlds, replace the Pact Worlds with that star system.

Ghost

1291721

You can move from place to place without being noticed.
D Associated Skills: Acrobatics and Stealth. When you use
Stealth to make a trick attack, you gain a +4 bonus to the skill
check.
D Specialization Exploit: Cloaking field.
D Phase Shift Escape (Ex): At 11th level, you can move through
solid matter by taking your body’s matter out of phase for
just a moment. As a full action, you can spend 1 Resolve Point
to phase through up to 5 feet of solid matter. If you attempt
to phase through something that is too thick, you spend the
Resolve Point and take the action but the attempt fails. You
cannot phase through force effects such as force fields or the
barrier created by wall of force. After using phase shift escape,
you can’t use it again until after you’ve taken a full 8-hour rest.

Hacker
Whether it’s a computer system or a mechanical device, you
can hack it.
D Associated Skills: Computers and Engineering. You can
attempt a Computers check with a +4 bonus to make a trick
attack by creating a computerized distraction (you can’t use
this option if stripped of all computerized gear in an area with
no computers).
D Specialization Exploit: Elusive hacker.
D Control Hack (Ex): At 11th level, when you exceed the DC
of a Computers or Engineering check to disable a device or
computer system by 5 or more, you can instead take control
of the device or system. For every 5 by which you exceed the
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DC, you can typically make the device or system perform one
task, at the GM’s discretion. Once the device or system has
done what you commanded, you choose whether the device
deactivates or returns to normal.

If you successfully identify a creature, you gain a +2
enhancement bonus to your skill check when you make a
trick attack against that creature.
D

Spy
You can steal or adopt new identities as easily as most people
change clothes, allowing you to infiltrate nearly any circle.
D Associated Skills: Bluff and Disguise. When you use Bluff to
make a trick attack, you gain a +4 bonus to the skill check.
D Specialization Exploit: Master of disguise.
D Fool Detection (Ex): At 11th level, whenever you succeed at a
saving throw against a spell, technological device, or ability
that would provide information about you (such as detect
thoughts), instead of negating the effect, you can provide false
information that matches your cover identity. If such an effect
has no saving throw, you can attempt a Bluff check opposed
by the Sense Motive check of the caster or user, and provide
similar false information on a success.

D

D

D

D

D

Nightvision (Ex)
You can see in the dark as if you had low-light vision and
darkvision with a range of 60 feet.

D
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Once per day as a standard action, you can quickly change
your appearance. This functions as disguise self and lasts
for 1 minute per operative level. You can use this exploit an
additional time per day at 6th level, and again at 10th level.

Uncanny Mobility (Ex)
When you make a trick attack, if you choose the target of
your attack before you move, your movement doesn’t provoke
attacks of opportunity from that target. When you use your
standard action to move, you can choose one creature; you
don’t provoke attacks of opportunity from that creature for
this movement.

D

Your vast experience makes identifying new creatures
easier for you. Double your operative’s edge bonus to your
skill checks when identifying a creature and its abilities.

Jack of All Trades (Ex)
You’ve learned how to handle any situation. You can use all
skills untrained, and you double your operative’s edge bonus
when using a skill in which you have no ranks.

You learn your first operative exploit at 2nd level, and an
additional exploit every 2 levels thereafter. Operative exploits
require you to have a minimum operative level, and they are
organized accordingly. Some require you to meet additional
prerequisites, such as having other exploits.

Alien Archive (Ex)

Inoculation (Ex)
You’ve trained to resist various chemical and biological
weapons, toxins, and pathogens you come across in the course
of your missions. You add your operative’s edge bonus to
Fortitude saves against poison and disease.

D

CHARACTER
CREATION

Holographic Clone (Ex)
You can create holographic duplicates or psychic projections
of yourself that conceal your true location. Once per day as
a standard action, you can create 1d4 images of yourself that
last for 1 minute per operative level. This ability otherwise
functions as mirror image. You can use this exploit an additional
time per day at 6th level, and again at 10th level.

OPERATIVE EXPLOITS

You must be at least 2nd level to choose these exploits.

Field Treatment (Ex)
You can take 1 minute to tend your wounds and spend 1
Resolve Point to recover a number of Hit Points equal to three
times your operative level.

D

2nd Level

OVERVIEW

Combat Trick (Ex)
You gain a bonus combat feat. You must meet all of that
feat’s prerequisites.

Thief
You specialize in acquisition, from quick swipes to complex heists.
D Associated Skills: Perception and Sleight of Hand. You can
use Sleight of Hand to make a trick attack by concealing your
weapons and motions.
D Specialization Exploit: Holographic distraction.
D Contingency Plan (Ex): At 11th level, you’ve performed enough
heists to realize that things never go exactly as you had
planned. When something unexpected happens during a heist
or infiltration, you can spend 2 Resolve Points and specify
a contingency plan that you had set up in advance for this
eventuality, either having the right prop (such as an ID or a
computer file, but not a particularly valuable item), having the
right information, or having hired a confederate to perform a
single task at the right time. You then attempt a skill check.
The appropriate skill and the DC are at the GM’s discretion,
with a higher DC for a more elaborate or unlikely contingency
(see Skill DCs on page 392 for more information on setting skill
DCs). If you succeed, you have the item or knowledge, or the
confederate performs the task as specified. If you fail, either
you don’t have what you need or your plan fails.

4

Uncanny Pilot (Ex)
When you attack while you’re driving a vehicle, you halve
the vehicle’s penalty to your attack roll (to a minimum of no
penalty if the vehicle normally imposes a –1 penalty). When
you’re in a chase, you gain a +2 bonus to skill checks you
attempt when taking the evade or trick pilot actions.
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You must be at least 6th level to choose these exploits.
D
D

Bleeding Shot (Ex)

D

Certainty (Ex)
You can spend 1 Resolve Point as a reaction to reroll one of
your specialization’s associated skill checks (see page 243).

D

D

D

Enhanced Senses (Ex)
You can sense your surroundings without needing to see them.
You gain blindsense with a range of 60 feet. You must have
darkvision and low-light vision, or the nightvision exploit, to
learn this exploit.

D

D

You can move even faster than other operatives. You gain
double the benefits of your quick movement ability, up to
a maximum additional increase of +20 feet. You must have
quick movement to learn this exploit.
D

10th Level

You must be at least 10th level to choose these exploits.

1291723

D

Interfering Shot (Ex)

Mentalist’s Bane (Ex)
If you fail your Will saving throw against a mind-affecting
effect with a duration of 1 round or more, you can attempt
another saving throw against the effect 1 round later at the
same DC. You get only one extra chance to save per effect.
If you succeed at a saving throw against a charm or
compulsion effect, you can prevent the effect’s originator
from knowing you succeeded. You gain basic knowledge of
what the mental effect would have made you do or feel, and
you can attempt a Bluff check to pretend you are under that
effect. If the mental effect would provide a link between you
and the originator (like the dominate person spell), you can
choose to allow the link without the control.

D

Speed Hacker (Ex)
You can disable mechanical devices with Engineering and
computer systems with Computers in half the usual time.
In the rare cases when disabling a system or device would
normally be a full action, you can do it as a standard action,

96

Cloaking Field (Ex)
You can bend light around yourself and muffle any minor
sounds you make, allowing you to nearly vanish when
not moving. Even when you move, you appear only as an
outline with blurry features. This cloaking field doesn’t
make you invisible, but it does make it easier to sneak
around. Activating the cloaking field is a move action. While
the cloaking field is active, you can use Stealth to hide, even
while being directly observed and with no place to hide.
Attacking doesn’t end the cloaking field, but it does end
that particular attempt to hide. If you remain perfectly still
for at least 1 round, you gain a +10 bonus to Stealth checks
(which doesn’t stack with invisibility) until you move.
Your cloaking field lasts for up to 10 rounds before it
becomes inactive. While inactive, the cloaking field recharges
automatically at the rate of 1 round of cloaking per minute.

For your debilitating trick, you can prevent your target from
using reactions (see page 244) until the end of your next turn.
D

Uncanny Shooter (Ex)
Your ranged attacks with small arms do not provoke attacks
of opportunity.

Hampering Shot (Ex)

Improved Quick Movement (Ex)

Sure-Footed (Ex)
You move at your full speed when moving over difficult terrain,
and without penalty when using Acrobatics or Stealth at your
full speed.

For your debilitating trick, you can reduce your target’s speeds
by half and prevent it from using the guarded step action until
the beginning of your next turn.
D

Stalwart (Ex)
If you succeed at a Fortitude save against an effect that
normally requires multiples successful saves to cure (such as
a disease or poison), that effect immediately ends and is cured
with a single successful save.

Debilitating Sniper (Ex)
You can use trick attack with sniper weapons. You do not add
trick attack damage to your attack, but the target is still flatfooted, and you can use debilitating tricks.

D

Staggering Shot (Ex)
For your debilitating trick, you can attempt to stagger your
target. The target must succeed at a Fortitude save or be
staggered until the beginning of your next turn. Once you’ve
used this ability to attempt to stagger a creature, that creature
is immune to your staggering shot for 24 hours.

For your debilitating trick, you can afflict your target with an
amount of bleed damage equal to your operative level.

10983696

10983696

and if it would normally be a standard action, you can do it as
a move action.

6th Level

D

Deactivating Shot (Su)
For your debilitating trick, you can attempt to temporarily
suppress one magic item or deactivate one weapon, piece of
equipment, or armor upgrade worn or carried by the target.
Roll 1d20 + your operative level; the DC is equal to 10 + the
item level. If you succeed, you deactivate the device (or
suppress the item’s magical properties) until the beginning of
your next turn. The device’s owner can spend a move action
and attempt an Engineering check (for technological devices)
or a Mysticism check (for magic items) against your operative
exploit DC to try to reactivate the device.
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You can instead use this debilitating trick to temporarily
deactivate a construct that has either the magical subtype
(such as a golem) or the technological subtype (such as a
robot). You don’t need to attempt a check, but the creature can
attempt a Fortitude save to negate the debilitating effect. If it
fails, it’s stunned until the beginning of your next turn. Once
you’ve used this ability to attempt to deactivate a construct,
that creature is immune to your deactivating shot for 24 hours.
D

D

D

10983697

Glimpse the Truth (Ex)
By picking up on subtle clues and hidden traces in your
immediate surroundings, you can see things as they really
are. As a full action, you can spend 1 Resolve Point to gain the
effects of true seeing for 1 round with a range of 60 feet.

D

Improved Evasion (Ex)
When you fail a Reflex save against an effect that has a partial
effect on a successful save, you take the partial effect instead
of the full effect. You must have evasion to learn this exploit.

D

When you use the trick attack action or take a standard
action to move up to your speed, your movement doesn’t
provoke attacks of opportunity. You still provoke attacks of
opportunity normally when making ranged attacks or casting
spells. You must have the uncanny mobility exploit to learn
this exploit.

For your debilitating trick, you can try to stun your target. The
target must succeed at a Fortitude save or be stunned until the
start of your next turn. Once you’ve used this ability to try to
stun a creature, it’s immune to your stunning shot for 24 hours.
You must have the staggering shot exploit to learn this exploit.

Versatile Movement (Ex)
D
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You gain a climb speed and a swim speed equal to your land
speed. This speed is not increased by the quick movement
class feature or improved quick movement exploit.
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14th Level

You must be at least 14th level to choose these exploits.

Efficient Cloaking Field (Ex)
D

Your cloaking field lasts for up to 100 rounds (10 minutes),
and it recharges at the rate of 2 rounds of cloaking per minute
while inactive. You can spend 1 Resolve Point as a move action
to recharge 20 rounds immediately, and you can do this even
while the cloaking field is active. You must have the cloaking
field exploit to learn this exploit.
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Knockout Shot (Ex)
D

For your debilitating trick, you can attempt to knock the target
out in one blow. The target must succeed at a Fortitude save
or fall unconscious for 1 minute. Once you’ve used this ability
to attempt to knock a creature out, that creature is immune to
your knockout shot for 24 hours. You must have the staggering
shot and stunning shot exploits to learn this exploit.

Multiattack Mastery (Ex)
D

Improved Uncanny Mobility (Ex)
D

You can take on the appearances of other creatures and even
specific individuals. This functions as the quick disguise exploit,
but the duration increases to 10 minutes per operative level.
Alternatively, for 1 minute per operative level, you can take
on the appearance of a specific individual that you have seen
before. If you have heard the individual talk and can speak her
language, you can also modulate your speech to match hers.
This disguise is so convincing that creatures familiar with the
individual must succeed at a Will saving throw before they can
attempt a Perception check to pierce the disguise. You must
have the quick disguise exploit to learn this exploit.

Stunning Shot (Ex)

Holographic Distraction (Ex)
As a standard action, you can spend 1 Resolve Point to create
a single holographic duplicate or psychic projection of yourself
that moves away from you for 1 round per operative level.
The double climbs walls, jumps across pits, or simply passes
through obstacles, moving at twice your speed in one direction
indicated by you when the ability is activated. Its course
cannot be changed. Those who interact with the double can
attempt a Will save to recognize that it is not real. You must
have the holographic clone exploit to learn this exploit.

D

D

Ever Vigilant (Ex)
You’ve been on enough solo missions to know that you can’t let
your guard down, even while sleeping. You take no penalties
to Perception checks for being asleep, though you still can’t
succeed at purely visual Perception checks while asleep. You
can always act on the surprise round, though if you choose to
do so when you would otherwise be surprised, you use your
initiative result or the initiative result of the first creature that
would have surprised you – 1, whichever is lower.

10983697

Master of Disguise (Ex)

Elusive Hacker (Ex)
Your hacking skills make your code incredibly difficult for
countermeasures to pin down. Whenever you would trigger
a system’s countermeasure while hacking the system, there is
a 50% chance that you manage to elude the countermeasure
and it doesn’t trigger. You still haven’t disarmed the
countermeasure, and it might trigger in the future.

4

When you use triple attack or quad attack to attack the
same target with all of your attacks, after your full attack is
complete, if at least two of your attacks hit, you can apply a
debilitating trick to the target.

Uncanny Senses (Ex)
D

Your enhanced senses grow even more discerning. Your
blindsense becomes blindsight with a range of 60 feet. If you
have darkvision, its range increases by 30 feet. You must have
the enhanced senses exploit to learn this exploit.
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HACKER

THEME: OUTLAW

THEME: BOUNTY HUNTER

As a master of code, no firewall or countermeasures can stop you from
getting the information you seek.

You work for a government agency, sometimes uncovering clues to
solve crimes and sometimes tracking down the government’s enemies.

ABILITY SCORES
Dexterity is your most important ability score because you need it to hit
and to increase your AC, and you need Intelligence for hacking skills.

ABILITY SCORES
Dexterity is your most important ability score because you need it to
hit and to increase your AC; Charisma, Intelligence, and Wisdom all
help boost your skills.

SPECIALIZATION
Hacker

SPECIALIZATION
Detective

OPERATIVE EXPLOITS
Holographic clone (2nd)		
Deactivating shot (10th)
Certainty (6th)		
Holographic distraction (10th)
Speed hacker (6th)

OPERATIVE EXPLOITS
Quick disguise (2nd)		
Mentalist’s bane (6th)
Certainty (6th)		
Master of disguise (10th)

FEATS
Skill Focus (Computers)		
Technomantic Dabbler

FEATS
Mobility 			
Shot on the Run

Weapon Focus (small arms)

SKILLS
Computers			Perception
Engineering 			Piloting
Medicine			Stealth
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INVESTIGATOR

Weapon Focus (small arms)

SKILLS
Culture 			Perception
Diplomacy			Sense Motive
Intimidate			Survival
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4

THIEF

THEME: OUTLAW

TRAILBLAZER

THEME: SPACEFARER

There is no greater thrill for you than stealing a valuable item and
escaping before its owner even knows it’s gone.

Whether for intellectual curiosity or profit, you seek out new vistas to
explore and ancient mysteries to unravel.

ABILITY SCORES
Dexterity is your most important ability score because you need it to
hit, to increase your AC, and to improve most of your skills.

ABILITY SCORES
Dexterity is your most important ability score because you need it to hit,
while Wisdom improves many of your skills.

SPECIALIZATION
Thief

SPECIALIZATION
Explorer

OPERATIVE EXPLOITS
Holographic clone (2nd) 		
Deactivating shot (10th)
Cloaking field (10th)		
Efficient cloaking field (14th)

OPERATIVE EXPLOITS
Alien archive (2nd)		
Stalwart (6th)
Inoculation (2nd)		
Glimpse the truth (10th)
Debilitating sniper (6th)		
Versatile movement (10th)

FEATS
Mobility
Spring Attack
Weapon Focus (basic melee weapons)

FEATS
Far Shot			
Improved Initiative

SKILLS
Acrobatics			Sense Motive
Bluff				
Sleight of Hand
Perception			Stealth

SKILLS
Culture 			Piloting
Medicine			Stealth
Perception 			Survival

1291726
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Weapon Focus (special weapons)
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SOLARIAN

7 + Constitution modifier

7 HP

The stars guide the planets with gravity,
create life with light and heat, and
utterly consume worlds in supernovas
and black holes. You understand that
these acts of creation and destruction
are not opposites, but rather two parts of
a natural, dualistic cycle. You seek to be an
agent of that cycle, an enlightened warrior
with the ability to manipulate the forces
of the stars themselves. Constantly
accompanied by a mote of
fundamental energy or
entropy, you can shape
this essence in combat
to
create
weapons
and armor of gleaming
stellar light or pure, devouring
darkness. Whether you apprenticed
in a temple or came to your powers
through personal revelation, you
recognize yourself as part of
an ancient tradition—a force of
preservation and annihilation.

KEY ABILITY SCORE

10983700

10983700

STAMINA POINTS

1291727

Your Charisma lets you channel your connection to the
cosmos, so Charisma is your key ability score. A high
Strength score can make you better at melee attacks.

CLASS SKILLS
SKILL RANKS PER LEVEL
4 + INTELLIGENCE MODIFIER
Acrobatics (Dex)
Athletics (Str)
Diplomacy (Cha)
Intimidate (Cha)
Mysticism (Wis)

Perception (Wis)
Physical Science (Int)
Profession (Cha, Int, or Wis)
Sense Motive (Wis)
Stealth (Dex)

PROFICIENCIES
ARMOR PROFICIENCY
Light armor

WEAPON PROFICIENCY
Basic and advanced melee weapons and small arms
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4

TABLE 4–8: SOLARIAN
BASE FORT
REF
WILL
CLASS ATTACK SAVE
SAVE
SAVE
LEVEL BONUS BONUS BONUS BONUS CLASS FEATURES
1st
+1
+2
+0
+2 Skill adept, solar manifestation, stellar mode, stellar revelation
(black hole, supernova)
2nd
+2
+3
+0
+3 Stellar revelation
3rd
+3
+3
+1
+3 Sidereal influence (2 skills), weapon specialization
4th
+4
+4
+1
+4 Stellar revelation
5th
+5
+4
+1
+4 —
6th
+6
+5
+2
+5 Stellar revelation
7th
+7
+5
+2
+5 Flashing strikes
8th
+8
+6
+2
+6 Stellar revelation
9th
+9
+6
+3
+6 Zenith revelations
10th
+10
+7
+3
+7
Stellar revelation
11th
+11
+7
+3
+7
Sidereal influence (4 skills)
12th
+12
+8
+4
+8 Stellar revelation
13th
+13
+8
+4
+8 Solarian’s onslaught
14th
+14
+9
+4
+9 Stellar revelation
15th
+15
+9
+5
+9 —
16th
+16
+10
+5
+10 Stellar revelation
17th
+17
+10
+5
+10 Zenith revelations
18th
+18
+11
+6
+11 Stellar revelation
19th
+19
+11
+6
+11 Sidereal influence (6 skills)
20th
+20
+12
+6
+12 Stellar paragon, stellar revelation

SOLAR MANIFESTATION
SOLAR ARMOR
SOLAR WEAPON
+1 AC
1d6
+1 AC
+1 AC
+1 AC
+1 AC, resistance 5
+1 AC, resistance 5
+1 AC, resistance 5
+1 AC, resistance 5
+1 AC, resistance 5
+2 AC, resistance 10
+2 AC, resistance 10
+2 AC, resistance 10
+2 AC, resistance 10
+2 AC, resistance 10
+2 AC, resistance 15
+2 AC, resistance 15
+2 AC, resistance 15
+2 AC, resistance 15
+2 AC, resistance 15
+2 AC, resistance 20

1d6
1d6
1d6
1d6
2d6
2d6
2d6
3d6
3d6
3d6
4d6
5d6
6d6
7d6
8d6
9d6
10d6
11d6
12d6
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SKILL ADEPT

1st Level

As part of the process that led you to become a solarian, you
gained additional insight and training. Choose two additional
skills and add them to your list of class skills.

SOLAR MANIFESTATION (SU)

1st Level

At 1st level, you gain a physical manifestation of your stellar
power. The base form of your solar manifestation, when not
actively in use, is a mote of stellar energy slightly smaller than
your fist that hovers near your head. Beyond the solar mote,
your manifestation can take one of two additional forms: armor
or a weapon. You must pick one solar manifestation (either
armor or a weapon) upon taking your first level of solarian.
You also choose whether your solar manifestation (in any form)
either glows brightly with one color common to stars (including
blue, red, white, or yellow) or is the perfect darkness of a black
hole. A glowing solar manifestation, regardless of its form,
sheds dim light in a 20-foot radius. You can shut off the light or
darkness as a standard action in order to blend in or assist in
stealth, but whenever you enter a stellar mode (see page 102),
the glow or darkness returns immediately. Once made, these
choices cannot be changed.
Only you can interact with your solar manifestation, whether
in mote, armor, or weapon form. No other creature or effect can
affect your solar manifestation in any way, including disarming
or sundering it.

Solar Armor
You can form your solar mote into a suit of armor made out of
stellar energy that outlines your body. This armor appears to

be made out of glowing light or solid darkness, as determined
by the appearance of your solar manifestation, but it can take
whatever general shape you choose, whether glowing armored
plates of solidified stellar energy, a form-fitting suit of crackling
energy, or an aura of stellar plasma. Your solar armor’s general
design has no impact on its function and doesn’t give the armor
any special abilities. Once you’ve selected the general design,
you can’t change it until you gain a new solarian level.
Your solar armor grants you a +1 enhancement bonus to both
your Kinetic Armor Class and your Energy Armor Class. This
bonus increases to +2 at 10th level. It is compatible with light
armor, but it gives you no benefit if you’re wearing heavy armor.
At 5th level, you also gain energy resistance 5 while your solar
armor is active. You can choose either cold resistance or fire
resistance when you activate the armor, and can switch energy
types as a move action. This energy resistance increases by 5 at
10th level and every 5 levels thereafter.
Forming or dismissing solar armor is a move action.
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Solar Weapon
You can seize your solar mote in one hand to form a melee
weapon out of stellar energy. This weapon appears to be made
out of glowing light or solid darkness, as determined by the
appearance of your solar manifestation, but it can be whatever
general shape you choose. Normal melee weapons like axes,
swords, and spears are most common, but other shapes, such
as a large rune of stellar energy, a mass of writhing energy
tendrils, or an energized fist that fits over your own hand, are
possible as well. Your solar weapon’s general design has no
impact on its function, and doesn’t give the weapon any special

SOLARIAN
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abilities such as reach. Once you’ve selected the general design,
you can’t change it until you gain a new solarian level.
Your solar weapon functions as a one-handed kinetic
advanced melee weapon, and you’re automatically proficient
with it. At 1st level, choose whether your solar weapon deals
bludgeoning, piercing, or slashing damage. You can change the
damage type each time you gain a new solarian level. Your solar
weapon deals damage equal to 1d6 + your Strength modifier.
This damage increases by 1d6 at 6th level, 9th level, 12th
level, and every level thereafter. Solarian weapon crystals (see
page 170) can increase your solar weapon’s damage.
Forming or dismissing a solar weapon is a move action that
takes the same amount of effort as drawing or sheathing a
weapon (and can be combined with a move as a single move
action or used with the Quick Draw feat). Your solar weapon is
automatically dismissed if it ever leaves your hand.

STELLAR MODE (SU)

10983702

102

Graviton Mode
D

1st Level

The stellar forces you call on are attuned to either photons
(representing the power of stars to emit heat, light, and plasma)
or gravitons (representing the power of stars to attract and
imprison objects through gravity). The ultimate expression of
photon power is the supernova, when all of a star’s energy is
exerted outward, while the ultimate expression of graviton
power is the black hole, where gravity is so strong that nothing,
not even light, can escape it. The balance between these two
opposing cosmic forces is the source of your power, and your
stellar mode represents the strength of your connection with
one or both of these forces—a relationship that shifts from one
moment to the next as you use your stellar revelations.
When in battle, you enter a state of metaphysical alignment
with cosmic forces. At the start of your first turn in combat, if
you are conscious, you must choose one of three stellar modes:
graviton, photon, or unattuned (see below).
At the start of each subsequent turn of combat, you must
choose to either stay in your current stellar mode or to
become unattuned. If you choose to stay in your mode, you
gain another attunement point for that mode. As long as you
have 1 or 2 attunement points in a mode, you are attuned to
that mode. Once you reach 3 attunement points in a mode,
you become fully attuned to that mode. Some of your stellar
revelations are zenith revelations, which can be used only
when you’re fully attuned to one mode or the other. When
you are fully attuned, you cannot gain more points in your
mode, but you stay fully attuned until combat ends, your
stellar mode ends, or you become unattuned. If you choose
to become unattuned, you lose all attunement points you’ve
accrued so far. At the start of your next turn, you can enter a
new stellar mode or stay unattuned.
At the end of combat, your stellar mode ends. If you fall
unconscious during an encounter, you become unattuned. If
you regain consciousness while still under threat, you can enter
a stellar mode on your first turn after regaining consciousness,
as if it were the first round of combat; if combat ends before you
regain consciousness, your stellar mode ends. If you are not in a
stellar mode, for any reason, you are considered unattuned for
the purposes of your stellar revelations.

10983702

When you’re not in combat, you can’t enter a stellar mode.
This ability manifests only in high-stakes situations, when your
training takes over and connects your mind to the universe. There
needs to be some risk to you for your stellar mode to activate, so
you must be facing a significant enemy (see page 242). If there’s
any doubt about whether you’re in combat or able to access your
stellar mode, the GM decides. This also means that your stellar
mode might end before what was previously a dangerous battle
is over, once all that remains are dregs that don’t pose a real
threat to you.

When you enter graviton mode, you gain 1 graviton
attunement point and become graviton-attuned. Some of your
stellar revelations are graviton powers and get stronger if
you’re graviton-attuned. While graviton-attuned, you gain a +1
insight bonus to Reflex saves. This bonus increases by 1 for
every 9 solarian levels you have.

Photon Mode
D

When you enter photon mode, you gain 1 photon attunement
point and become photon-attuned. Some of your stellar
revelations are photon powers and get stronger if you’re
photon-attuned. While photon-attuned, you gain a +1 insight
bonus to damage rolls (including damage rolls for your stellar
powers). This bonus increases by 1 for every 6 solarian levels
you have.

1291729

Unattuned
D

While unattuned, you gain no attunement points and you are
neither photon-attuned nor graviton-attuned. You gain no
benefits while unattuned.

STELLAR REVELATION

1st Level

As you gain experience, you uncover new secrets about the
powers of energy, gravity, stars, and other fundamental sources
of cosmic power that grant you the ability to channel these
forces and manifest potent preternatural powers. At 1st level,
you automatically learn the black hole and supernova stellar
revelations. At 2nd level and every 2 levels thereafter, you learn
an additional stellar revelation. You cannot select the same
stellar revelation more than once unless it says otherwise. You
can choose any stellar revelations you wish, but if you have
more photon revelations than graviton revelations, or vice
versa, it is more difficult to become fully attuned in either mode
(see Disproportionate Revelations on page 104). The list of
stellar revelations begins on page 103.
Stellar revelations normally note what kind of action they
require. If a stellar revelation does not note the kind of action
it takes and it modifies some other action (such as an attack
or skill check), it can be used as part of that action. If a stellar
revelation allows a saving throw to resist its effects, the DC is
equal to 10 + half your solarian level + your Charisma modifier.
A revelation that says it lasts for 1 round or until you leave
the associated mode lasts for whichever of these durations is
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longer. You can use stellar revelations both in and out of combat,
but since you can’t enter a stellar mode outside of battle, any
revelation that lasts for 1 round or as long as you’re in a stellar
mode lasts only 1 round if you’re not in combat.

SIDEREAL INFLUENCE (SU)

3rd Level

You can tap into stellar forces outside of battle, using the
properties of gravitons or photons to affect your skill use. At 3rd
level, choose two skills from the lists below, one from the graviton
list and one from the photon list. At 11th level and again at 19th
level, choose two more skills. Each time you pick skills, choose
one from the graviton list and one from the photon list.
To use your sidereal influence, you must spend 1 minute in
meditation, then choose either graviton skills or photon skills.
When attempting a skill check with one of your selected skills
of the chosen type (either graviton or photon), you can roll 1d6
and add the result as an insight bonus to your check. This ability
lasts until you enter combat, fall unconscious, sleep, or meditate
again to choose a different skill type. You can reactivate this
ability by meditating again for 1 minute.
D Graviton Skills: Bluff (Cha), Disguise (Cha), Mysticism (Wis),
Sense Motive (Wis), Stealth (Dex)
D Photon Skills: Culture (Int), Diplomacy (Cha), Intimidate (Cha),
Medicine (Int), Survival (Wis)

WEAPON SPECIALIZATION (EX)

3rd Level

You gain Weapon Specialization as a bonus feat for each weapon
type for which this class grants you proficiency. If you selected
solar weapon as your solar manifestation, it gains the benefit of
Weapon Specialization as if it were an advanced melee weapon.

FLASHING STRIKES (EX)

STELLAR PARAGON (SU)

20th Level

You are the spiritual kin of the stars themselves. As a move action,
you can raise or lower light levels within 30 feet of yourself by
one step. When you enter a stellar mode, you gain 2 attunement

CLASSES

FEATS

You learn your first stellar revelations (black hole and
supernova) at 1st level, and learn an additional revelation at 2nd
level and every 2 levels thereafter. Stellar revelations require
you to have a minimum level, and are organized accordingly.
Additionally, each is marked with a symbol that indicates
whether it is a graviton revelation or a photon revelation; these
symbols appear above.

EQUIPMENT

TACTICAL
RULES

STARSHIPS

MAGIC AND
SPELLS
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1st Level

Black Hole (Su)
D

At 9th level and again at 17th level, you gain two powerful stellar
revelations. Choose two revelations from the zenith revelations
list: one graviton revelation and one photon revelation. The list
of zenith revelations begins on page 107.
Zenith revelations are powerful stellar revelations that require
you to be fully attuned in a stellar mode. After using a zenith
revelation, your stellar mode immediately becomes unattuned.

When making a full attack, you can make up to three attacks
instead of two attacks. You take a –6 penalty to these attacks
instead of a –4 penalty. If you have the flashing strikes class
feature, you instead take a –5 penalty to these attacks as long
as they are all melee attacks.

RACES

Photon revelation

STELLAR REVELATIONS

9th Level

13th Level

CHARACTER
CREATION

SKILLS

7th Level

SOLARIAN’S ONSLAUGHT (EX)

OVERVIEW

Graviton revelation

Every solarian gains the following stellar revelations at 1st level.

Your mastery of melee combat allows you to make multiple
attacks more accurately. When making a full attack entirely
with melee weapons, you take a –3 penalty to each attack roll
instead of the normal –4 penalty.

ZENITH REVELATIONS

points of the corresponding type immediately and are considered
attuned, and when you keep your current stellar mode at the
start of your turn, you can gain 2 attunement points instead of 1,
allowing you to become fully attuned after 2 rounds.
In addition, you can spend 1 Resolve Point to gain enough
attunement points to be fully attuned on the first round of
combat (but not after using a zenith revelation), or spend 1
Resolve Point at the start of your turn in combat to exchange
all of your attunement points in one stellar mode for an equal
number of attunement points in the other mode. For example,
you can switch from being fully attuned in graviton mode to
being fully attuned in photon mode.

4

When you’re fully graviton-attuned, as a standard action, you
can pull any number of creatures within 20 feet of you closer.
You choose which creatures are affected and which ones aren’t.
Each target must succeed at a Fortitude save or be pulled 10 feet
toward you. The range of this revelation and the distance pulled
increase by 5 feet at 5th level and every 4 levels thereafter. Solid
objects do not block this ability, but any creature that runs into
a solid object ceases moving closer to you. Creatures moved
by this ability do not provoke attacks of opportunity from this
movement. After you use this revelation, you immediately
become unattuned. Black hole functions as a zenith revelation
for the purposes of abilities that reference them.

GAME
MASTERING

SETTING
PATHFINDER
LEGACY

Supernova (Su)
D

When you’re fully photon-attuned, as a standard action, you
can deal 1d6 fire damage plus 1d6 additional fire damage
per solarian level to all creatures within 10 feet of you. A
creature that succeeds at a Reflex save takes half damage. At
9th level, you can increase the radius to 15 feet, and at 17th
level, you can increase the radius to 20 feet. After you use
this revelation, you immediately become unattuned. Supernova
functions as a zenith revelation for the purposes of abilities that
reference them.
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Gravity Boost (Su)

DISPROPORTIONATE REVELATIONS
If you devote yourself too strongly to one type of revelation, you
fall out of harmonic alignment with the cosmic forces you access.
You can have one more revelation of one type (either graviton or
photon) than of the other type without penalty. If your revelations
of one type outnumber those of the other type by two or more,
you are considered attuned while you have from 1 to 3 attunement
points in a stellar mode, and you do not become fully attuned to
either stellar mode until you have accrued 4 attunement points
in that stellar mode. For example, if you have three photon
revelations and one graviton revelation, you would need 4 photon
attunement points to be fully photon-attuned and 4 graviton
attunement points to be fully graviton-attuned.

2nd Level

D

Dark Matter (Su)
D

As a move action, you can draw on the properties of dark matter
to increase your density, allowing you to resist physical damage.
You gain damage reduction 1/—. This increases to DR 2/— at 6th
level and increases by 1 again every 3 solarian levels thereafter.
This benefit lasts for 1 round or until you leave graviton mode.
When you are attuned or fully attuned, your DR from dark
matter is equal to half your solarian level.

Flare (Su)
D

As a move action, you can shed light in a 30-foot radius for
1 minute. You choose dim, normal, or bright light each time you
activate this revelation. As a standard action, you can create
a flash of brilliant light, forcing one creature within 30 feet to
succeed at a Reflex save or be blinded for 1 round. Once you’ve
targeted a creature with flare, you can’t target it with this
revelation again for 10 minutes. Blind or sightless creatures
are not affected by this use of this revelation.
When you create a flash of light as a standard action and
you are attuned or fully attuned, you can instead choose to
make all enemies within range dazzled for 1 round (no save).

Gravity Anchor (Su)
D

104

You can increase or reduce the gravitational attraction
between yourself and the terrain around you. You can add
a bonus equal to one-third your solarian level (minimum +1)
to Athletics checks to climb, jump, or swim as part of the
action you take to attempt the skill check. In addition, as
a reaction when you are falling, you can reduce the falling
damage you take by half. At 6th level, you can move along
vertical surfaces and even upside down along ceilings for 1
round. This functions as spider climb, but it leaves your hands
free and you can also run. You must end your movement on
a surface that can support you normally. If you end your
movement while you are standing on a vertical surface or
ceiling, you fall unless you succeed at an Athletics check to
climb to remain in position.
When you are attuned or fully attuned, the bonus you gain
from this revelation to checks to climb, jump, or swim doubles.

Gravity Hold (Su)

You must be 2nd level or higher to choose these stellar revelations.

10983704

10983704

D

This revelation allows you to move objects at a distance as per
psychokinetic hand (see page 370).
When you are attuned or fully attuned, you can use the
psychokinetic hand ability of your gravity hold to immobilize,
lift, or move a Medium or smaller creature. The creature can
attempt a Fortitude save to negate the effect. While under
this effect, the target creature cannot move, but can take any
other normal actions. This ability follows all of the restrictions
of the spell other than the weight limit, but you can’t lift a
creature higher than 5 feet off the ground. When you spend
a standard action concentrating to maintain the gravity hold,
the target can attempt a new save to end the effect. Once
a creature successfully saves against this ability, it becomes
immune to further uses of this revelation for 24 hours.

1291731

Plasma Sheath (Su)
D

As a move action, you can cause all of your melee attacks to
deal fire damage instead of their normal damage type. (The
attacks are still made against the target’s EAC or KAC as
normal for the weapon.) This benefit lasts for 1 round or until
you leave photon mode.
When you are attuned or fully attuned, your attacks with
plasma sheath deal additional fire damage equal to half your level.

Radiation (Su)

As a move action, you can form a gravitational bond between
yourself and either the surface you’re standing on or the
objects you are holding. This grants you a +4 bonus to your
AC against bull rush, reposition, and trip combat maneuvers
if you choose the surface underfoot, or against disarm
combat maneuvers if you choose objects. The bonus lasts for
1 round or until you leave graviton mode. You can have only
one gravity anchor active at a time.
When you are attuned or fully attuned, you can activate
this revelation as a reaction when targeted by a bull rush,
disarm, reposition, or trip combat maneuver, in which case it
defends against only that attack.

D

As a standard action, you can emit an aura of low-level
radiation. Creatures within 5 feet of you must succeed at a
Fortitude save or be sickened. A sickened creature recovers as
soon as it moves out of your aura, and a creature that succeeds
at its saving throw is immune to your radiation for 24 hours.
This is a poison effect (see page 415). The radiation lasts for 1
round or until you leave photon mode.
When you are attuned or fully attuned, the size of your
aura increases to 10 feet.

Stellar Rush (Su)
D

As a standard action, you can wreathe yourself in stellar fire
and make a charge without the penalties (see page 248).
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When you are attuned or fully attuned, you can substitute
a bull rush for the melee attack at the end of the charge.
Whether or not you succeed at the bull rush, the target takes
2d6 fire damage (Reflex half). This damage increases by 1d6
at 6th level and every 2 levels thereafter.

6th Level

You must be at least 6th level to choose these stellar revelations.

Astrologic Sense (Su)
D

D

D

As a move action, you can move up to your speed, gaining
concealment against any attack made against you during the
move, and you can leave a trail of flames in every square
you pass through. The flames last for 1 round and deal 2d6
fire damage to anyone who moves into them. You can’t move
through another creature’s space during this movement.
If you use blazing orbit again, any flames you previously
created with it go out. The damage from the flames increases
by 1d6 at 8th level and every 2 levels thereafter.
When you are attuned or fully attuned, any creature
damaged by the flames also gains the burning condition (1d6
fire damage; see page 273).

As a standard action, you can surround your body with an
envelope of fiery plasma. You gain cold resistance 10, and
any adjacent creature that hits you with a natural weapon
or a melee weapon takes 2d6 fire damage. The corona lasts
for 1 round or until you leave photon mode. At 12th level, the
damage increases to 3d6 and the cold resistance increases
to 15. At 18th level, the damage increases to 4d6 and the cold
resistance increases to 20.
When you are attuned or fully attuned, any creature that
starts its turn adjacent to you while your corona is in effect
takes fire damage equal to half your solarian level.

Crush (Su)
D

As a standard action, you can increase the effects of gravity
on the internal organs or workings of a target within 30
feet, causing it to have difficulty maintaining its normal
functionality. The target must succeed at a Fortitude save
or become staggered for 1 round. This revelation also

As a move action, you can fly up to your speed. You must
end this movement on solid ground or you fall. At 12th level
or higher, you don’t have to land if you immediately follow
your flight with another move action to use defy gravity.
On your last move action of the turn, you still have to land
or fall.
When you are attuned or fully attuned, your fly speed
from this revelation increases by 10 feet.

CHARACTER
CREATION
RACES

D

As a move action, you can spend 1 Resolve Point to recover a
number of Hit Points equal to twice your solarian level. Once
you use this revelation, you can’t use it again until the next
time you regain Stamina Points after a 10-minute rest.
When you are attuned or fully attuned, increase the
amount you heal with this revelation to three times your
solarian level.

Gravity Surge (Su)
D

CLASSES

SKILLS
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EQUIPMENT

Glow of Life (Su)

Corona (Su)
D

OVERVIEW

Defy Gravity (Su)

You can sense the movement of all objects influencing you
to gain insight into upcoming events. Once per day as a
full action, you can try to determine whether a particular
action of yours will bring good or bad results for you in the
immediate future. This functions as augury (see page 340)
with your effective caster level equal to your solarian level.
You can spend 1 Resolve Point to use this revelation again
on the same day, but you still can’t use it more than once
per hour.
When you are attuned or fully attuned, you can see 1 hour
into the future (instead of half an hour as is normal for augury)
when you use this revelation.

Blazing Orbit (Su)

10983705

10983705

affects constructs. You can maintain this effect as a move
action each round, but the target can attempt a new saving
throw each round to end the effect. Once a creature succeeds
at this save or the effect ends, you can’t target that creature
with crush again for 24 hours.
When you are attuned or fully attuned, you can spend
1 Resolve Point to also stun the target for 1 round. Maintaining
crush on subsequent rounds extends the staggered effect,
but not the stunned effect.

4

As a full action, you can perform a disarm or trip combat
maneuver against a target within 30 feet. Use your
Charisma modifier on your attack roll instead of your
Strength modifier, and you gain a +4 bonus to this attack
roll that doesn’t stack with the bonus from the Improved
Combat Maneuver feat.
When you are attuned or fully attuned, if you disarm a
target with gravity surge and have a hand free, the dropped
item flies toward you and you can snatch it from the air. If you
trip a target with gravity surge, you can pull the target up to
10 feet closer to you.

TACTICAL
RULES

STARSHIPS

MAGIC AND
SPELLS
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Hypnotic Glow (Su)
D

As a standard action, you can convince one living creature
that you are to be trusted. This functions as charm person
(see page 342), but with a duration of 1 round per solarian
level you have. When the effect ends, if you are out of line of
sight and the target is not engaged in an activity it wouldn’t
have begun without being charmed, the target does not
realize it was charmed or has acted unusually unless
someone else points it out. You can’t use this revelation
again while you currently have a creature charmed via this
ability, and once you’ve attempted to charm a creature,
whether or not the attempt was successful, you can’t charm
the same creature again for 24 hours. Your influence over
the creature ends once the duration has expired, and at
that time the target likely ceases doing anything you’ve
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requested of it. At 9th level, hypnotic glow functions as
charm monster (see page 342).
When you are attuned or fully attuned and you
successfully charm a creature using this ability, you can also
command it to approach, flee, or halt on its next turn, as per
the command spell (no save; see page 343).

You must be at least 14th level to choose these stellar revelations.

Gravity Shield (Su)
D

Reflection (Su)
D

You can reflect ranged attacks back at your enemies. If
you took the total defense action on your last turn, or if
you were fighting defensively and spend 1 Resolve Point,
as a reaction you can redirect a ranged attack that misses
you. Select a new target within 30 feet and make a ranged
attack roll with a –4 penalty. If your attack hits, the new
target is damaged as if it had been the intended target of
the original ranged attack.
When you are attuned or fully attuned, you don't take a
–4 penalty to your redirected attack roll.

10th Level

You must be at least 10th level to choose these stellar revelations.

Soul Furnace (Su)
D

10983706

10983706

14th Level

Sunbolt (Su)

You can stoke the internal energy of your entire physiology,
allowing you to boost your life processes. As a move
action, you can spend 1 Resolve Point. If you are suffering
from an affliction (a curse, disease, drug or poison), you
can immediately attempt an additional saving throw
at the affliction’s normal save DC. If you succeed at this
saving throw, the affliction ends (regardless of how many
successful saving throws it normally takes to end the
affliction). Once you have used this revelation, you can’t use
it again until the next time you regain Stamina Points after
a 10-minute rest.
When you are attuned or fully attuned, you can also use
this revelation to end any one of the following conditions you
have: bleeding, blinded, burning, cowering, dazzled, exhausted,
fatigued, frightened, panicked, shaken, or sickened.

106

D

As a standard action, you can fire a bolt of concentrated
solar energy at one target within long range (400 feet + 40
feet per solarian level you have) as a ranged attack targeting
the foe’s EAC. If you hit, you deal 9d6 fire damage. If you
have a solarian crystal (see Solarian Weapon Crystals on
page 170) that changes the type of damage dealt by a solar
weapon, you can use it to change the type of damage you
deal with your sunbolt. Once you have used this revelation,
you can’t use it again until the next time you regain Stamina
Points after a 10-minute rest.
When you are attuned or fully attuned, you gain a +2
bonus to your ranged attack roll to use this revelation.

1291733

16th Level

You must be at least 16th level to choose these stellar revelations.

Stealth Warp (Su)
D

As a move action, you can create a minor shield of
compressed gravity waves, granting you a +1 circumstance
bonus to your AC. The shield lasts for 1 round or until you
leave graviton mode.
When you are attuned or fully attuned, as a move action,
you can create a disk of massive gravitational energies that
is capable of deflecting incoming attacks. Choose one edge of
your space. The shield extends along three continuous edges
in a straight line centered on the chosen edge. The shield
provides cover against attacks coming from its far side, but
not against attacks originating from the side you’re on. If
you move, you can reposition your shield as part of your
move action, moving it to a different edge of your space. You
must use one of your hands to direct and maintain an active
gravity shield. You cannot use this version of the gravity
shield at the same time you use this revelation to gain a
circumstance bonus to your AC. This gravity shield also lasts
1 round or until you leave graviton mode.

You can bend light, sound, and even vibrations around your
body, making you harder to notice. As a move action, you can
grant yourself a +4 bonus to Stealth checks. This lasts for 1
round or until you leave graviton mode.
When you are attuned or fully attuned, you can use this
revelation to reduce your sensory output so much that you can
attempt a Stealth check even when you’re directly observed
and lack cover or a distraction. You are not invisible, simply
difficult to see clearly, and if a creature was observing you
prior to your Stealth check, it remains aware of your location
until you successfully reach cover or concealment. Your
stealth warp ends if you make an attack or cause another
creature to attempt a saving throw, or at the beginning of
your next turn unless you immediately take another move
action to use this revelation.

Ultimate Graviton (Su)
D

As your ability to manipulate powers of gravity expands,
the range of any graviton revelation (but not zenith
revelation) you have with a range doubles. Any graviton
revelation (but not zenith revelation) you have that targets
a single creature can now simultaneously target two
creatures, who must be within 20 feet of each other. You
also increase the power of any of the following gravity
revelations you have.
Defy Gravity: Your fly speed increases by 20 feet.
Gravity Anchor: As a move action, you can gain both types
of gravity anchor simultaneously.
Gravity Boost: Your bonus applies to all Acrobatics checks,
and you take no damage from any fall.
Reflection: If you successfully redirect an attack as a
reaction, you can continue to reflect additional attacks until
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the beginning of your next turn. You have a cumulative
–2 penalty to your redirect attack roll on each reflection
attempt after the first. If any reflected attack misses, you
can’t make further redirect attempts until you use this
revelation again.

speed of light. At 17th level, you can touch one willing or
unconscious creature to convert it to light and bring it with
you as part of the same action.

Ultimate Photon (Su)
Your ability to manipulate powers of light and energy
expand greatly. The radius of any photon revelation (but
not zenith revelation) you have with a radius expands by
10 feet. Any photon revelation (but not zenith revelation)
that lasts for 1 round or until you leave photon mode now
lasts for 1d4 rounds if you are not in photon mode. You
also increase the power of any of the following photon
revelations you have.
Astrologic Sense: You can see twice as far into the future
as normal.
Glow of Life: You can use this revelation as a swift action,
rather than a move action.
Hypnotic Glow: The charm’s duration doubles.
Stellar Rush: You gain a +2 bonus to your EAC until the
beginning of your next turn.

Miniature Star (Su)
D

D

Ray of Light (Su)
D

When you’re fully photon-attuned, as a move action, you can
transform yourself into a ray of light and move at light speed
to any space you can see within long range. Any barrier
that would block, reflect, or scatter light prevents you from
moving through it. No creature can use a reaction to interfere
with your movement or make attacks of opportunity
against you unless it’s capable of reacting faster than the

CHARACTER
CREATION
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When you’re fully graviton-attuned, you can create a violent
ripple of movement to knock down your foes. As a move
action, you can move up to your speed along the ground
without provoking attacks of opportunity. Each creature
you are adjacent to at any point during that movement
takes 1d8 bludgeoning damage and must succeed at a
Reflex save or be knocked prone. The affected creatures
don’t need to be standing on solid ground to fall prone, and
any that were in the air (but still adjacent to you) fall to the
ground on a failed save. The damage increases by 1d8 for
every 3 solarian levels you have beyond 7th. At 17th level,
you can move up to twice your speed along the ground with
this revelation.

Time Dilation (Su)
D

When you’re fully photon-attuned, you can create a
simulacrum of a star as a standard action. The star is a
10-foot-radius sphere that fills your square (or one square
of your space, if you’re larger than Medium) and all squares
within 5 feet of that space. Any creature that starts its
turn in the same space as the star takes 1d6 fire damage
for every 2 solarian levels you have, and any creature that
starts its turn outside the star but within 5 feet of it takes
half that damage. At 17th level, you can create your star
simulacrum as a 15-foot-radius sphere that affects your
square and all squares within 10 feet of that space (a total
of 21 squares).
Creatures can move through the star, but it exerts a
gravitational pull, and any creature inside it or within 5 feet
of it must spend twice as much movement for each square
of movement that takes it away from the center of the star.
The star remains for 1d4+1 rounds, and stays in place even
if you later move. You are immune to all effects of your own
miniature star.

When you’re fully photon-attuned, you can make a full
attack as a standard action. In addition, you and up to six
allies within 30 feet are affected by haste (see page 358)
for 1 minute after you use this revelation. At 17th level, the
extra speed from the haste effect increases to 60 feet (to a
maximum of three times the creature’s normal speed).

Starquake (Su)

Zenith Revelations
You can choose these stellar revelations only when you gain the
zenith revelations class feature.

OVERVIEW

Solar Acceleration (Su)
D

D

4

When you’re fully graviton-attuned, you can make time
pass more slowly for your enemies. As a standard action,
you can project a gravitational wave in a 30-foot cone. You
choose which creatures in the cone are affected and which
ones aren’t. Each target must succeed at a Fortitude save or
by affected by slow (see page 377) for a number of rounds
equal to your solarian level. At 17th level, even targets that
succeed at their saving throws are affected by slow for
1 round.
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Wormholes (Su)
D

When you’re fully graviton-attuned, you can create two
linked wormholes as a standard action. One wormhole
must be adjacent to you, and the other appears anywhere
in line of sight within medium range (100 feet + 10 feet
per solarian level). Each wormhole is 5 feet across and
appears at an intersection between two squares. You and
any Large or smaller creatures you mentally designate
(you can designate “all creatures,” “all lashuntas,” or similar
categories) can travel between the wormholes. This is
considered extradimensional travel. Entering a wormhole
instantly transports a creature to a square adjacent to
the other wormhole’s intersection, where the creature can
continue its movement. The wormholes remain for 1 round
for every 2 solarian levels you have. At 17th level, you can
create three wormholes using this ability, and upon entering
the wormhole, a creature can decide which of the other two
wormholes to exit.
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CHAMPION

COSMIC MERCENARY

THEME: ICON

THEME: MERCENARY

You do what you must to protect the people you serve, even if it means
getting your hands dirty.

You've been hardened by battle and are always ready for the next job.

ABILITY SCORES
Strength is your most important ability score because you need it to
hit, while Dexterity and Constitution keep you in the action.

Strength is your most important ability score because you need it
to hit. Additionally, Charisma gives you more Resolve Points, while
Dexterity and Constitution provide staying power.

SOLAR MANIFESTATION

SOLAR MANIFESTATION

Solar weapon

Solar weapon

STELLAR REVELATIONS

STELLAR REVELATIONS

Gravity anchor (2nd)		
Defy gravity (6th)

Stellar rush (2nd)		
Blazing orbit (6th)

Wormholes (9th)

FEATS

Solar acceleration (9th)

FEATS

Deflect Projectiles		
Improved Initiative		
Mobility			
Spring Attack

108

ABILITY SCORES

Step Up
Step Up and Strike
Weapon Focus (advanced
melee weapons)

Adaptive Fighting		
Diehard
		
Extra Resolve		
Improved Initiative

Lunge
Toughness
Weapon Focus (advanced
melee weapons)

SKILLS

SKILLS

Diplomacy 			
Intimidate
Sense Motive

Acrobatics			Intimidate
Athletics			Perception
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4

LUMINOUS EXPLORER
THEME: XENOSEEKER

OUTCAST

THEME: OUTLAW

You journey to uncharted planets to learn everything you can about
their flora, fauna, and civilizations.

You were once part of a close-knit group, but the manifestation of your
powers frightened them, and they drove you away.

ABILITY SCORES

ABILITY SCORES

Dexterity is your most important ability score because you need it to
hit, and Intelligence and Wisdom increase your skill bonuses.

Dexterity is your most important ability score because you need it to hit
and to increase your AC, and Charisma gives you more Resolve Points.

SOLAR MANIFESTATION

SOLAR MANIFESTATION

Solar armor

Solar armor

STELLAR REVELATIONS

STELLAR REVELATIONS

Radiation (2nd)		
Corona (6th)

Dark matter (2nd)		
Reflection (6th)

Miniature star (9th)

FEATS
Climbing Master		
Enhanced Resistance		
Jet Dash			
Mobility

1291736

GAME
MASTERING

SETTING
PATHFINDER
LEGACY

Time dilation (9th)

FEATS
Sidestep
Versatile Focus
Weapon Focus (small arms)

Deadly Aim			
Longarm Proficiency		
Mobility			
Shot on the Run

Slippery Shooter
Weapon Focus (longarms)
Weapon Specialization (longarms)

SKILLS

SKILLS

Athletics			Perception
Mysticism			Physical Science

Acrobatics			Stealth
Perception

SOLARIAN
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SOLDIER

7 + Constitution modifier

7 HP

Conflict is an inevitable result of life. On
every world that harbors complex living
organisms, creatures battle one another
for dominance, resources, territory, or
ideals. Whether you’ve taken up arms
to protect others, win glory, exact
revenge, or simply earn a living, you are the
perfect embodiment of this truth.
You’re an expert at combat of
all types but tend to prefer
heavy armor and weapons—the
bigger, the better. You may be a
career soldier, a fresh mercenary
recruit, or a lone wolf who rejects
authority, but whether rushing
in for hand-to-hand combat or
firing tactical barrages, you’re
a consummate warrior, never
hesitating to put yourself
in the line of fire to protect
your friends.

KEY ABILITY SCORE
Your Strength helps you attack up close in melee and carry
heavier weapons and armor, while your Dexterity helps you
fire weapons from a distance and dodge returning fire, so
you should choose either Strength or Dexterity as your key
ability score. Once made, this choice cannot be changed. A
high Constitution score allows you to soak up more damage.

10983710

10983710

STAMINA POINTS

1291737

CLASS SKILLS
SKILL RANKS PER LEVEL
4 + INTELLIGENCE MODIFIER
Acrobatics (Dex)
Athletics (Str)
Engineering (Int)
Intimidate (Cha)

Medicine (Int)
Piloting (Dex)
Profession (Cha, Int, or Wis)
Survival (Wis)

PROFICIENCIES
ARMOR PROFICIENCY
Light armor and heavy armor

WEAPON PROFICIENCY
Basic and advanced melee weapons, small arms, longarms,
heavy weapons, sniper weapons, and grenades
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4

TABLE 4–9: SOLDIER
CLASS
LEVEL
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th
17th
18th
19th
20th

BASE
ATTACK
BONUS
+1
+2
+3
+4
+5
+6
+7
+8
+9
+10
+11
+12
+13
+14
+15
+16
+17
+18
+19
+20

FORT
SAVE
BONUS
+2
+3
+3
+4
+4
+5
+5
+6
+6
+7
+7
+8
+8
+9
+9
+10
+10
+11
+11
+12

REF
SAVE
BONUS
+0
+0
+1
+1
+1
+2
+2
+2
+3
+3
+3
+4
+4
+4
+5
+5
+5
+6
+6
+6

WILL
SAVE
BONUS
+2
+3
+3
+4
+4
+5
+5
+6
+6
+7
+7
+8
+8
+9
+9
+10
+10
+11
+11
+12

CLASS FEATURES
Primary fighting style, primary style technique
Combat feat
Gear boost, weapon specialization
Combat feat
Primary style technique
Combat feat
Gear boost
Combat feat
Primary style technique, secondary fighting style, secondary style technique
Combat feat
Gear boost, soldier’s onslaught
Combat feat
Primary style technique, secondary style technique
Combat feat
Gear boost
Combat feat
Primary style technique, secondary style technique
Combat feat
Gear boost
Combat feat, kill shot

INTRO

CHARACTER
CREATION
RACES

CLASSES

SKILLS

FEATS

EQUIPMENT

TACTICAL
RULES

STARSHIPS

PRIMARY FIGHTING STYLE

1st Level

You have a preferred fighting style that represents the type of
soldier you are. Each fighting style is composed of various style
techniques that you learn as you gain experience. You must
pick one fighting style upon taking your first soldier level, and
once made, this choice cannot be changed. Descriptions of the
fighting styles you can choose from appear on pages 112–115.

PRIMARY STYLE TECHNIQUE

Anchoring Arcana (Su; 7th level)
D

1st Level

At 1st level and every 4 levels thereafter, you gain a style
technique unique to your primary fighting style.

COMBAT FEAT

2nd Level

At 2nd level and every 2 levels thereafter, you gain a bonus feat
in addition to those gained from normal advancement. These
bonus feats must be selected from those listed as combat feats.
Whenever you gain a new bonus feat, you can also choose to
replace one of the bonus feats you have already learned with a
different bonus feat. The feat you replace can’t be one that was
used as a prerequisite for another feat or other ability. You can
change only one feat at any given level, and you must choose
whether or not to swap the feat at the time you gain the new
bonus feat.

GEAR BOOST

MAGIC AND
SPELLS

1291738

GAME
MASTERING

SETTING
PATHFINDER
LEGACY

Armored Advantage (Ex)
D

When you are wearing armor, you gain a +1 insight bonus to
your Kinetic Armor Class.

Brutal Blast (Ex)
D

3rd Level

At 3rd level and every 4 levels thereafter, you learn a trick called a
gear boost that make you better with a particular type of weapon
or armor. Choose from the gear boosts listed below. Some gear
boosts require you to reach a certain soldier level to select them;
this level is indicated in parentheses after the boost’s name.

As a full action, you can make a single attack with a magic
weapon against a single foe. If the attack is a ranged attack,
the target must be within the first range increment. Even if the
attack normally affects an area or multiple targets, it affects
only your selected target. If your attack hits, you can spend
1 Resolve Point to force the target to attempt a Will saving
throw (DC = 10 + half your soldier level + your key ability score
modifier). If the target fails its save, it can’t voluntarily move
from its current space for 1d4 rounds. This has no effect on
involuntary movement, but it does prevent the creature from
teleporting or moving to another plane. Once you’ve struck a
foe with this attack, whether it succeeds at or fails its saving
throw, it is immune to this ability for 24 hours.

You gain a +2 insight bonus to damage rolls with weapons that
have the blast special property (such as a scattergun). This
extra damage applies only to creatures within 10 feet of you;
creatures farther away take the normal amount of damage.
This bonus increases by 1 for every 4 soldier levels you have.

Bullet Barrage (Ex)
D

You gain a +1 insight bonus to damage rolls for weapons in
the projectile category. This bonus increases by 1 for every 4
soldier levels you have.
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Electric Arc (Ex; 7th level)
D

When you hit a target with a weapon in the shock category,
electricity arcs out from your original target to deal electricity
damage to a secondary subject within 10 feet of the original
target. This damage is equal to the weapon’s level. The
secondary subject must be the creature nearest to the original
target (your choice if multiple creatures are equidistant).
This gear boost does not function for weapons that have
the explode or blast special property. If you use this gear
boost with a weapon with the arc critical hit effect (see
page 182), your secondary subject for electric arc must be
the same as your secondary subject for the arc critical effect.

Flash Freeze (Ex; 7th level)
D

When you hit a creature with a weapon in the cryo category,
that creature’s speeds are reduced by 10 feet for 1 round, to a
minimum of 10 feet.

Heavy Onslaught (Ex; 11th level)
D

Your attacks with heavy weapons bypass part of the target’s
damage reduction. If your heavy weapon does not already
overcome the target’s damage reduction, treat the target’s
damage reduction as though it were 5 lower. At 15th level,
treat the target’s damage reduction as 10 lower.

Laser Accuracy (Ex)
D

You gain a +1 insight bonus to attack rolls with weapons in
the laser category.

10983712

10983712

Melee Striker (Ex)
D

Add an additional bonus equal to half your Strength bonus to
damage rolls with melee weapons.

Plasma Immolation (Ex; 7th level)
D

You are expert at setting things on fire with plasma. If your
attack roll with a weapon in the plasma category is a 19
(the d20 shows a 19), and the attack hits your target, the
target gains the burning condition. The condition deals 1d4
fire damage if the weapon has an item level of 1st-6th, 1d8
if its item level is 7th-14th, and 2d8 if its item level is 15th
or higher.

WEAPON SPECIALIZATION (EX)
SECONDARY FIGHTING STYLE
SECONDARY STYLE TECHNIQUE

SOLDIER’S ONSLAUGHT (EX)

KILL SHOT (EX)

20th Level

As a standard action, you can make a single attack against an
enemy. If the attack hits and does not kill your enemy, you can
expend 1 Resolve Point to force the creature to succeed at a
Fortitude save or die. Once you’ve used this ability on a creature
(regardless of whether or not you forced it to attempt a Fortitude
save), that creature is immune to your kill shot for 24 hours.

FIGHTING STYLES
The following fighting styles represent those most commonly
chosen by soldiers. Each fighting style lists the style techniques
you learn as you gain levels.

1291739

Arcane Assailant
The arcane assailant fighting style supplements its combat
effectiveness with magic powers, drawing on traditions of
warrior-wizards dating back to well before the Gap. This allows
you to use magic runes to augment your weapons and call on
legendary powers, giving you access to arcane options even
when you don’t have a magic weapon in your possession.

Rune of the Eldritch Knight (Su)

Sonic Resonance (Ex; 7th level)

112

11th Level

When you make a full attack, you can make up to three attacks
instead of two attacks. You take a –6 penalty to these attacks
instead of a –4 penalty.

When you attack with a weapon with the explode special
property and a radius of 10 feet or greater, you can increase
the radius of the explosion by 5 feet.

When you hit a creature within 30 feet of you using a
weapon in the sonic category, the sonic energy continues
to resonate within that creature, giving it the flat-footed
condition for 1 round. If you hit multiple creatures at the
same time (such as with an automatic, blast, or explode
weapon), only the creature nearest to you or to the center
of the explosion (your choice if multiple creatures are
equidistant) is affected.

9th Level

At 9th level and every 4 levels thereafter, you gain a style
technique unique to your secondary fighting style. For the
purposes of these style techniques, treat your soldier level as
equal to your soldier level – 8.

Powerful Explosive (Ex; 7th level)

D

9th Level

You choose another fighting style. Once you choose this second
style, it cannot be changed.

D

D

3rd Level

You gain Weapon Specialization as a bonus feat for each weapon
type this class grants you proficiency with.

You can imbue a weapon with a magic sigil, the rune of
the eldritch knight, allowing the weapon to act as a magic
weapon for the purposes of bypassing DR and affecting
incorporeal creatures. This takes 10 minutes, and you can
imbue only a single weapon at a time. If you imbue a new
weapon with the rune of the eldritch knight, any previously
imbued weapon loses this benefit. When calculating the Hit
Points and hardness of a weapon imbued with the rune of the
eldritch knight, treat its item level as 5 higher.

Secret of the Magi (Su)
D

1st Level

5th Level

When you imbue a weapon with the rune of the eldritch
knight, in addition to its normal benefits, the rune grants the
weapon one of the following weapon fusions of your choice:
ethereal, flaming, frost, merciful, or shock. The weapon can’t
gain a fusion it already has, and this bonus fusion doesn’t
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count toward the maximum total level of fusions the weapon
can have at once. The bonus fusion ends when the weapon
ceases to be imbued with the rune of the eldritch knight. For
more information on fusions, see page 191.

Power of Legend (Su)
D

You can call on the link between you and the legendary heroes
who wielded powerful magic weapons eons ago to overcome
adversity. As a move action when wielding a magic weapon or
a weapon imbued with the rune of the eldritch knight, you can
spend 1 Resolve Point to end one of the following conditions
affecting you: bleeding, burning, confused, exhausted, fatigued,
flat-footed, off-target, shaken, or sickened. Alternatively, you
can spend 1 Resolve Point to change the cowering condition to
the frightened condition or change the frightened condition to
the shaken condition. In this case, the new condition lasts for
the same duration the original condition would have and can’t
be further affected by this ability.

Enhanced Tank (Ex)
D

Secret of the Archmagi (Su)
D

You can imbue two weapons with the rune of the eldritch
knight. If you attempt to imbue a third weapon, the weapon
infused first loses its rune and all benefits. In addition to the
normal benefits, the runes grant the weapons one or more of
the following weapon fusions (see page 191) of your choice:
bane, corrosive, ethereal, flaming, frost, holy, merciful, shock,
thundering, or unholy. You can grant no more than 10 total
levels’ worth of fusions between the two weapons, and the
bane fusion counts as a 10th-level fusion for this purpose.

Arcane Attack (Su)
D

13th Level

17th Level

As a standard action, you can spend 1 Resolve Point to use a
weapon imbued with the rune of the eldritch knight to make
an attack that strikes true. This attack ignores all cover and
concealment, including total concealment (though you must
at least be aware of a creature’s presence to target it with this
attack). If the attack is a ranged attack, the target must be
within the first range increment. The attack only affects your
selected target, even if it normally affects an area or multiple
targets. You still must make a normal attack roll, and if your
attack misses, it has no effect.

Armor Storm
The armor storm fighting style focuses on using armor as a
weapon by maximizing the damage of armor-based weapons
while withstanding enemy fire. You learn to increase the
effectiveness of attacks made with your armor and to add
equipment normally beyond your armor’s capacity.

Hammer Fist (Ex)
D

D

1st Level

You treat any unarmed attack you make while wearing
heavy or powered armor as being made with a battleglove
(see page 187) with an item level equal to or lower than your
soldier level, and you calculate damage for these attacks as
if you had the melee striker gear boost (see page 112). If you
have the melee striker gear boost, you gain a +2 bonus to

13th Level

You become a master of all weapons associated with your
armor. You deal 1d6 additional damage with any attack from a
weapon that is part of your armor, including unarmed attacks
using the hammer fist ability and weapons that have been
attached to your armor as an armor upgrade. The additional
damage is of the same type as the weapon’s normal type.
Also, while wearing heavy or powered armor, you gain a +2
bonus to your KAC against combat maneuvers.

On the Bounce (Ex)
D

9th Level

While you are wearing heavy armor or powered armor, you
gain a +4 bonus to attack rolls to perform a bull rush combat
maneuver (see page 246). If you successfully push the target
back 10 feet or more, you can also damage the target with an
unarmed attack (and can use your hammer fist ability when
doing so).

Mobile Army (Ex)

INTRO

5th Level

You gain the Powered Armored Proficiency feat and access
to improved armor. This might be the result of your own
engineering abilities, having earned the trust of contacts that
can get you experimental equipment, or a powerful patron
giving you gear not available to the general public to help you
achieve mutual goals. You can add one more upgrade to your
armor than its normal maximum number of upgrade slots. If
you add this bonus upgrade to heavy armor, you can select
an upgrade normally limited to powered armor. An upgrade
placed in this bonus slot costs half the normal credit amount.

Smash Through (Ex)
D

10983713
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9th Level

damage rolls with your unarmed attacks when using this
ability. These unarmed attacks don’t benefit from other
abilities that apply specifically to unarmed attacks (such as
the Improved Unarmed Strike feat).

4

17th Level

You learn to control your armor with such ease, you are
actually more maneuverable in it than out of it. While
wearing heavy armor or powered armor, you can move up
to your speed when you make a full attack. You can move
before or after all your attacks, but not both. If you have the
Shot on the Run feat, you can divide your movement to move
both before and after making a full attack as long as all the
attacks are ranged attacks. If you have the Spring Attack
feat, you can divide your movement to move both before
and after making a full attack as long as all the attacks are
melee attacks. If you have both feats, your attacks can be
any combination of melee and ranged attacks.

CHARACTER
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Blitz
The blitz fighting style is all about using speed and aggression
to get into the thick of melee. You increase your speed and
responsiveness, gain abilities that make you better at melee
combat than your enemies, and keep on fighting even when
surrounded by foes.
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Rapid Response (Ex)
D

You gain a +4 bonus to initiative checks and increase your land
speed by 10 feet.

Charge Attack (Ex)
D

D

As a standard action, you can make a charge without the
charge penalties (see page 248), and you can substitute a
bull rush for the melee attack at the end of the charge. When
you gain the soldier’s onslaught class feature, you can make
two attacks instead of one at the end of your charge, both
with a –4 penalty.

When you hit a creature with an attack of opportunity,
that creature can’t move out of the squares you threaten
until the start of its next turn. In addition, when an enemy
takes a guarded step (see page 247) out of a square you
threaten, you can make an attack of opportunity against it
with a –2 penalty to the attack roll. If the target provoked
an attack of opportunity by moving, hitting with your attack
of opportunity ends the target’s movement immediately,
preventing it from carrying out the rest of its movement.

D

You can use your physical power to steady your weapon
and make your attacks more dangerous. As a full action,
you can make a single ranged attack that deals additional
damage equal to your Strength bonus to all targets. You can
use this ability in conjunction with the automatic, explode, or
unwieldy special property (see pages 180–182).

D

17th Level

13th Level

You increase the DC to avoid attacks you make using
weapons with the explode special property by 1. You reduce
the amount of any damage you take from any weapon with
the explode special property by an amount equal to your
Strength bonus.

Impactful Attack (Ex)
D

9th Level

When you hit an enemy with a ranged attack or an attack
with a weapon with the blast or explode special property,
you can spend 1 Resolve Point to inflict a debilitating effect
on that enemy for a number of rounds equal to your Strength
bonus. You can choose to make the target deafened, flatfooted, or off-target (see pages 275–277), or to reduce its
speeds by half (to a minimum of 10 feet). The target can
negate this effect with a successful Fortitude save (DC = 10
+ half your soldier level + your Strength modifier).

Explosives Acumen (Ex)

You gain a bonus to melee damage rolls equal to double the
number of enemies within 10 feet of you. Enemies who don’t
constitute a significant threat (those with a CR equal to your
level – 4 or less, or as determined by the GM) don’t count
when calculating this bonus.

17th Level

As a full action, you can make a ranged attack that knocks
enemies back. Targets you hit are knocked back 5 feet from
you. If you use a weapon with the explode special property,
all targets that fail their saving throws are instead knocked
back 5 feet from the center of the explosion. An enemy that
you critically hit or that rolls a natural 1 on its saving throw
is also knocked prone. You can’t make an impactful attack
with an automatic weapon, but you can use this ability with
a weapon that has the blast special property.

Bombard

Guard

The bombard fighting style emphasizes attacking multiple
targets, often using grenades, and leverages substantial
physical strength to control large weapons with significant
recoil. At higher levels, you can use launchers, missiles, and
other heavy weapons.

The guard fighting style focuses on defense. You become
adept at wearing armor, protecting against attacks, and
enduring damage and other setbacks from attacks that get
through your defenses.

Grenade Expert (Ex)
D
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13th Level

5th Level

Debilitating Attack (Ex)

As a move action, you can spend 1 Resolve Point to regain
Stamina Points equal to 2d6 + your soldier level. You can’t use
this ability again until after you regain Stamina Points from
a 10-minute rest. The number of Stamina Points you regain
increases by 1d6 at 10th level, 15th level, and 20th level.

Against the Odds (Ex)
D

D

9th Level

Perfect Opportunity (Ex)
D

Heavy Fire (Ex)

5th Level

Keep Fighting (Ex)

10983714
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1st Level

1st Level

You increase the range increment of your thrown grenades
by 5 × your Strength bonus. In addition, you’re able to
salvage enough materials to create a grenade without
paying for it. Creating a grenade takes 10 minutes. You can
create any grenade whose item level is less than or equal
to your soldier level, but this grenade is unstable and only
you can use it effectively. If anyone else tries to use the
grenade, it is a dud. You can have only one grenade created
by this ability at one time (if you create a new grenade
using this ability, the old grenade no longer works).

Armor Training (Ex)
D

1st Level

You reduce the armor check penalty of armor you wear by 1
(to a minimum of 0) and increase the maximum Dexterity
bonus allowed by your armor by 1.

Guard’s Protection (Ex)
D

1291741

5th Level

When an ally adjacent to you is damaged by an attack,
you can use your reaction to intercede. You take half the
damage, and your ally takes the other half. This has no
effect on spells, and any conditions delivered by the attack
apply to both of you. In addition, you are now proficient
with powered armor.
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Rapid Recovery (Ex)
D

9th Level

You can spend Resolve Points to ignore detrimental conditions.
As a move action, you can spend 1 Resolve Point to suppress
one of the following conditions for 10 minutes: exhausted,
fatigued, frightened, nauseated, shaken, sickened, or staggered
(see pages 276–277). After 10 minutes, if the condition’s
duration hasn’t ended, the condition’s effects return. You can
suppress only one condition at a time; if you are both fatigued
and shaken, you can avoid the effects of only one of them,
and if you are affected by two different instances of the same
condition, you’re still affected by the second one.

also take your nimble fusillade movement before or after
this attack.

Sharpshoot

D

Sniper’s Aim (Ex)

13th Level

You gain DR 3/—. At 17th level, this DR increases to 5/—.

Impenetrable Defense (Ex)
D

17th Level

As a standard action, you can set up a strong defense for
yourself and an adjacent ally. Until the start of your next turn,
you gain three benefits: your damage reduction increases to
DR 10/—; you and the chosen ally each gain a +4 bonus to AC;
and if you use guard’s protection, you direct all the damage
to yourself such that your ally takes none.

D

Opening Volley (Ex)
D

1st Level

You gain Opening Volley as a bonus feat. If you already have
this feat, choose a bonus combat feat instead. At 9th level,
you can use Opening Volley on both your first and second
turns in combat.

Nimble Fusillade (Ex)
D

D

D

D

13th Level

On any turn in which you move, you gain a +1 insight bonus
to your AC until the start of your next turn.

Harrying Shot (Ex)

SKILLS

When you make a full attack with a ranged weapon, you can
make both attacks with a –3 penalty instead of a –4 penalty
as long as they both target the same creature. If your
first attack kills or knocks out the target, you can instead
make the second attack against a different creature at a –4
penalty. Once you have the soldier’s onslaught class feature
(see page 112), you can use this ability with it, making three
attacks against the same creature at a –5 penalty; if your
first or second attack kills or knocks out your target, you can
make your remaining attacks against a different creature at
a –6 penalty.
9th Level

When you make a ranged attack against a target with cover
or concealment, you can spend 1 Resolve Point to negate
its AC bonus from cover and reduce its concealment by one
category (from total concealment to concealment or from
concealment to no concealment). This benefit applies to all
ranged attacks you make against that target this round. You
can’t use intense focus more than once per round, nor can
you use it against an enemy with total cover.

FEATS

EQUIPMENT

TACTICAL
RULES

STARSHIPS
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Focused Damage (Ex)
D

13th Level

When you use focus fire, each attack against the first target
deals 2d6 additional damage. Additional creatures you attack
after killing or knocking out your first target don’t take this
extra damage.

9th Level

When you move or make a ranged attack, you can spend
1 Resolve Point to avoid provoking attacks of opportunity
from that movement or ranged attack.

Elusive Target (Ex)

CLASSES

5th Level

When you make a full attack, you can also either take a
guarded step or move up to half your speed. This movement
can come before, between, or after your attacks, but it can’t
be split up.

Duck and Weave (Ex)

RACES

5th Level

Intense Focus (Ex)
D

CHARACTER
CREATION

1st Level

When you make a ranged attack against a target with cover,
reduce the AC bonus from cover by 2. You can’t use sniper’s
aim against an enemy with total cover.

Focus Fire (Ex)

Hit-and-Run
The hit-and-run fighting style focuses on tactical movement
as you move in and out of combat. You use ranged weapons
but fight close up, and you can even mix ranged and melee
attacks. Your abilities allow you to move even when you make
full attacks and to avoid getting locked down by your enemies.

INTRO

The sharpshoot fighting style enables you to excel at making
accurate attacks, usually with ranged weapons at a long
distance. You can ignore cover and other impediments to your
shots, and your attacks are improved by your intense focus.

D

Kinetic Resistance (Ex)

4

17th Level

As a full action, you can make one attack and give the benefit
of harrying fire (see page 247) against any creature you hit
with that attack. If you use a blast weapon or automatic
weapon, the benefit applies against all targets hit. You can

Prepared Shot (Ex)
D

17th Level

As a standard action, you can study a target before you
attack. The target must be within line of sight of you and
either flat-footed or unaware of your presence. On the first
attack you make against that target on your next turn, you
gain a +2 bonus to your attack roll. If your attack hits, the
target is staggered for 1 round; if you score a critical hit,
the target is instead stunned for 1 round. Once you make
a prepared shot, you can’t use this ability again against the
same target for 24 hours. You can’t make an attack on the
same round you study the target, even if an ability would let
you attack without spending a standard or full action.
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BODYGUARD

THEME: MERCENARY

You excel at protecting others, usually taking the hits meant for your charges.

THEME: MERCENARY

You specialize in taking the fight to your foes, moving quickly and
aggressively to strike them down with melee weapons.

ABILITY SCORES
Dexterity is most important because you need it both to hit and to
increase your AC, but you also need plenty of Constitution and enough
Strength to comfortably carry and use heavy weapons and armor.

ABILITY SCORES
Strength is most important because you need it to hit your foes and
deal more damage, but don’t ignore Dexterity or Constitution.

FIGHTING STYLE
Guard

FIGHTING STYLE
Blitz

GEAR BOOSTS
Armored advantage
Flash freeze (7th)

GEAR BOOSTS
Armored advantage
Melee striker

FEATS
Bodyguard 		
Enhanced Resistance
Improved Initiative
In Harm’s Way

FEATS
Deflect Projectiles
Jet Dash		
Mobility 		
Opening Volley

Slippery Shooter
Spellbane
Toughness
Weapon Focus (longarms or heavy weapons)

SKILLS
Intimidate
Medicine
Survival
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CLOSE COMBATANT

Spring Attack
Step Up
Step Up and Strike
Weapon Focus (advanced melee weapons)

SKILLS
Acrobatics		
Athletics
Survival
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SNIPER

THEME: OUTLAW

You are skilled at dealing death from afar.

SPELLSOLDIER
THEME: PRIEST

1291744

GAME
MASTERING

You specialize in the use of magic to improve your combat ability.
SETTING

ABILITY SCORES
Dexterity is your most important ability score because you need it
both to hit and to increase your AC, but you’re flexible in terms of
your other ability scores.
FIGHTING STYLE
Sharpshoot
GEAR BOOSTS
Bullet barrage
Laser accuracy
FEATS
Deadly Aim		
Far Shot		
Improved Initiative
Skill Focus (Stealth)
SKILLS
Acrobatics
Piloting
Stealth

Slippery Shooter
Special Weapon Proficiency (sniper rifles)
Weapon Focus (sniper rifles)
Weapon Specialization (sniper rifles)

ABILITY SCORES
Dexterity is your most important ability score because you need it
both to hit and to increase your AC, but Strength is also important
for your heavy weapons, and you need a bit of Wisdom for
Connection Inkling.

PATHFINDER
LEGACY

FIGHTING STYLE
Arcane assailant
GEAR BOOSTS
Anchoring arcana (7th)
Heavy onslaught (11th)
FEATS
Connection Inkling
Improved Initiative
Mystic Strike

Penetrating Attack
Skill Synergy (Intimidate, Mysticism)
Weapon Focus (grenades, heavy weapons)

SKILLS
Athletics		
Intimidate
Mysticism
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STAMINA POINTS

5 + Constitution modifier

5 HP

To the uninitiated, magic and technology are
completely unrelated, but you know there
are more correlations between the two
than most suspect. Magic and technology
are just tools, and when combined into
one discipline, called technomancy, they can
be far more powerful than one or the other on
its own. You utilize tech to empower,
harness, and manipulate magic, and you
wield magic to augment, control, and
modify technology. You are an expert
at hacking the underlying structure
of the universe itself, bending the
laws of science and nature to
your will. Your technomancy—
which is gained from scientific
study
and
experimentation—
manipulates the physical world,
weaves illusions, allows you to
peer through time and space, and if
necessary, can blast a foe into atoms.

KEY ABILITY SCORE
10983718

10983718

1291745

Your Intelligence determines your spellcasting ability, the
saving throw DCs of your spells, and the number of bonus
spells you can cast per day, so Intelligence is your key
ability score. Also, a high Dexterity score can help you fire
your weapons more accurately and dodge incoming attacks.

CLASS SKILLS
SKILL RANKS PER LEVEL
4 + INTELLIGENCE MODIFIER
Computers (Int)
Engineering (Int)
Life Science (Int)
Mysticism (Wis)

Physical Science (Int)
Piloting (Dex)
Profession (Cha, Int, or Wis)
Sleight of Hand (Dex)

PROFICIENCIES
ARMOR PROFICIENCY
Light armor

WEAPON PROFICIENCY
Basic melee weapons, small arms
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TABLE 4–10: TECHNOMANCER
BASE FORT
REF WILL
CLASS ATTACK SAVE SAVE SAVE
LEVEL BONUS BONUS BONUS BONUS CLASS FEATURES
1st
+0
+0
+0
+2 Spell cache
2nd
+1
+0
+0
+3 Magic hack
3rd
+2
+1
+1
+3 Spell Focus, techlore +1, weapon specialization
4th
+3
+1
+1
+4 —
5th
+3
+1
+1
+4 Magic hack
6th
+4
+2
+2
+5 Cache capacitor 1, techlore +2
7th
+5
+2
+2
+5 —
8th
+6
+2
+2
+6 Magic hack
9th
+6
+3
+3
+6 Techlore +3
10th
+7
+3
+3
+7 —
11th
+8
+3
+3
+7 Magic hack
12th
+9
+4
+4
+8 Cache capacitor 2, techlore +4
13th
+9
+4
+4
+8 —
14th
+10
+4
+4
+9 Magic hack
15th
+11
+5
+5
+9 Techlore +5
16th
+12
+5
+5
+10 —
17th
+12
+5
+5
+10 Magic hack
18th
+13
+6
+6
+11 Cache capacitor 3, techlore +6
19th
+14
+6
+6
+11 Resolve attunement
20th
+15
+6
+6
+12 Fuse spells, magic hack

SPELLS
You cast spells drawn from the technomancer spell list (see
page 338). To learn or cast a spell, you must have an Intelligence
score equal to at least 10 + the spell’s level. The Difficulty Class
for a saving throw against your spell is 10 + the spell’s level +
your Intelligence modifier.
You can cast only a certain number of spells of each spell level
per day. Your number of spells per day is given on Table 4–10:
Technomancer. In addition, you receive bonus spells per day if
you have an Intelligence modifier of +1 or higher, as shown on
Table 4–11: Technomancer Bonus Spells—note that you only
receive these bonus spells once you can cast spells of that level
normally. You can also cast 0-level spells. These spells are cast
like any other spell, but there is no limit to how many 0-level
spells you can cast each day.
Your selection of spells is limited. You begin play knowing
four 0-level spells and two 1st-level spells of your choice. At
each new technomancer level, you learn one or more new spells,
as indicated on Table 4–12: Technomancer Spells Known. Unlike
spells per day, the number of spells you know isn’t affected by
your Intelligence modifier.
Every time you gain a level, you can swap out one spell you
already know and learn a single new spell of the same level in its
place. In effect, you lose the old spell in exchange for the new one.
You must choose whether or not to swap the spell at the same
time you gain new spells known for the level.
You can cast any technomancer spell you know at any time,
assuming you have not yet used up your allotment of spells per
day for the spell’s level. You can also cast a spell using a higherlevel spell slot. For instance, if you want to cast a 1st-level spell
but have used up all your 1st-level spells for the day, you can
use a spell from a 2nd-level slot instead if you have one.

SPELLS PER DAY (BY SPELL LEVEL)
1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH
2
—
—
—
—
—
2
—
—
—
—
—
3
—
—
—
—
—
3
2
—
—
—
—
4
2
—
—
—
—
4
3
—
—
—
—
4
3
2
—
—
—
4
4
2
—
—
—
5
4
3
—
—
—
5
4
3
2
—
—
5
4
4
2
—
—
5
5
4
3
—
—
5
5
4
3
2
—
5
5
4
4
2
—
5
5
5
4
3
—
5
5
5
4
3
2
5
5
5
4
4
2
5
5
5
5
4
3
5
5
5
5
5
4
5
5
5
5
5
5

You can also decipher magical inscriptions that would
otherwise be unintelligible or, as a full action, identify any spells
encoded in a spell gem. This does not normally invoke the magic
contained within, although it may do so in the case of a cursed
or trapped spell gem.

SPELL CACHE (SU)

1st Level

As the culmination of your early study of the fundamental
forces of the galaxy, you have created a spell cache that allows
you to store and access spells. Your spell cache could be a device
such as a handheld computer or technological implant; an item
such as a ring or staff; or a symbol such as a brand, tattoo,
or other permanent modification to your body. While you don’t
need your spell cache to cast your spells, once per day, you can
activate your spell cache to cast any one spell you know and are
capable of casting, even if you’ve expended all your spell slots
for that spell’s level.
If your spell cache is damaged, it is restored to full Hit Points
the next time you prepare spells. If the spell cache is lost or
destroyed, you can replace it after 1 week with a special ritual
that takes 8 hours to complete.

MAGIC HACK
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2nd Level

You have carefully studied the forces that define magic and
can manipulate them. You learn your first magic hack at 2nd
level, and you learn an additional magic hack every 3 levels
thereafter. When casting a spell, you can apply no more than
one magic hack that affects the attributes of a spell (such as
distant spell or extended spell). If a magic hack allows a saving
throw to resist its effects, the DC is equal to 10 + half your
technomancer level + your Intelligence modifier. The list of
magic hacks appears starting on page 120.
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TABLE 4–11:
TECHNOMANCER BONUS SPELLS

TABLE 4–12:
TECHNOMANCER SPELLS KNOWN
CLASS
LEVEL
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th
17th
18th
19th
20th

10983720

10983720

BONUS SPELLS PER DAY (BY SPELL LEVEL)
0 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
1
—
—
—
—
—
—
1
1
—
—
—
—
—
1
1
1
—
—
—
—
1
1
1
1
—
—
—
2
1
1
1
1
—
—
2
2
1
1
1
1
—
2
2
2
1
1
1
—
2
2
2
2
1
1
—
3
2
2
2
2
1
—
3
3
2
2
2
2

INT SCORE
1–11
12–13
14–15
16–17
18–19
20–21
22–23
24–25
26–27
28–29
30–31

0
4
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

SPELL FOCUS

SPELLS KNOWN (BY SPELL LEVEL)
1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH
2
—
—
—
—
3
—
—
—
—
4
—
—
—
—
4
2
—
—
—
4
3
—
—
—
4
4
—
—
—
5
4
2
—
—
5
4
3
—
—
5
4
4
—
—
5
5
4
2
—
6
5
4
3
—
6
5
4
4
—
6
5
5
4
2
6
6
5
4
3
6
6
5
4
4
6
6
5
5
4
6
6
6
5
4
6
6
6
5
4
6
6
6
5
5
6
6
6
6
5

RESOLVE ATTUNEMENT (EX)
6TH
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
2
3
4
4
5

3rd Level

You recover Resolve Points when you use powerful magic. Each
time you cast a 6th-level spell, you regain 1 Resolve Point, up
to your normal maximum. This applies only to spells you cast
using your normal 6th-level spell slots, not to those you cast
using magic items or other methods such as fuse spells.

FUSE SPELLS (EX)

20th Level

You can combine lower-level spell slots to cast higher-level
spells. As part of casting a spell, you can spend 1 Resolve Point
to exchange a number of unused spell slots for a single spell slot
of a higher level; this expends the lower-level spell slots. Add up
the levels of the expended slots to determine which higher level
of spell you can cast (maximum 6th). For instance, you could
exchange three 1st-level slots to cast a 3rd-level spell, or you
could exchange two 3rd-level slots to cast a 6th-level spell. If
you combine spell slots to cast a 6th-level spell, it doesn’t count
as such for resolve attunement.
Furthermore, you can spend 2 Resolve Points to combine two
6th-level spell slots to cast wish.

1291747

MAGIC HACKS

3rd Level

You rewire your mind to give you greater insight into the
nature of magic and technology. You gain a +1 insight bonus to
Computers and Mysticism checks. This bonus increases by 1 at
6th level and every 3 levels thereafter.

2nd Level

You must be 2nd level or higher to choose these magic hacks.

Countertech (Su)
D

WEAPON SPECIALIZATION (EX)

3rd Level

You gain the Weapon Specialization feat as a bonus feat for
each weapon type this class grants you proficiency with.

CACHE CAPACITOR (SU)

6th Level

You expand your spell cache into a cache capacitor. As part of
regaining your spells each day, you can cast a single spell into

120

19th Level

You learn your first magic hack at 2nd level and an additional
hack every 3 levels thereafter. Magic hacks require you to be
a certain level and are organized accordingly. See page 119 for
more information on the magic hack class feature.

You gain Spell Focus as a bonus feat.

TECHLORE (EX)

your spell cache and have it affect you continuously for 24 hours.
The cache capacitor can hold any of the following spells: detect
radiation, disguise self, keen senses, or unseen servant. You must
know a spell to store it in your cache capacitor. When you cast
the spell into your cache capacitor, you expend the spell slot
normally and make any decisions required for that spell, but the
duration doesn’t expire for 24 hours. If the spell in your cache
capacitor is dispelled or dismissed, you can spend 5 minutes of
uninterrupted concentration to reestablish it, keeping the same
decisions you made when you cast it, and gaining whatever
duration the spell had remaining. You can’t exchange the stored
spell for another spell until you again regains your spells.
At 12th level, your cache capacitor gains a second slot that can
hold darkvision, lesser resistant armor, life bubble, or spider climb.
At 18th level, your cache capacitor gains a third slot that can
hold arcane sight, flight (spell level 3rd or lower), see invisibility,
or tongues.

As a reaction when you take damage from an attack by a
technological weapon or source within medium range that
specifically targets you, you can expend an unused spell slot
to disrupt the attack. With a spell slot of 1st to 5th level, you
can counter an attack from a technological weapon whose
item level is equal to or less than the level of the expended
spell slot × 3, to a maximum of your caster level. 6th-level
spell slots can counter any weapon with a level equal to
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or less than your caster level. For example, at 2nd level,
you could expend a 1st-level spell slot to counter an attack
from a 1st- or 2nd-level weapon. To successfully counter
the attack, you must roll a countertech check (1d20 + your
caster level) with a DC equal to 11 + the weapon’s level. If the
countertech check succeeds, the attack deals half damage. If
the countertech check fails, the attack deals normal damage.
This magic hack only affects attacks that target you directly;
you cannot use countertech against attacks that target an
area or that target another person.

doesn’t increase ability damage or other spell effects, only
damage to Stamina Points or Hit Points.

Quick Scan (Su)
D

Empowered Weapon (Su)
D

As a move action, you can expend an unused spell slot to
reconfigure and enhance a weapon you’re wielding. Until the
start of your next turn, your attacks with the enhanced weapon
gain a bonus to attack rolls equal to the level of the spell slot
you expended. In addition, your attacks with that weapon deal
1d6 additional damage per level of the expended spell slot. This
damage is of the same type the weapon normally deals.

Once per day as a move action, you can use a battery or a
weapon’s power cell to power your spellcasting, enabling
you to cast one spell you know without using a spell slot.
This expends 20 charges per spell level from the battery or
power cell and requires you to touch the battery, power cell, or
weapon. You must cast the spell before the start of your next
turn, or the charges are wasted with no effect.

D

10983721

D

As a full action, you can expend an unused spell slot to
temporarily construct a piece of technological gear from raw
magic. You can create any single technological item with a
level equal to or less than the level of the expended spell slot
× 3, to a maximum of your caster level. The item appears in
your hands or in an adjacent square. You can use fuse spells
with this magic hack. The size of the item cannot exceed 10
bulk or Medium size, and the quality of the item is average.
Treat this as a spell of the same level as the expended spell
slot. For example, at 4th level, you could expend a 1st-level
spell slot to fabricate an item of up to 3rd level, or you could
expend a 2nd-level spell slot to fabricate an item of up to
4th level. The item persists for a number of minutes equal to
your technomancer level. At the end of this duration, the item
disappears. You can’t create armor, weapons, magic items, or
items with limited uses or charges (such as batteries, drugs,
or fuel) with this hack.

D

When you cast an instantaneous spell with an area effect,
you can shape the spell so it doesn’t affect one of your
allies. Choose one 5-foot square within the spell’s area to be
unaffected by the spell. At 5th level, you can spend 1 Resolve
Point to exclude any number of squares with this ability.

Spell Countermeasures (Ex)
D

You gain a +2 bonus to saving throws against spells and
other magical effects.

Technomantic Proficiency (Ex)
D

As a standard action, you can spend 1 Resolve Point to
temporarily learn how to use a weapon in combat. Choose a
single weapon; you gain proficiency with it (and any identical
weapon) for a number of minutes equal to your class level. Each
round you use the weapon reduces this magic hack’s duration
by 1 minute. For example, at 4th level, you could gain proficiency
with corona laser rifles for 4 minutes. If you fire such a weapon
for 2 rounds, you remain proficient with it for 2 more minutes.
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5th Level

You must be 5th level or higher to choose these magic hacks.

Charging Jolt (Su)

Harmful Spells (Ex)
D

You can affect constructs, robots, and other creatures that
have the technological subtype with your mind-affecting
spells, even if they’re mindless or normally immune to such
effects. However, they receive a +2 bonus to their Will saves
against your mind-affecting spells.

Selective Targeting (Ex)

10983721

Fabricate Tech (Sp)

As a standard action, you can get a general sense of what
information is stored on drives or other digital storage media.
You must pass your hand in the air near the data source, but
don’t have to touch it or connect to it. The information you get
is very general, such as “financial records,” “military records,”
or “spells.” Getting detailed information requires interfacing
with the data more directly. If you attempt a quick scan on a
creature that stores its memories in a digital medium—to get
a sense of the memories stored in a robot, for example—the
target can attempt a Will save to negate the scan and prevent
you from trying against it again for 24 hours.

Robot Influence (Ex)

Energize Spell (Ex)
D

4

When you cast an instantaneous spell that deals damage, you
can increase the spell’s damage by half your technomancer
level. This increased damage applies to all creatures damaged
by an area spell, but for spells that target multiple creatures
with multiple rays or other attacks (such as magic missile),
the increased damage applies only to a single ray or missile.
This increased damage doesn’t apply to ongoing damage
from the spell (such as bleed or burn). This magic hack

D

As a move action, you can expend an unused spell slot to refill
charges in a weapon’s power cell. This requires you to touch
the weapon or its power cell. The power cell regains 10 charges
per spell level, up to its capacity. You can also use this ability
to jump-start or short out an electronic device, allowing you to
attempt an Engineering check to disable a device with a bonus
equal to double the level of the spell you expended.
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Debug Spell (Ex)
D

D

Distant Spell (Ex)
D

When you cast a spell with a range of close, medium, or long,
you can spend 1 Resolve Point to double its range. Spells
whose ranges are not defined by distance, as well as spells
whose ranges are not close, medium, or long, do not benefit
from this magic hack. If the spell affects an area, doubling its
range doesn’t alter the size of its area.

D

When you cast a spell, you can spend 1 Resolve Point to double
its duration. This has no effect on spells with a duration of
concentration, instantaneous, 1 round or less, or permanent,
nor can it increase a spell’s duration to more than 24 hours.

You must be 8th level or higher to choose these magic hacks.

Diviner’s Tap (Su)
D

Fabricate Arms (Su)
D

As a full action, you can expend an unused spell slot to
temporarily construct a technological weapon or suit of armor
out of raw magic. You can create one suit of armor or weapon
with a level equal to or less than the level of the expended spell
slot × 3, to a maximum of your caster level. The item appears
in your hands, on your person, or in an adjacent square. You
can use fuse spells with this magic hack. A weapon can’t be
larger than two-handed, and the size of the item can’t exceed
10 bulk. The quality of the item is average for its type. Treat
this as a spell of the same level as the expended spell slot. For
example, at 10th level, you could expend a 3rd-level spell slot
to fabricate a weapon of 9th level or lower, or expend a 4thlevel spell slot to fabricate a suit of armor of 10th level or lower.
The armor or weapon persists for a number of rounds equal to
your technomancer level. At the end of this duration, the item
disappears. You are proficient with (but not specialized in) any
weapons you create with this ability. You can’t create magic
items, weapons made from a special material, or weapons that
are expended with use (such as arrows, grenades, or missiles)
with this magic hack.
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As a standard action, you can spend 1 RP to temporarily suppress
magic, as if using dispel magic. Choose either an ongoing spell
or a magic item within 30 feet of you. The magical effects of
the spell or magic item are suppressed for 1d4 rounds, and then
they return. If the spell’s level is higher than you can cast or the
item’s caster level is greater than yours, you can’t suppress it. If
you target a spell affecting a creature, the creature can attempt
a Will save to stop you from suppressing the spell.

You can hack a computer to set up magical surveillance. This
takes 10 minutes and requires a successful Computers check
against the device’s DC. If you fail, you can’t try again on the
same device. On a success, your tap lasts for a number of days
equal to your caster level. You can program your tap either to
give you general information about user activity on the device
or to receive a mental alarm when a user accesses or transmits
data about a specific topic (getting an idea of the information
found). For instance, a user might hold a video call to talk about
your exploits. If you chose to receive general information, you
might know that a video call took place but not the call’s topic.
If you chose to have the tap receive an alarm when the topic is
you, you’d get the gist of the conversation (but not a complete
transcript). Setting up a new diviner’s tap ends the duration of
any previous one still in effect.
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Flash Teleport (Sp)
D

As a move action, you can spend 1 Resolve Point to teleport up
to 30 feet. You must have line of sight to your destination. This
movement doesn’t provoke attacks of opportunity.

Mental Mark (Su)
D

Magic Negation (Sp)
D

You can spend 1 Resolve Point to store a spell with a range of
touch in a grenade, allowing you to affect a target within the
grenade’s blast radius with the spell. Casting a spell with spell
grenade uses the spell’s standard casting time, and throwing
the spell grenade is a standard action. You must throw
the grenade before the end of your next turn, or the spell
is wasted. You are considered proficient with the grenade
for this attack. Choose a single target within the grenade’s
blast radius; that target is affected by the spell as if you had
successfully touched it. The grenade goes off as normal, with
all of its usual effects within its blast radius. If you miss the
targeted intersection with the grenade, you must choose a
target within the grenade’s new blast radius. If there are no
suitable targets within the grenade’s blast radius, the spell is
wasted. Spells whose ranges are not touch don't benefit from
this magic hack.

8th Level

Extended Spell (Ex)
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Spell Grenade (Sp)

Any piece of code has bugs, but you can turn the bugs in
your spellcode into features. After rolling damage for an
instantaneous spell that deals Hit Point damage, you can spend
1 Resolve Point to reroll one die with a result of 1 (see page 243).
At 11th level, you can reroll up to two dice with a result of 1, and
at 17th level, you can reroll up to three dice with a result of 1.
For example, if you were 17th level and cast disintegrate, you
could spend 1 Resolve Point to reroll up to three dice that rolled
1s, after rolling and seeing how many 1s you rolled.

When an enemy fails a Will save against one of your
technomancer spells, it takes a –2 penalty to saving throws
and AC for 1 round. When an enemy succeeds at a Will save
against one of your technomancer spells, it takes a –1 penalty
to saving throws against your spells for 1 round. A creature can
take only one penalty from a mental mark at a time.

Spellshot (Sp)
D

You can cast an area spell with a casting time of 1 standard
action or less through a ranged weapon, allowing you to use
the weapon’s range rather than the spell’s range. You must
target a single creature with your attack, and the spell’s area
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is centered on that creature, or originates at the creature’s
location for a cone or line effect (oriented in whichever
direction you choose), even if the spell would normally
be centered on or originate from a point. You can fire the
weapon as part of the standard action to cast the spell. You
must fire the weapon during the round that the casting is
completed, or the spell is wasted. If the attack misses, the
spell is wasted. Spells with an emanation effect that would
be centered on you don’t benefit from this magic hack.

Tech Countermeasures (Su)
D

As a move action, you can spend 1 Resolve Point to make it
more difficult for enemies to target you with technological
weapons for 1 round. Until the start of your next turn,
as a reaction just before an enemy attacks you with a
technological weapon, you can force that enemy to roll the
attack twice and take the lower result; if the weapon allows
a Reflex save instead of requiring an attack roll, you instead
gain the benefit of evasion (as the operative’s class feature;
see page 93) against the attack. This magic hack has no
effect on spells that target you or on weapons or attacks that
are not technological in nature.

D

D

You can spend 1 Resolve Point to use your countertech magic
hack to counter a direct attack against an ally within 15
feet. You can't use countertech sentinel against attacks that
target an area. You must have the countertech magic hack to
choose this magic hack.

Eternal Spell (Ex)
D

Choose one 1st-level spell you know from the list of
technomancer spells in the Starfinder Core Rulebook. You can
cast it at will, as though it were a 0-level spell. It still counts
as one of your 1st-level spells known, not one of your 0-level
spells known. You can choose a 1st-level spell from a source
other than the Core Rulebook with the GM’s permission.

Reboot Mind (Su)
D

You can free someone from magical mental control or
conditions. As a standard action, you can spend 1 Resolve
Point and touch a willing creature. This restarts the subject’s
brain, ending all mind-affecting effects affecting it, as well
as all conditions that could be removed by greater remove
condition that were imparted on the creature by mindaffecting effects, but the subject becomes stunned until the
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Phase Shot (Su)
D

You must be 11th level or higher to choose these magic hacks.

Countertech Sentinel (Su)

CHARACTER
CREATION

TACTICAL
RULES

You must be 14th level or higher to choose these magic hacks.

11th Level

D

As a standard action, you can spend 1 Resolve Point to fire a
single shot from a ranged weapon at a target known to you
within range. The shot travels to the target, even around
corners. Only an unavoidable obstacle or the limit of the
weapon’s range prevents the shot from reaching the target.
This ability negates cover and concealment modifiers, but
otherwise the attack is rolled normally.

14th Level

When you cast a spell with a burst, emanation, or spread,
you can spend 2 Resolve Points to double its radius. For
instance, a spell with a 30-foot burst would have a 60-foot
burst instead. Spells that don’t have an area of one of these
three types are not affected by this magic hack.

OVERVIEW

Seeking Shot (Su)

Widened Spell (Ex)
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end of its next turn. Once you reboot a mind, you can’t use
this ability again for 24 hours.
You can attempt to reboot the mind of an ally who is
unwilling due to the influence of a mind-affecting effect. In
this case, the ally can attempt a new saving throw against the
effect at the same DC. If she succeeds, the ally can allow her
mind to be rebooted, but if she fails, you waste the expended
Resolve Point and action.
You can use this ability to reboot your own mind. If you’re
unable to take actions, you can reboot your mind without
spending actions, but it must be the first thing you do on your
turn, and you are stunned until the end of your next turn.

4

As a standard action, you can spend 1 Resolve Point to fire a
single shot from a ranged weapon at a target known to you
within range. The shot travels straight to the target, passing
through any nonmagical barrier in its way, ignoring hardness
and Hit Points (any magical barrier, such as a wall of force,
stops the shot). This ability negates cover and concealment
modifiers, but otherwise the attack is rolled normally.

Quickened Spell (Ex)
D

You can cast a spell as a move action. You can spend 2 Resolve
Points to cast a quickened 0-level spell or 4 Resolve Points to
cast a quickened 1st-level spell. You can quicken only spells
with a casting time of 1 full action or shorter. At 16th level, you
can spend 6 Resolve Points to cast a quickened 2nd-level spell.

MAGIC AND
SPELLS
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Rain of Fire (Su)
D

Once per day as a full action, you can spend 2 Resolve
Points to shoot a ranged weapon at multiple targets within
range; the maximum number of targets is equal to half your
technomancer level or the number of shots in your weapon,
whichever is lower. Each attack uses your highest attack
bonus, and each enemy can be targeted only by a single shot.

Spell Library (Ex)
D

You gain one extra spell known for each level of spell you
can cast. You must choose the new spells when you gain this
magic hack. If you gain access to a higher level of spell after
choosing this hack, you gain one extra spell known for that
spell level.
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BATTLEMAGE

THEME: MERCENARY

Your sorcery is a tool of war, and you fuse it with high-tech weapons.

ABILITY SCORES
Intelligence is your most important ability score because it enhances
your spells and abilities, Constitution helps you stay alive, and Strength
makes it easier for you to carry heavy weapons.

MAGIC HACKS
Empowered weapon (2nd)
Fabricate arms (5th)		
Spellshot (8th)

Seeking shot (11th)
Phase shot (14th)

FEATS
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CORPORATE TECHMAGE
THEME: ICON

You work for an important corporation, and when they need to get
something done, they call on you.

ABILITY SCORES
Intelligence is your most important ability score because it
enhances your spells and abilities, and Dexterity increase your
chances of not getting shot.

MAGIC HACKS
Fabricate tech (2nd)		
Distant spell (5th)		
Diviner’s tap (8th)

Seeking shot (11th)
Spell library (14th)

Heavy Armor Proficiency
Heavy Weapon Proficiency
Longarm Weapon Proficiency
Weapon Specialization (heavy weapons)

FEATS

SKILLS

SKILLS

Computers			Physical Science
Engineering 			Piloting
Mysticism

Computers			Mysticism
Culture			Sense Motive
Engineering

Combat Casting 		
Spell Penetration
Greater Spell Penetration
Skill Synergy (Culture and Sense Motive)
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RESEARCH SCIENTIST
THEME: SCHOLAR

THAUMATURGE
THEME: SCHOLAR

You use your sorcery to study all the strange things in the universe,
and you need to prepare yourself for any danger.

You have devoted your life to the study of magic in all its forms, but
you don’t shy away from technology.

ABILITY SCORES

ABILITY SCORES

Intelligence is your most important ability score because it
enhances your spells, your abilities, and many of your skills, and
Constitution will help you survive.

Intelligence is your highest ability score because it enhances your
spells and abilities, and Dexterity will allow you to hit more often
with spells that require ranged attack rolls.

MAGIC HACKS

MAGIC HACKS

Countertech (2nd)		
Magic negation (5th) 		
Tech countermeasures (8th)

Countertech sentinel (11th)
Rain of fire (14th)

FEATS
Greater Iron Will
Iron Will
		

Harmful spells (2nd) 		
Debug spell (5th) 		
Mental mark (8th)

1291752
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Eternal spell (11th)
Quickened spell (14th)

FEATS
Skill Synergy (Computers and
Engineering, Life Science and
Physical Science)

Agile Cast			
Spell Focus
Greater Spell Penetration
Spell Penetration
Penetrating Spell				

SKILLS

SKILLS

Computers			Mysticism
Engineering 			
Physical Science
Life Science

Computers			Mysticism
Engineering 			
Physical Science
Life Science
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F

rom the cunning operative to the deadly soldier, each core
class in the Starfinder Roleplaying Game draws upon a
central idea common to many characters found in science fantasy
settings. However, there is a vast universe of interesting and
useful character concepts beyond those easily represented by
the existing classes. Players can emulate some of these concepts
by choosing specific class features, selecting an appropriate
theme (see page 28), or multiclassing (see page 26) to combine
elements from more than one class. However, other concepts
demand changes to a character’s focus that are beyond the
scope of the standard classes and themes. To encompass these
major differences, your character can take an archetype—a set of
alternate class features that alters or replaces class features you
would otherwise gain at specific levels.
An archetype is a character concept more specific and
involved than a theme, but not as comprehensive or broad as a
class. Each archetype represents a significant divergence from
the abilities of a typical member of the core classes. Archetypes
provide an additional layer of control for players who want to
fine-tune their character’s advancement.
An archetype generally grants abilities that aren’t otherwise
available to characters through a class, or it may grant easier
access to a specific set of appropriate abilities. In general, these
abilities aren’t tied to the background of any one core class or
theme and aren’t available to characters via other sources. For
example, the phrenic adept archetype (see page 128) could be
used for a character who is naturally psychic or who gained
psychic powers after being exposed to strange alien technology.
Without a similar background or event, other characters can’t
gain these powers, making it more appropriate for an archetype
than a series of class features.

10983726
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GAINING AN ARCHETYPE
You can gain an archetype when you achieve a new class level
in an eligible class matching the earliest level for which the
archetype offers an alternate class feature. The archetype is
then considered part of the class you gain a level in when you
level up. For example, if you are playing an envoy interested in
being a Starfinder forerunner, you must select that archetype
when you gain your 2nd level of envoy (the first level at which
the Starfinder forerunner has an alternate class feature). From
that point forward, whenever you gain an envoy class level,
you should check whether you gain an alternate class feature
from the Starfinder forerunner archetype, as well as whether
any envoy class features are altered or replaced. When you first
gain an archetype, read through all the altered or replaced class
features that will affect your character, and note these down;
for some classes (especially mystics and technomancers) these
changes affect features from levels before or after the levels at
which you gain archetype features.
You cannot add the same archetype to multiple classes
if you multiclass. For example, if a 2nd-level vesk envoy has
selected the Starfinder forerunner archetype and later decides
to multiclass and gain levels in the soldier class, the character
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cannot add the Starfinder forerunner archetype to his soldier
class. Every time he gains soldier levels, he follows the normal
character progression. If the character later gains more levels
in envoy, that class continues to have the Starfinder forerunner
archetype attached to it.
You also cannot add more than one archetype to a specific
class. For example, once you have added the Starfinder
forerunner archetype to the envoy class, you cannot add any
other archetype to that class. If you multiclass and gain a level
in a new class, you can add a new archetype to that class when
you reach the appropriate level.
When an archetype refers to class level, it is referring to
the number of levels you have in the class associated with
the archetype.

ALTERNATE CLASS FEATURES
An archetype grants alternate class features that replace or
alter class features normally granted by your class at one or
more levels. The possible levels at which an archetype might
grant an alternate class feature are 2nd, 4th, 6th, 9th, 12th, and
18th. An archetype might grant alternate class features at a few
of these levels or at all of them.
Each class has a specific list of the class features that
are altered or replaced, as defined in each class’s replaced
class features entry. For example, an envoy who selects the
Starfinder forerunner at 2nd level gains the trained for trouble
class feature granted by the Starfinder forerunner instead of
the envoy improvisation normally gained at 2nd level.
In some cases, a character gains a class feature at a later
level than she would normally, rather than not gain it all. In
these cases, a different class feature is generally replaced at the
level the delayed class feature is now acquired. For example,
a mechanic who has an archetype with a 9th-level alternate
class feature does not gain the override class feature until 10th
level. When this character’s mechanic class level reaches 10th,
she gains the override class feature, but she doesn’t gain the
mechanic trick normally gained at that level.

1291753

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
While having an archetype may represent your training with
or membership in a specific faction, having the archetype
is generally not required for you to be considered part of a
faction. For example, the Starfinder forerunner (see page 129)
is specifically for characters who are part of the Starfinder
Society and who have received special training for participation
in Starfinder expeditions. However, it is not necessary to take
this archetype in order to become a member of the Starfinder
Society. The archetype represents only one possible path
within the society, not the sole choice for characters tied to
that faction.
Archetypes can generally be added to any class, though some
archetypes might note they are available only to specific classes
or might have other prerequisites you must meet to select
them. For example, an archetype that represents training in a
specific magic tradition might be available only to mystics and
technomancers, while an archetype designed for devotees of an
ancient monastery's fighting techniques might be available only
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to solarians and soldiers. An archetype notes in its description
whether it has any prerequisites or restrictions.

D

D

Altered or Replaced Envoy Class Features
For any level at which an archetype provides an alternate class
feature, an envoy who takes the archetype alters or replaces
the listed class features.
D
Multilevel
2nd, 4th, 6th, 12th, and 18th Levels: You
don’t gain an envoy improvisation.
D
9th Level
You don’t gain skill expertise with an
additional skill.

Altered or Replaced Mechanic Class Features
For any level at which an archetype provides an alternate class
feature, a mechanic who takes the archetype alters or replaces
the listed class features.
D
2nd, 4th, 6th, 12th, and 18th Levels: You
Multilevel
don’t gain a mechanic trick.
D
9th Level
You don’t gain the override class feature at
9th level. Instead, you gain it at 10th level, and you don’t gain
the mechanic trick normally gained at 10th level.

Altered or Replaced Mystic Class Features
For any level at which an archetype provides an alternate class
feature, a mystic who takes the archetype alters or replaces the
listed class features.
D
2nd Level
For the highest level of mystic spell you can
cast, reduce the number of mystic spells known by 1. At 2nd
level, this means you know two 1st-level spells and five 0-level
spells, and at 3rd level, you know three 1st-level spells and six
0-level spells. At 4th level, you know four 1st-level spells, but
you know only a single 2nd-level spell (as 2nd level is now the
highest levels of mystic spell you can cast), and so on.
D
4th Level
You don’t gain access to the highest-level
connection spell you would normally have access to.
D
6th Level
You don’t gain access to the highest-level
connection power you would normally have access to.
D
9th Level
You either don’t gain the healing touch class
feature or don’t gain a feat you would otherwise gain from
reaching an odd-numbered character level (see page 26); this
feat could be the one normally gained at 9th level.
D
12th Level At 11th level and again at 14th level, you don’t
gain the increase to your channel skill bonus. Your channel
skill bonus is thus 1 lower than normal at 11th level and 2
lower than normal at 14th level—it remains +3 and doesn’t
increase to +4 until 17th level).
D
18th Level
You don’t gain access to the highest-level
connection power you would normally have access to. If
you would already not gain access to your highest-level
connection power, you instead don’t gain access to the two
highest-level connection powers you would normally have
access to.

Altered or Replaced Operative Class Features
For any level at which an archetype provides an alternate class
feature, an operative who takes the archetype alters or replaces
the listed class features.

2nd, 4th, 6th, 12th, and 18th Levels: You
don’t gain an operative exploit.
The amount of damage you deal with your
9th Level
trick attack is 1d8 lower than normal.
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Multilevel
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Altered or Replaced Solarian Class Features
For any level at which an archetype provides an alternate class
feature, a solarian who takes the archetype alters or replaces
the listed class features.
D
Multilevel
2nd, 4th, 6th, 12th, and 18th Levels: You
don’t gain a stellar revelation.
D
9th Level
You don’t gain the zenith revelations class
feature at 9th level. Instead, you gain it at 10th level, and you
don’t gain the stellar revelation normally gained at 10th level.

Altered or Replaced Soldier Class Features
For any level at which an archetype provides an alternate class
feature, a soldier who takes the archetype alters or replaces the
listed class features.
D
Multilevel
2nd, 4th, 6th, 12th, and 18th Levels: You
don’t gain a bonus combat feat.
D
9th Level
You don’t gain the secondary fighting style
or secondary style technique class features at 9th level.
Instead, you gain both at 10th level, and you don’t gain the
combat feat normally gained at 10th level. You still treat
your effective soldier level as your soldier level – 8 for the
purposes of your secondary style techniques.

Altered or Replaced Technomancer Class Features
For any level at which an archetype provides an alternate class
feature, a technomancer who takes the archetype alters or
replaces the listed class features.
D
2nd Level
You don’t gain the magic hack class feature
at 2nd level. Instead, you gain it at 5th level.
D
4th Level
For the highest level of technomancer spell
you can cast, reduce the number of technomancer spells you
know by 1. For example, at 5th level, this means you know
only two 2nd-level spells and four 1st-level spells, and at
6th level, you know three 2nd-level spells and four 1st-level
spells. At 7th level, you know four 2nd-level spells, but you
know only a single 3rd-level spell (as 3rd level is now the
highest level of technomancer spells you can cast), and so on.
D
6th Level
You don’t receive the cache capacitor class
feature at 6th level. At 8th level, you can gain the cache
capacitor class feature in place of a magic hack. Depending on
the levels of your archetype’s alternate class features, you may
or may not gain additional cache capacitor slots at 12th or 18th
level. Regardless of when you gain cache capacitor, the first
instance acts as the cache capacitor normally gained at 6th
level, the second acts as the one normally gained at 12th, and
the third acts as the one normally gained at 18th.
D
9th Level
Your techlore ability doesn’t increase at 9th
level. It instead increases to +3 at 11th level, and you don’t
receive the magic hack normally gained at 11th level.
D
Multilevel
12th and 18th Levels: You don’t gain an
additional cache capacitor slot (nor do you gain the option to
store its associated spells).
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PHRENIC ADEPT
While many mystics and technomancers are trained in psychic
traditions and terminology, there are also many characters who
gain mental powers outside the context of those spellcasting
classes. Phrenic adepts are able to draw on psychic abilities to a
much greater extent than most psychic races such as lashuntas
and shirrens, but their abilities lack the full depth and breadth of
a spellcaster’s power. They thus use their supernatural talents
to augment other options rather than drawing on them as their
primary source of power.
The majority of phrenic adepts are lashuntas and shirrens,
though members of other races can also develop such psychic
abilities. It is unusual for phrenic adepts to also be mystics or
technomancers, as most spellcasters channel all their eldritch
power into their class training, but it is not unknown.

Alternate Class Features
The phrenic adept grants alternate class features at 2nd, 4th,
6th, 9th, 12th, and 18th levels.

Phrenic Awakening (Su)

You gain limited telepathy, as per the lashunta racial trait (see
page 48). If your race already grants you limited telepathy (such
as with the lashunta and shirren races), you instead increase
the range of your limited telepathy by 60 feet.
You can also select two additional languages to act as
languages that you can use only to communicate telepathically
with creatures that know the language. If you learn the full
version of a language in which you can only communicate
telepathically through other means (such as investing ranks in
the Culture skill), you can select a new language to be able to
communicate telepathically in at the same time.
Additionally, you no longer need to meet the minimum
Charisma requirement of the feat Minor Psychic Power or of
any feat that has Minor Psychic Power as a prerequisite.
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2nd Level

Phrenic Defense (Ex)

4th Level

Your psychic powers give you additional defenses against
mental attacks. The first time you fail a saving throw against
a spell or effect with the emotion, fear, mind-affecting, or pain
descriptor (see page 269), you can spend 1 Resolve Point as a
reaction to immediately reroll the failed saving throw.
Even if the second saving throw fails, your stronger defenses
might reduce the effect of the spell or ability. If the spell or
ability deals damage, reduce the damage done by an amount
equal to your class level. If the spell or ability has a duration of
2 rounds or longer, reduce its duration by half.

Phrenic Senses (Sp)

6th Level

You gain the power to sense mental abilities and the creatures
who have them. As a standard action, you can spend 1 Resolve
Point to activate your phrenic senses. This acts as the spell
arcane sight, except you see only magic sources with the
emotion, fear, mind-affecting, or pain descriptor. If you succeed
at a Mysticism check to determine a source’s school of magic,
you also learn which of these descriptors apply to it. If you
concentrate on a specific creature within 120 feet of you as a
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standard action to determine whether it has any spellcasting
or spell-like abilities (see arcane sight on page 340), you learn
only that it does if at least one of those abilities has one of
these descriptors, and you learn the caster level of only the
most powerful of these abilities.
While your phrenic senses are active, you also gain
blindsense (emotion) with a range of 30 feet. See page 262 for
more details about blindsense.

Lesser Phrenic Power (Sp)

9th Level

Your psychic abilities have grown strong enough to allow you
to duplicate the effects of a few specific spells. Once per day,
you can cast a spell from the following list as a spell-like ability:
charm monster, clairaudience/clairvoyance, and psychokinetic
strangulation. At 13th level, you can use this ability twice per
day, and at 17th level, you can use this ability three times per
day. The save DC of these spells is equal to 10 + the spell level +
your key ability score modifier.

Phrenic Power (Ex)

12th Level

Your psychic abilities have significantly strengthened, allowing
you to duplicate the effects of specific higher-level spells. Once
per day, you can cast a spell from the following list as a spelllike ability: confusion, mind probe, and telepathic bond. At 16th
level, you can use this ability twice per day, and at 20th level,
you can use this ability three times per day. The save DC of
these spells is equal to 10 + the spell level + your key ability
score’s modifier.
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Greater Phrenic Power (Su)

18th Level

Your psychic powers have grown to grant you potent mental
abilities. Once per day you can use one of the following abilities.
The save DC of these abilities is equal to 10 + half your class
level + your key ability score modifier.
D Mass Synesthesia: As a standard action, you can scramble
the senses of creatures, causing their sensory input to be
processed by the wrong senses, such that noises trigger
bursts of color, smells are perceived as sounds, and so on.
You can target one creature per 2 class levels, no two of
which can be more than 30 feet apart and all of which must
be within 100 feet of you. Each target must succeed at a
Will save or be staggered and forced to treat all creatures
as having concealment (see page 253) for 1 round per class
level you have. Abilities that negate or reduce the effects of
concealment have no effect on mass synesthesia. This is a
mind-affecting ability.
D Psychic Crush: As a standard action, you can invade the mind
of a single creature within 60 feet of you. You deal 15d8
nonlethal damage and cause the target to be sickened for
1 round per class level you have. If the target succeeds at a
Fortitude save, it takes half damage and is not sickened. This
is a pain effect.
D Thought Shield: As a move action, you can grant yourself
a +5 enhancement bonus to saving throws against mindaffecting effects for 1 round per class level you have. For this
duration, you are also immune to spells and effects that allow
creatures to read your thoughts.
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STARFINDER FORERUNNER

Field Fix (Ex)

Members of the Starfinder Society (see page 479) spends a
considerable amount of time, money, and effort exploring
places their fellow Pact Worlds citizens have never been.
Whether they’re investigating the ruins of ancient cultures,
worlds with no modern technology, or civilizations with no prior
contact with the Pact Worlds, Starfinders are always pushing
the boundaries of explored space in a quest for snippets of
knowledge about the edges of history before and after the Gap.
When possible, these expeditions are preceded by, or at least
accompanied by, a Starfinder forerunner who is specifically
trained in exploration, scouting, and survival.
Not all members of the Starfinder Society are forerunners,
and not all forerunners take this archetype. The archetype
represents an expert who has spent years studying with and
apprenticing under more experienced forerunners.
The majority of forerunners are envoys, mystics, and
operatives, though forerunners who have levels in other classes
also exist.

You’ve spent enough time in strange lands, far from the safety of
known civilization, to learn to patch up technology and vehicles—
and even yourself and fellow travelers—using whatever is at
hand. Once per day as a standard action, you can spend 1 Resolve
Point to regain a number of Stamina Points equal to your class
level (up to your maximum). Alternatively, you can take 10
minutes and spend 1 Resolve Point to restore Hit Points equal to
your class level to one vehicle, piece of equipment, or creature.
It is assumed you have gathered whatever materials you need
to perform this action in your normal activities.

6th Level

CHARACTER
CREATION
RACES

SKILLS

FEATS

EQUIPMENT

The Starfinder forerunner grants alternate class features at
2nd, 4th, and 6th levels.

TACTICAL
RULES

2nd Level

STARSHIPS

You gain Culture and Survival as class skills. For each of these
skills that is already a class skill for you (or becomes a class
skill) from a source other than this archetype, once per day you
can choose to roll a check with that skill twice and take the
best result.
You can attempt Engineering, Life Science, and Mysticism
skill checks to identify creatures (see page 133) even if you are
not trained in those skills. You can attempt Survival skill checks
to endure severe weather while moving at your full overland
speed and receive the bonus you would normally receive for
moving at half your overland speed. You can also attempt
Survival checks to live off the land while moving at your full
overland speed.

Ready for Anything (Ex)

OVERVIEW

CLASSES

Alternate Class Features
Trained for Trouble (Ex)

4

MAGIC AND
SPELLS
GAME
MASTERING

SETTING
PATHFINDER
LEGACY

4th Level

As an advance scout and planner for larger expeditions, you
have trained yourself to be ready for nearly anything. This
experience and expertise at planning gives you a number
of abilities.
When you are able to act in the surprise round of a combat,
you gain a +2 bonus to your initiative check for that combat.
When you successfully identify a creature with a skill check
(see page 133), you learn one more useful piece of information
than normal. When you reach 11th level in the class with which
you took this archetype, you instead learn two more pieces of
useful information than normal.
When you attempt a Culture check to decipher writing (see
page 139), there is no chance you will misconstrue the message
(though you might still be unable to translate it), and you can
take 20 (see page 133) on Culture checks to decipher writing
even if you are not trained in Computers and don’t have access
to a computer or downloaded dataset.
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